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Since its launch in 2011, TechFreedom has spoken often on the FTC’s regulation and enforcement of antitrust, unfairness, and consumer protection laws. We welcome the opportunity to once again interact with FTC staff as it works through these issues in a changing
world where technological innovation has brought huge benefits to consumers, but has also
raised novel questions related to privacy, data security, and unfair business practices.

On June 20, 2018, the FTC announced that the agency will hold a series of public hearings
on whether broad-based changes in the economy, evolving business practices, new technologies, or international developments might require adjustments to competition and
consumer protection enforcement law, enforcement priorities, and policy. 4 In preparation
for those hearings, the FTC seeks public comment on eleven (11) issues, through the filing
of separate comments on each topic. TechFreedom is pleased to submit comments on five
(5) of these topics:
•

•
•
•
•

Topic 1: The state of antitrust and consumer protection law and enforcement, and
their development, since the Pitofsky hearings 5
Topic 2: Competition and consumer protection issues in communication, information, and media technology networks 6
Topic 5: The Commission’s remedial authority to deter unfair and deceptive conduct in privacy and data security matters 7
Topic 10: The interpretation and harmonization of state and federal statutes and
regulations that prohibit unfair and deceptive acts and practices 8
Topic 11: The agency’s investigation, enforcement and remedial processes 9
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10.a. Whether and to what extent other enforcement entities authorized
to prosecute unfair or deceptive acts and practices apply FTC precedent
in their enforcement efforts
Federal Level
At the Federal level, it is the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (“CFPB”) that most obviously shares the FTC’s basic Unfair or Deceptive Acts or Practices (“UDAP") authority.
The decision to create a separate agency to address financial consumer protection issues —
rather than giving the FTC more specific authority and staff to address these issues — was
a mistake: consumers benefit from having a single federal agency policing various consumer protection issues. That mistake could at least be mitigated by trying to maintain consistency in how the two agencies interpret their UDAP authority.

As discussed below, the FCC’s authority to ensure that the practices of common carriers are
“just and reasonable” under Section 201(b) could parallel the FTC’s UDAP authority — but,
as far as we are aware, currently does not. Further, in our comment addressing competition
and consumer protection issues in communication, information, and media technology
networks, we discuss in detail the FTC’s UDAP authority to police broadband and common
carriers. 10

State Level

Understanding how state Attorneys General have used their authority under the state Baby
FTC acts is critical to developing a holistic American approach to consumer protection and
to facilitating federal-state cooperation. We hope the Commission will encourage states to
respond, and engage with the National Association of Attorneys General, in particular, to
attempt to produce a systematic assessment of potential areas of divergence between the
interpretation of the FTC Act and that of the baby FTC Acts, both by the courts and by the
responsible agencies themselves. This assessment is critical, as the Dormant Commerce
Clause will require the states, in most instances, to rely on baby FTC Acts and other laws of
general applicability in order to police online most issues associated with the Internet and
online commerce. 11 The ability for states to use their general consumer protection laws
Comments of TechFreedom, Hearings on Competition & Consumer Protection in the 21st Century: Topic 11:
The agency’s investigation, enforcement and remedial processes (Aug. 20, 2018), http://techfreedom.org/wpcontent/uploads/2018/08/ftc-august-2018-workshop-comments-topic-11.pdf.
9
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See Comments of TechFreedom, Topic 2, supra note 6.

See Graham Owens, Federal Preemption, the Dormant Commerce Clause, and State Regulation of Broadband:
Why State Attempts to Impose Net Neutrality Obligations on Internet Service Providers Will Likely Fail, Forth11
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similar to police broadband, as well as the discrepancies and similarities between those
laws and the FTC Act, are discussed in greater detail in our comment addressing competition and consumer protection issues in communication, information, and media technology
networks. 12

10.b. Whether the FTC can, and to what extent it should, take steps to
promote harmonization between the FTC Act and similar statutes
The Federal Communications Commission

In 2015, the FCC’s reclassification of Broadband Internet Access Service (BIAS) as a common carrier service under Title II deprived the FTC of jurisdiction over this service. This
was not merely a change of regulatory authority; it was also a fundamental change in approach. Most critically, Section 201(b) of the Communications Act of 1934 gives the FCC
vast discretion to determine what practices are “just and reasonable” while 202(a) allows
the agency to proscribe any “unreasonable discrimination” in prices. 13 These two provisions were at the heart of the Interstate Commerce Act of 1887, 14 and while the Commission forbore from all other operative provisions of Title II, it did not forebear from these. 15

The FCC’s 2018 Restoring Internet Freedom Order (RIFO), reversed this interpretation,
thus restoring the FTC’s jurisdiction over BIAS. 16 But this is by no means the end of the story: absent legislation barring the FCC from regulating BIAS under Title II (in exchange for
coming (July 19, 2018), available at https://ssrn.com/abstract=3216665 (“This point is critical under the Pike
balancing test, because state actions that burden interstate commerce will only be saved if the regulation imposing the burden could not be “promoted as well with a lesser impact on interstate activities.” Clearly, if a
state is already equipped to enjoin ISPs from engaging in the purportedly “deceptive” or “unfair” practices the
proposed actions are attempting to proscribe, then the states’ interests can be achieved by less burdensome
means and the action would violate the Dormant Commerce Clause under Pike.”) (internal citations omitted).
12

See Comments of TechFreedom, Topic 2, supra note 6.

13 47 U.S.C. § 201(b) (“All charges, practices, classifications, and regulations for and in connection with such
communication service, shall be just and reasonable…”); Id. § 202(a) (“It shall be unlawful for any common
carrier to make any unjust or unreasonable discrimination in charges”).

In re Protecting and Promoting the Open Internet, Report and Order on Remand, Declaratory Ruling, and
Order, 29 FCC Rcd 5561 ¶ 441 (2015) (quoting Personal Communications Industry Association’s Broadband
Personal Communications Services Alliance’s Petition for Forbearance for Broadband Personal Communications Services et al., WT Docket No. 98-100, GN Docket No. 94-33, Memorandum Opinion and Order and Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 13 FCC Rcd 16857, 16865, ¶ 15 (1998)).
14
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Id.

In the Matter of Restoring Internet Freedom, WC Docket No. 17-108, Declaratory Ruling, Report and Order,
and Order, FCC 17-166 (Jan. 4, 2018) (Restoring Internet Freedom Order),
http://transition.fcc.gov/Daily_Releases/Daily_Business/2018/db0104/FCC-17-166A1.pdf.
16
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giving the FCC authority to regulate net neutrality — something we have long supported, 17)
or a judicial ruling that Title II cannot be applied to broadband (something we have asked
the Supreme Court to do in our pending cert petitions 18), it is a metaphysical certainty, given the toxic and hyper-partisan politics of this issue, that the next Democratic FCC Chairman will lead the agency in re-re-classifying broadband as a Title II common carrier service. This game of jurisdictional ping-pong could play out forever — or at least until Congress finally overhauls the 1934 Communications Act, which could effectively take forever
(making this more akin to watching a cricket match than a game of table tennis).

Thus, despite the clarity created by the RIFO in the short term, how broadband will be regulated remains extremely unclear. The FTC cannot stop this back and forth, but it can, and
should, work with the FCC now to reduce the uncertainty each time jurisdiction shifts in the
future. Building on the Memorandum of Understanding issued by the two agencies in December 2017, declaring their intention to coordinate their enforcement and share information going forward, 19 the FTC should help the FCC to develop a policy statement on the
meaning of Section 201(b)’s “just and reasonable” practices standard. True, the FCC may
need to exercise that authority in broader ways than envisioned by the FTC’s Unfairness
Policy Statement — for example, to address concerns over public safety regarding what
have been designated uniquely vital services — there is no reason why the two agencies
should treat similar (non-safety related) consumer protection issues differently.

The Unfairness Policy Statement has not prevented the FTC from acting aggressively to
protect consumers; if anything, the FCC would have an even easier time operating under
such a standard, given the potentially greater injuries present when common carrier services are involved, the reduced likelihood that potentially harmful practices offer some
competitive benefit when associated with monopolistic or oligopolistic services, and the
greater likelihood that consumers will be unable to reasonably avoid such practices. Likewise, the Deception Policy Statement seems no less applicable to claims or omissions made
by common carrier services than by non-common carrier services.
Comments of TechFreedom, In the Matter of Notice of Proposed Rulemaking-Restoring Internet Freedom, WC
Docket No. 17-108, 103-104 (Aug. 30, 2017),
http://docs.techfreedom.org/TechFreedom_Reply_Comments_on_Open_Internet_Order.pdf.
17

United States Telecom Ass'n v. Fed. Commc'ns Comm'n, 855 F.3d 381 (D.C. Cir. 2017), petition for cert. filed by
TechFreedom (No. 17-503), http://www.scotusblog.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/17-503-petition.pdf.
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Press Release, Fed. Trade Comm’n, FTC, FCC Outline Agreement to Coordinate Online Consumer Protection
Efforts Following the Adopting of The Restoring Internet Freedom Act (Dec. 11, 2017),
https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/press-releases/2017/12/ftc-fcc-outline-agreement-coordinate-onlineconsumer-protection.
19
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Adopting the FCC’s own versions of the FTC’s Unfairness and Deception Policy Statements
would ensure that the same body of case law could inform enforcement actions by both
agencies; thus, when jurisdiction shifted, the controlling legal standard would, at least in
principal, remain unchanged. Harmonization would also be useful if Congress finally ended
the common carrier exception, as the Commission has long requested: the FCC and FTC
would share jurisdiction but apply the same standards. In both cases, cooperation between
the two agencies would be greatly facilitated, whether that means handing a case off from
one agency to the other in the first case or bringing a joint case in the second.

Obviously, there is nothing either today’s FTC or FCC Commissioners can do to bar a future
FCC from revoking such a policy statement, but that is no reason not to issue it today. Harmonization of the FCC’s approach will be useful in the near-term for that agency’s policing
of (non-BIAS) common carriers, allowing the Commission to build a case law that tracks
with the FTC’s, and allowing the two agencies to coordinate in their overall approaches.
The more of that is done, the better established the policy statement becomes, the harder it
will be for a future FCC chairman to revoke it. If the past two years have demonstrated
nothing else, it is that nothing stifles growth, innovation, and investment in BIAS more than
regulatory uncertainty.

State Baby FTC Acts

States attorney generals, in enforcing each state’s Baby FTC acts, can play an important role
in protecting consumers online, just as they have done offline, for several reasons: (1)
bringing additional prosecutorial resources to bear; (2) bringing to light problems that
might not attract attention at the national level yet still merit prosecution; and (3) ensuring
political diversity in the development of consumer protection law.

This last point is especially critical for Democrats concerned that the FTC might be insufficiently aggressive: with twenty-one Democratic state attorneys general currently in office 20
(and more likely to be elected in November), if the Republican-led FTC chooses not to bring
certain cases, there will be ample opportunity for Democratic state AGs to bring such cases.
Of course, these AGs, even acting in concert, will not have the same resources as the FTC.
But the point is not that they can fully substitute for the FTC; rather, they can at least bring
the most high-profile cases. In short, some degree of divergence between the application of
the FTC act and of the baby FTC acts is a feature, not a bug — at least, to the extent that
20 Who’s My AG? NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ATTORNEYS GENERAL (last visited August 20, 2018 5:00PM)
http://www.naag.org/naag/attorneys-general/whos-my-ag.php.
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courts are weighing such interpretations and determining the meaning of the law, as envisioned by the FTC’s 1980 Unfairness Policy Statement. 21

However, the fundamentals should be the same between federal and state actors: just as
the fundamentals of the statute do not change between Republican and Democratic FTC
chairmen, so, too, should the fundamentals be consistent across Federal and state statutes
— while still allowing room for differences in how the laws are applied to the facts. In other
words, not only should the text of state statutes conform to that of the FTC Act, but so too
should there be a correspondence between the next level of conceptual abstraction — such
as the FTC’s Unfairness and Deception Policy Statements. These documents have stood the
test of time, transcending political divisions.

There are at least four reasons why harmonization of approaches between the FTC and the
states would be beneficial — the first two practical and the second constitutional. First,
harmonization would facilitate collaboration between the FTC and states. Second, harmonization would help to ensure that regulated parties can anticipate what consumer protection law requires them to do — and not do. This is a good thing in itself, both for the companies and for consumers, who will benefit from clearer expectations. Third, the ability of
regulated parties to adjust their conduct to accord with the law is also required (or at least
highly valuable) under the principle of Fair Notice, grounded in the due process clause of
the Fifth Amendment and incorporated as against the states under the Fourteenth
Amendment. 22 Fourth, while baby FTC Acts are strongly grounded in each states’ police
power, the way in which those laws are applied to the Internet, which is an inherently in-

Fed. Trade Comm’n, FTC Policy Statement on Unfairness (1980), https://www.ftc.gov/publicstatements/1980/12/ftc-policy-statement-unfairness.

21

Id.

The statute was deliberately framed in general terms since Congress recognized the impossibility of drafting a complete list of unfair trade practices that would not quickly become
outdated or leave loopholes for easy evasion. The task of identifying unfair trade practices
was therefore assigned to the Commission, subject to judicial review, in the expectation that
the underlying criteria would evolve and develop over time. As the Supreme Court observed
as early as 1931, the ban on unfairness "belongs to that class of phrases which do not admit
of precise definition, but the meaning and application of which must be arrived at by what
this court elsewhere has called 'the gradual process of judicial inclusion and exclusion.'

Gerard Stegmaier, Wendell Bartnick, Psychics, Russian Roulette, and Data Security: The FTC’s Hidden Data
Security Requirements 20 GEORGE MASON L. REV. 672-720 (May 9, 2013). available at
https://ssrn.com/abstract=2263037.
22
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terstate means of transporting goods and information, could nonetheless violate the
Dormant Commerce Clause in four ways. 23

First, as our Legal Fellow Graham Owens makes clear in his forthcoming paper addressing,
among other issues, state regulations and the Dormant Commerce Clause, the Internet’s
inherently interstate nature makes state regulation more likely to violate the Dormant
Commerce Clause:
The Internet—described by the Supreme Court in 1997 as a “wholly new medium of worldwide human communication” 24 and defined by the [FCC] as “jurisdictionally interstate for regulatory purposes”—naturally extends beyond the
boundaries of any state, and the effects of any state Internet regulation will similarly extend beyond state borders, thus implicating the “Dormant Commerce
Clause.” This doctrine limits the states’ ability to institute regulations that act as
barriers to interstate commerce; it may even limit how the states may act within
their traditional police powers to protect public health and safety, or to protect
its citizens from unfair or deceptive trade practices. 25

Second, if states make specific actions in online commerce—rather than general conduct—
per se “unfair” or “deceptive” practices in violation of their baby FTC Acts, the likelihood of
“inconsistent legislation that, taken to its most extreme, could paralyze the development
altogether,” is prodigious, thereby seriously burdening interstate commerce. 26 To illustrate,
consider Washington’s anti-spam statute at issue in State v. Heckel¸ which made sending
spam messages in certain contexts a per se violation of its consumer protection act.27
There, Washington contended, in addition to the violations of the anti-spam law, that the
defendant’s practice of failing to provide a usable return email address—a practice not
prohibited by the state anti-spam statute—constituted a deceptive practice in violation of
the Consumer Protection Act. 28 Despite the lower court’s terse rejection of the state’s antiSee Owens, Federal Preemption, the Dormant Commerce Clause, and State Regulation of Broadband supra
note 11.
23
24

Reno v. ACLU, 521 U.S. 844, 850 (1997).

See Owens, Federal Preemption, the Dormant Commerce Clause, and State Regulation of Broadband supra
note 11 (internal citations omitted).
25

Am. Libraries Ass’n v. Pataki, 969 F. Supp. 160, 169 (S.D.N.Y. 1997) (citing Philadelphia v. New Jersey, 437
U.S. 617 (1978)).

26

State v. Heckel, 143 Wash. 2d 824 (Wash. 2001). “The term ‘spam’ refers broadly to unsolicited bulk e-mail
(or “‘junk’ e-mail”), which ‘can be either commercial (such as an advertisement) or noncommercial (such as a
joke or chain letter).’” Id. at 827, n. 1 (quoting Sabra Anne Kelin, State Regulation of Unsolicited Commercial E–
Mail, 16 Berkeley Tech. L.J. 435, 436 & n. 10 (2001)); see also Owens, Federal Preemption, the Dormant Commerce Clause, and State Regulation of Broadband supra note 11.
27

28

Id.
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spam statute as an unconstitutional violation of the Dormant Commerce Clause, the court
felt no need to attack the constitutionality of this claim brought under its general conduct
standards. 29

Third, under the Pike balancing test courts use to determine whether a state action violates
the Dormant Commerce clause. 30 Under that test, state actions that burden interstate
commerce will only be saved if the regulation imposing the burden could not be “promoted
as well with a lesser impact on interstate activities.” 31 Clearly, if a state is already equipped
to enjoin companies from engaging in “deceptive” or “unfair” practices in online commerce,
then the states’ interests can be achieved by less burdensome means and the action would
violate the Dormant Commerce Clause under Pike. 32

Fourth, to the degree that the application of state consumer protection statutes is inconsistent from state to state, it is not difficult to imagine one state having an undue influence
on the inherently interstate medium of the Internet beyond its borders, which could lead to
successful challenges under the Dormant Commerce Clause (and even the Due Process
Clause). As our Graham Owens explains in his forthcoming paper:
Even more problematic would be attempting to avoid liability by anticipating all
possible interpretations of “reasonableness” in each state. Given the subjectivity
of determining what constitutes “reasonable,” complying with multiple states’
laws may not only be impossible or impractical in practice, but it may be impossible for ISPs to actually determine whether a practice is reasonable prior to being sued. (This raises another constitutional problem beyond the scope of this
paper: that the multiplication of uncertainty of inherently ambiguous language
among state laws, even when identical as among states, denies regulated companies the “fair notice” guaranteed by the Due Process clause of the Fifth
Amendment, and incorporated as against the states by the Fourteenth Amendment.) Further, as Washington did in Heckel, states defending their net neutrality laws will undoubtedly attempt to convince courts to avoid weighing the lost
profits ISPs incur from inconsistent, or inconsistently applied, state laws in any
Dormant Commerce Clause analysis by attaching a negative label—such as “un-

See Constitutional Law-Dormant Commerce Clause-Washington Supreme Court Upholds State Anti-Spamming
Law.-Washington v. Heckel, 24 P.3d 404 (Wash. 2001), Cert. Denied, 70 U.S.L.W. 3193 (U.S. Oct. 29, 2001) (No.
01-469)., 115 Harv. L. Rev. 931, 932, n.13 (2002) [hereinafter Constitutional Law-Dormant Commerce Clause].
29

Pike v. Bruce Church, Inc., 397 U.S. 137, 142 (1970); Owens, Federal Preemption, the Dormant Commerce
Clause, and State Regulation of Broadband supra note 11.
30
31

Id.

Attempting to pass a law proscribing something the state can already police also wastes state resources,
though no court has found this to be a relevant factor under the Dormant Commerce Clause analysis.
32
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fair” or “unreasonable”—to the burdened activity, regardless of whether such
practices were found to be reasonable in other states. 33

Suppose, for example, that a state took an approach to deception that was inconsistent with
the Deception Policy Statement (dispensing with any requirement to establish materiality,
for example), or reverted to the approach rejected in the Unfairness Policy Statement (prescribing practices as unfair merely for allegedly violating some asserted public policy,
without establishing consumer injury not outweighed by countervailing benefit that consumers could not reasonably avoid). Such approaches could allow the state extremely broad
latitude in regulating Internet companies, even if it claimed to do be doing so only within its
own borders. One state could set itself up as the arbiter of public policy across the Internet
— another “National Nanny,” if you will.

Owens, Federal Preemption, the Dormant Commerce Clause, and State Regulation of Broadband supra note
11 (internal citations omitted).
33
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Executive Summary
Congressional reauthorization of the FTC is long overdue. It has been twenty-two years
since Congress last gave the FTC a significant course-correction and even that one, codifying the heart of the FTC’s 1980 Unfairness Policy Statement, has not had the effect Congress expected. Indeed, neither that policy statement nor the 1983 Deception Policy Statement, nor the 2015 Unfair Methods of Competition Enforcement Policy Statement, will, on
their own, ensure that the FTC strikes the right balance between over- and underenforcement of its uniquely broad mandate under Section 5 of the FTC Act.
These statements are not without value, and we support codifying the other key provisions
of the Unfairness Policy Statement that were not codified in 1980, as well as codifying the
Deception Policy Statement. In particular, we urge Congress or the FTC to clarify the
i
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meaning of “materiality,” the key element of Deception, which the Commission has effectively nullified.
But a shoring up of substantive standards does not address the core problem: ultimately, that
the FTC’s processes have enabled it to operate with essentially unbounded discretion in developing the doctrine by which its three high level standards are applied in real-world cases.
Chiefly, the FTC has been able to circumvent judicial review through what it calls its
“common law of consent decrees,” and to effectively circumvent the rulemaking safeguards
imposed by Congress in 1980 through a variety of forms of “soft law”: guidance and recommendations that have, if indirectly and through amorphous forms of pressure, essentially
regulatory effect.
At the same time, and contributing to the problem, the FTC has made insufficient use of its
Bureau of Economics, which ought to be the agency’s crown jewel: a dedicated, internal
think tank of talented economists who can help steer the FTC’s enforcement and policymaking functions. While BE has been well integrated into the Commission’s antitrust decisionmaking, it has long resisted applying the lessons of law and economics to its consumer protection work.
The FTC is, in short, in need of a recalibration. In this paper we evaluate nine of the seventeen FTC reform bills proposed by members of the Commerce, Manufacturing and Trade
Subcommittee, and suggest a number of our own, additional reforms for the agency.
Many of what we see as the most needed reforms go to the lack of economic analysis. Thus
we offer detailed suggestions for how to operationalize a greater commitment to economic
rigor in the agency’s decision-making at all stages. Specifically, we propose expanding the
proposed requirement for economic analysis of recommendations for “legislation or regulatory action” to include best practices (such as the FTC commonly recommends in reports),
complaints and consent decrees. We also propose (and support bills proposing) other mechanisms aimed at injecting more rigor into the Commission’s decisionmaking, particularly by
limiting its use of various sources of informal or overly discretionary sources of authority.
The most underappreciated aspect of the FTC’s processes is investigation, for it is here that
the FTC wields incredible power to coerce companies into settling lawsuits rather than litigating them. Requiring that the staff satisfy a “preponderance of the evidence” standard for
issuing consumer protection complaints would help, on the margin, to embolden some defendants not to settle. Other proposed limits on the aggressive use of remedies and on the
allowable scope of the Commission’s consent orders would help to accomplish the same
thing. Changing this dynamic even slightly could produce a significant shift in the agency’s
model, by injecting more judicial review into the FTC’s evolution of its doctrine.
Commissioners themselves could play a greater role in constraining the FTC’s discretion, as
well, keeping the FTC focused on advancing consumer welfare in everything it does. To-

ii

gether with the Bureau of Economics, these two internal sources of constraint could partly
substitute for the relative lack of external constraint from the courts.
We are not wholly critical of the FTC. Indeed, we are broadly supportive of its mission.
And we support several measures to expand the FTC’s jurisdiction to cover telecom common carriers and to make it easier for the FTC to prosecute non-profits that engage in forprofit activities. We enthusiastically support expansion of the FTC’s Bureau of Economics.
And we recommend expansion of the Commission’s competition advocacy work into a fullfledged Bureau, so that the Commission can advocate at all levels of government — federal,
state and local — on behalf of consumers and against legislation and regulations that would
hamper the innovation and experimentation that fuel our rapidly evolving economy.
But most of all, Congress should not take the FTC’s current processes for granted. Ultimately, the FTC reports to Congress and it is Congress’s responsibility to regularly and carefully
scrutinize how the agency operates. The agency’s vague standards, sweeping jurisdiction,
and its demonstrated ability to circumvent both judicial review and statutory safeguards on
policy making make regular reassessment of the Commission through biennial reauthorization crucial to its ability to serve the consumers it is tasked with protecting.
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Considering that rules of the Commission may apply to any act or practice “affecting commerce”, and that the only statutory restraint is that it be unfair, the
apparent power of the Commission with respect to commercial law is virtually
as broad as the Congress itself. In fact, the Federal Trade Commission may be
the second most powerful legislature in the country…. All 50 State legislatures
and State Supreme Courts can agree that a particular act is fair and lawful, but
the five-man appointed FTC can overrule them all. The Congress has little control over the far-flung activities of this agency short of passing entirely new
legislation.1
Sens. Barry Goldwater & Harrison Schmitt, 1980

Within very broad limits, the agency determines what shall be legal. Indeed,
the agency has been “lawless” in the sense that it has traditionally been beyond judicial control.2
Former FTC Chairman Tim Muris, 1981

The FTC’s investigatory power is very broad and is akin to an inquisitorial
body. On its own initiative, it can investigate a broad range of businesses without
any indication of a predicate offense having occurred.3
Prof. Chris Hoofnagle, 2016

Introduction
Only by the skin of its teeth did the Federal Trade Commission survive its cataclysmic confrontation with Congress in 1980. Today, the Federal Trade Commission remains the closest thing to a second national legislature in America. Its jurisdiction covers nearly every
company in America. It powers over unfair and deceptive acts and practices (UDAP) and
unfair methods of competition (UMC) remain so inherently vague that the Commission retains unparalleled discretion to make policy decisions that are essentially legislative. The
Commission increasingly wields these powers over high tech issues affecting not just the
high tech sector, but, increasingly, every company in America. It has become the de facto

1

S. Rep. No. 96-184, at 18 (1980), available at
http://digitalcollections.library.cmu.edu/awweb/awarchive?type=file&item=417102.
2

Timothy J. Muris, Judicial Constraints, in THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION SINCE 1970: ECONOMIC REGULATION AND BUREAUCRATIC BEHAVIOR, 35, 49 (Kenneth W. Clarkson & Timothy J. Muris, eds., 1981).
3
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Federal Technology Commission — a moniker we coined,4 but which Chairwoman Edith
Ramirez has embraced.5
For all this power, either by design or by neglect, the FTC is also “a largely unconstrained
agency.”6 “Although appearing effective, most means of controlling Commission actions
are virtually useless, owing to lack of political support and information, lack of interest on
the part of those ostensibly monitoring the FTC, or FTC maneuvering.”7 At the same time,
“[t]he courts place almost no restraint upon what commercial practices the FTC can proscribe….”8
The vast majority of what the FTC does is uncontroversial — routine antitrust, fraud and
advertising cases. Yet, as the FTC has dealt with cutting-edge legal issues, like privacy, data
security and product design, it has raised deep concerns not merely about the specific cases
brought by the FTC, but also that the agency is drifting away from the careful balance it
struck in its 1980 Unfairness Policy Statement (UPS)9 and its 1983 Deception Policy Statement (DPS).10
We applaud the Commerce, Manufacturing & Trade Subcommittee for taking up the issue
of FTC reform, and for the seventeen bills submitted by members of both parties. Even if no
legislation passes this Congress, active engagement by Congress in the operation of the
Commission was crucial in the past to ensuring that the FTC does not stray from its mission
of serving consumers. But active congressional oversight has been wanting for far too long.

4

Berin Szóka & Geoffrey Manne, The Second Century of the Federal Trade Commission, TECHDIRT (Sept. 26,
2013), available at https://www.techdirt.com/blog/innovation/articles/20130926/16542624670/secondcentury-federal-trade-commission.shtml; see also Consumer Protection & Competition Regulation in a High-Tech
World: Discussing the Future of the Federal Trade Commission, Report 1.0 of the FTC: Technology & Reform Project, 3 (Dec. 2013), available at http://docs.techfreedom.org/FTC_Tech_Reform_Report.pdf.
5

Kai Ryssdal, The FTC is Dealing with More High Tech Issues, MARKETPLACE (Mar. 7, 2016), available at
http://www.marketplace.org/2016/03/07/tech/ftc-dealing-more-high-tech-issues.
6

Part I: The Institutional Setting, in THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION SINCE 1970, supra note 2 at 11.

7

Id. at 11–12.

8

Timothy J. Muris, Judicial Constraints, in id. 35, 43.

9

Letter from the FTC to the House Consumer Subcommittee, appended to In re Int’l Harvester Co., 104 F.T.C. 949,
1073 (1984) [“Unfairness Policy Statement” or “UPS”], available at http://www.ftc.gov/ftc-policy-statementon-unfairness.
10

Letter from the FTC to the Committee on Energy & Commerce, appended to Cliffdale Assocs., Inc., 103 F.T.C. 110,
174 (1984) [“Deception Policy Statement” or “DPS”], available at http://www.ftc.gov/ftc-policy-statement-ondeception.
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Not since 1996 has Congress reauthorized the FTC,11 and not since 1994 has Congress actually substantially modified the FTC’s standards or processes.12
The most significant thing Congress has done regarding the FTC since 1980 was the 1994
codification of the Unfairness Policy Statement’s three-part balancing test in Section 5(n).
But even that has proven relatively ineffective: The Commission pays lip service to this test,
but there has been essentially none of analytical development promised by the Commission
in the 1980 UPS:
The present understanding of the unfairness standard is the result of an evolutionary process. The statute was deliberately framed in general terms since Congress recognized the impossibility of drafting a complete list of unfair trade practices that would not quickly become outdated or leave loopholes for easy evasion.
The task of identifying unfair trade practices was therefore assigned to the Commission, subject to judicial review, in the expectation that the underlying criteria would evolve and develop over time.

The Commission no doubt believes that it has carefully weighed (1) substantial consumer
injury with (2) countervailing benefit to consumers or to competition, and carefully assessed
whether (3) consumers could “reasonably have avoided” the injury, as Congress required by
enacting Section 5(n). But whatever weighing the Commission has done in its internal decision-making is far from apparent from the outside, and it has not been done by the courts in
any meaningful way.13 As former Chairman Tim Muris notes, “the Commission’s authority
remains extremely broad.”14
The situation is little on better on Deception — at least, on the cutting edge of Deception
cases, involving privacy policies, online help pages, and enforcement of other promises that
differ fundamentally from traditional marketing claims. Just as the Commission has rendered the three-part Unfairness test essentially meaningless, it has essentially nullified the
“materiality” requirement that it volunteered in the 1983 Deception Policy Statement. The
Statement began by presuming, reasonably, that express marketing claims are always materi-

11

Federal Trade Commission Reauthorization Act of 1996, Pub. L. 104-216, 110 Stat. 3019 (Oct. 1, 1996),
available at http://uscode.house.gov/statutes/pl/104/216.pdf.
12

Federal Trade Commission Act Amendments of 1994, Pub. L. 103-312, 108 Stat. 1691 (Aug. 26, 1994)
available at http://uscode.house.gov/statutes/pl/103/312.pdf.
13

See infra at 39.

14

Statement of Timothy J. Muris, Hearing on Financial Services and Products: The Role of the Fed. Trade
Commission in Protecting Customers, before the Subcomm. on Consumer Protection, Product Safety, and
Insurance of the S. Comm. on Commerce, Science, and Transportation, 111th Cong. 2 (2010), 28, available at
http://lawprofessors.typepad.com/files/muris_senate_testimony_ftc_role_protecting_consumers_3-17101.pdf.
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al, but the Commission has extended that presumption (and other narrow presumptions of
materiality in the DPS) to cover essentially all deception cases.15
Congress cannot fix these problems simply by telling the FTC to dust off its two bedrock
policy statements and take them more seriously (as it essentially did in 1994 regarding Unfairness). Instead, Congress must fundamentally reassess the process that has allowed the
FTC to avoid judicial scrutiny of how it wields its discretion.
The last time Congress significantly reassessed the FTC’s processes was in May 1980, when it
created procedural safeguards and evidentiary requirements for FTC rulemaking. These reforms were much needed, and remain fundamentally necessary (although we do, below, encourage the FTC to attempt a Section 5 rulemaking for the first time in decades in order to
provide a real-world experience of how such rulemakings work and whether Congress might
make changes at the margins to facilitate reliance on that tool). 16
But these 1980 reforms failed to envision that the Commission would, eventually, find ways
of exercising the vast discretion inherent in Unfairness and Deception through what it now
proudly calls its “common law of consent decrees”17 — company-specific, but cookie-cutter
consent decrees that have little to do with the facts of each case (and always run for twenty
years). These consent decrees are bolstered by the regular issuance of recommended best
practices in reports and guides that function as quasi-regulations, imposed on entire industries not by rulemaking but by the administrative equivalent of a leering glare. Together,
these new tactics have allowed the FTC to effectively circumvent not only the process re15

See infra at 21.

16

See infra at 99.
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“Together, these enforcement efforts have established what some scholars call ‘the common law of privacy’
in the United States.” Julie Brill, Commissioner, Fed. Trade Comm’n, Remarks to the Mentor Group Forum for
EU-US Legal-Economic Affairs Brussels, April 16, 2013, 3 (Apr. 16, 2013), available at
https://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/public_statements/remarks-mentor-group-forum-eu-uslegal-economic-affairs-brussels-belgium/130416mentorgroup.pdf (citing Christopher Wolf, Targeted Enforcement and Shared Lawmaking Authority As Catalysts for Data Protection in the United States (2010), available at
http://www.justice.gov.il/NR/rdonlyres/8D438C53-82C8- 4F25-99F8E3039D40E4E4/26451/Consumer_WOLFDataProtectionandPrivacyCommissioners.pdf (FTC consent decrees have “created a ‘common law of consent decrees,’ producing a set of data protection rules for businesses
to follow.”)). FTC Chairman Edith Ramirez said roughly the same thing in a 2014 speech:
I have expressed concern about recent proposals to formulate guidance to try to codify our
unfair methods principles for the first time in the Commission’s 100 year history. While I
don’t object to guidance in theory, I am less interested in prescribing our future enforcement
actions than in describing our broad enforcement principles revealed in our recent precedent.
Quoted in Geoffrey Manne, FTC Commissioner Joshua Wright gets his competition enforcement guidelines, TRUTH ON
THE MARKET (Aug. 13, 2015), available at https://truthonthemarket.com/2015/08/13/ftc-commissionerjoshua-wright-gets-his-competiton-enforcement-guidelines/ (speech video available at
http://masonlec.org/media-center/299).
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forms of May 1980 but also the substantive constraints volunteered by the FTC later that
year in the Unfairness Policy Statement and, three years later, in the Deception Policy
Statement.
Such process reforms are the focus of this paper. The seventeen bills currently before the
Subcommittee would begin to address these problems — but only begin. In this paper we
evaluate nine of the proposed bills in turn, offer specific recommendations, and also offer a
slate of our own additional suggestions for reform.
Our most important point, though, is not any one of our proposed reforms, but this: The
default assumption should not be that the FTC continues operating indefinitely without
course corrections from Congress.
Justice Scalia put this point best in his 2014 decision, striking down the EPA’s attempt to
“rewrite clear statutory terms to suit its own sense of how the statute should operate,” when
he said: “We are not willing to stand on the dock and wave goodbye as EPA embarks on
this multiyear voyage of discovery.”18 The point is more, not less, important when a statute
like Section 5 has been “deliberately framed in general terms since Congress recognized the
impossibility of drafting a complete list of unfair trade practices that would not quickly become outdated or leave loopholes for easy evasion”: trusting the FTC to follow an “evolutionary process” requires regular, searching reassessments by Congress. This need is especially acute given that the “underlying criteria” have not “evolve[d] and develop[ed] over time”
through the “judicial review” expected by both Congress and the FTC in 1980 — at least,
not in any analytically meaningful way.
Reauthorization should happen at regular two-year intervals and it should never be a pro
forma rubber-stamping of the FTC’s processes. Each reauthorization should begin from the
assumption that the FTC is a uniquely important and valuable agency — one that can do
enormous good for consumers, but also one whose uniquely broad scope and broad discretion require constant supervision and regular course corrections. Regular tweaks to the
FTC’s processes should be expected and welcomed, not resisted.
The worst thing defenders of the FTC could do would be allowing the FTC to drift along
towards the kind of confrontation with Congress that nearly destroyed the FTC in 1980.

The FTC’s History: Past is Prologue
It is no exaggeration to say that the 1980 compromise over unfairness saved the FTC from
going the way of the Civil Aeronautics Board, which Congress began phasing out in 1978
under the leadership of Alfred Kahn, President Carter’s de-regulator-in-chief. President
18

Util. Air Regulatory Grp. v. EPA, 134 S. Ct. 2427, 2446 (2014).
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Carter signed the 1980 FTC Improvements Act even though he objected to some of its provisions because, as he noted, “the very existence of this agency is at stake.”19 Those reforms
to the FTC’s rulemaking process, enacted in May 1980, were only part of what saved the
FTC from oblivion.
Driven largely by outrage over the FTC’s attempt to regulate children’s advertising, Congress had allowed the FTC’s funding to lapse, briefly shuttering the FTC. As Howard
Beales, then (in 2004) director of the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection, noted, “shutting down a single agency because of disputes over policy decisions is almost unprecedented.”20 In the mid-to-late 1970s, the FTC had interpreted “unfairness” expansively in an attempt to regulate everything from funeral home practices to labor practices and pollution.
Beales and former FTC Chairman, Tim Muris, summarize the problem thusly:
Using its unfairness authority under Section 5, but unbounded by meaningful
standards, in the 1970s the Commission embarked on a vast enterprise to transform entire industries. Over a 15-month period, the Commission issued a rule a
month, usually without a clear theory of why there was a law violation, with only a tenuous connection between the perceived problem and the recommended
remedy, and with, at best, a shaky empirical foundation. 21

When the FTC attempted to ban the advertising of sugared cereals to children, the Washington Post dubbed the FTC the “National Nanny.”22 This led directly to the 1980 FTC Improvements Act — the one Sens. Goldwater and Schmitt endorsed in the quotation that
opens this paper.
In early 1980, by a vote of 272-127, Congress curtailed the FTC’s Section 5 rulemaking
powers under the 1975 Magnuson-Moss Act, imposing additional evidentiary and procedural safeguards.23 But the FTC refused to narrow its doctrinal interpretation of unfairness
until Congress briefly shuttered the FTC in the first modern government shutdown. In December, 1980, the FTC issued its Unfairness Policy Statement, promising to weigh (a) sub19

Jimmy Carter, Federal Trade Commission Improvements Act of 1980 Statement on Signing H.R. 2313 into Law (May
28, 1980), available at http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/ws/?pid=44790.
20

J. Howard Beales III, Advertising to Kids and the FTC: A Regulatory Retrospective that Advises the Present, 8 n.32
(2004), available at https://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/public_statements/advertising-kidsand-ftc-regulatory-retrospective-advises-present/040802adstokids.pdf.
21

J. Howard Beales III & Timothy J. Muris, Striking the Proper Balance: Redress Under Section 13(B) of the FTC
Act, 79 ANTITRUST L. J. 1, 1 (2013), available at
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2764456.
22

Editorial, WASH. POST (Mar. 1, 1978), reprinted in MICHAEL PERTSCHUK, REVOLT AGAINST REGULATION,
69–70 (1982); see also Beales, supra note 20, at 8 n.37 (“Former FTC Chairman Pertschuk characterizes the
Post editorial as a turning point in the Federal Trade Commission’s fortunes.”).
23

Federal Trade Commission Act Improvements Act of 1980, Pub. L. 96-252, 94 Stat. 374 (May 28, 1980),
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stantial injury against (b) countervailing benefit and (c) to focus only on practices consumers
could not reasonably avoid. Last year, the FTC finally adopted a Policy Statement on Unfair Methods of Competition that parallels the two UDAP statements. 24
In 1994, in Section 5(n), Congress codified the core requirements of the UPS, and further
narrowed the FTC’s ability to rely on its assertions of what constituted public policy. This
was the last time Congress substantially modified the FTC Act — meaning that the Commission has operated since then without course-correction from Congress. 25 This is itself
troubling, given that independent agencies are supposed to operate as creatures of Congress,
not regulatory knights errant. But it is even more problematic given the extent of the FTC’s
renewed efforts to escape the bounds of even its minimal discretionary constraints.

The Inevitable Tendency Towards the Discretionary Model
To paraphrase Winston Churchill on democracy, the FTC offers the “worst form of consumer protection and competition regulation — except for all the others.” Democracy,
without constant vigilance and reform, will inevitably morph into the unaccountable exercise of power — what the Founders meant by the word “corruption” (literally, “decayed”).
When Benjamin Franklin was asked, upon exiting the Constitutional Convention of
1787, “Well, Doctor, what have we got — a Republic or a Monarchy?,” he famously remarked “A Republic, if you can keep it.” 26
The same can be said for the FTC: an “evolutionary process… subject to judicial review,”27
if we can keep it. Any agency given so broad a charge as to prohibit “unfair methods of competition… and unfair or deceptive acts or practices…” will inevitably tend towards the exercise of maximum discretion.
This critique is of a dynamic inherent in the FTC itself, not of particular Chairmen, Commissioners, Bureau Directors or other staffers. The players change regularly, each leaving
their mark on the agency, but the agency has institutional tendencies of its own, inherent in
the nature of the agency.
The Commission itself most clearly identified the core of the FTC’s institutional nature in
the Unfairness Policy Statement, in a passage so critical it bears quoting in full:
24

Fed. Trade Comm’n, Statement of Enforcement Principles Regarding “Unfair Methods of Competition” Under Section
5 of the FTC Act (Aug. 13, 2015) [“UMC Policy Statement”], available at
https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/public_statements/735201/150813section5enforcement.pdf.
25

The 1996 FTC reauthorization was purely pro forma.

26

Benjamin Franklin, quoted in Respectfully Quoted: A Dictionary of Quotations, BARTLEBY.COM (last visited
May 22, 2016), http://www.bartleby.com/73/1593.html
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The present understanding of the unfairness standard is the result of an evolutionary process. The statute was deliberately framed in general terms since
Congress recognized the impossibility of drafting a complete list of unfair trade
practices that would not quickly become outdated or leave loopholes for easy
evasion. The task of identifying unfair trade practices was therefore assigned to
the Commission, subject to judicial review, in the expectation that the underlying criteria would evolve and develop over time. As the Supreme Court observed as early as 1931, the ban on unfairness “belongs to that class of phrases
which do not admit of precise definition, but the meaning and application of
which must be arrived at by what this court elsewhere has called ‘the gradual
process of judicial inclusion and exclusion.’”28

In other words, Congress delegated vast discretion to the Commission from the very start
because of the difficulties inherent in prescriptive regulation of competition and consumer
protection. The Commission generally exercised that discretion primarily through case-bycase adjudication, but began issuing rules on its own authority in 1964,29 setting it on the
road that culminated in the cataclysm of 1980.
Indeed, given the essential nature of bureaucracies, it was probably only a matter of time
before the FTC reached this point. It is no accident that it took just three years from 1975,
when Congress affirmed the FTC’s claims to “organic” rulemaking power (implicit in Section 5), until the FTC was being ridiculed as the “National Nanny.” In short, the 1975
Magnuson-Moss Act created a monster, magnifying the effects of the FTC’s inherent Section 5 discretion with the ability to conduct statutorily sanctioned rulemakings. If it had not
been then-Chairman Michael Pertschuk who pushed the FTC too far, it probably would
have, eventually, been some other chairman. The power was simply too great for any government agency to resist using without some feedback mechanism in the system telling it to
stop.
In that sense, we believe the rise of the Internet played a role analogous to the 1975 Magnuson-Moss Act, spurring the FTC to greater activity where it had previously been more
restrained.30
After 1980, the FTC ceased conducting new Section 5 rulemakings. Between 1980 and
2000, the FTC brought just sixteen unfairness cases, all of which fell into narrow categories
of clearly “bad” conduct: “(1) theft and the facilitation thereof (clearly the leading category);

28

UPS, supra note 9.

29

Statement of Basis and Purpose, Unfair or Deceptive Advertising and Labeling of Cigarettes in Relation to
the Health Hazards of Smoking, 29 Fed. Reg. 8324, 8355 (1964).
30

Of course, we also recognize that other societal forces were at work, such as the Naderite consumer protection movement of the 1970s, and the growing privacy protection movement of the 1990s and 2000s. But the
analogy still offers some value.
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(2) breaking or causing the breaking of other laws; (3) using insufficient care; (4) interfering
with the exercise of consumer rights; and (5) advertising that promotes unsafe practices.”31
Just how easy these cases were conveys in turn just how cautious the Commission was in using its unfairness powers — not only because it was chastened by the experience of 1980 but
also because of Congress’s reaffirmation of the limits on unfairness in its 1994 codification
of Section 5(n). In a 2000 speech, Commissioner Leary summarized the Commission’s restrained, “gap-filling” approach to unfairness enforcement over the preceding two decades:
The overall impression left by this body of law is hardly that policy has been created from whole cloth. Rather, the Commission has sought through its unfairness
authority to challenge commercial conduct that under any definition would be
considered wrong but which escaped or evaded prosecution by other means. 32

Yet even then Commissioner Leary noted his concerns about the burgeoning unfairness enforcement innovation in two of the Commission’s then-recent cases: Touch Tone (1999)33 and
ReverseAuction (2000). Tellingly, his concern was over the Commission’s failure to properly assess the substantiality of the amorphous privacy injuries alleged in those cases. Still, he
concluded on a note of optimism:
The extent of the disagreement should not be exaggerated, however. The majority [in Reverse Auction] did not suggest that all privacy infractions are sufficiently
serious to be unfair and the minority did not suggest that none of them are. The
boundaries of unfairness, as applied to Internet privacy violations, remain an
open question.
The Commission has so far used its unfairness authority in relatively few cases
that involve the Internet. These cases, however, suggest that future application of
unfairness will be entirely consistent with recent history. Internet technology is
new, but we have addressed new technology before. I believe that the Commission will do what it can to prevent the Internet from becoming a lawless frontier,
but it will also continue to avoid excesses of paternalism.
The lessons of the past continue to be relevant because the basic patterns of dishonest behavior continue to be the same. Human beings evolve much more slowly than their artifacts.34
31

Stephen Calkins, FTC Unfairness: An Essay, 46 WAYNE L. R EV. 1935, 1962 (2000).

32

Thomas B. Leary, Former Commissioner of the Fed. Trade Comm’n, Unfairness and the Internet, II (Apr. 13,
2000), available at http://www.ftc.gov/public-statements/2000/04/unfairness-and-internet.
33

Id. at II-C (“The unfairness count in Touch Tone also raised interesting questions about whether an invasion
of privacy by itself meets the statutory requirement that unfairness cause "substantial injury." Unlike most unfairness prosecutions, there was no concrete monetary harm or obvious and immediate safety or health risks.
The defendants' revenue came, not from defrauding consumers, but from the purchasers of the information
who received exactly what they had requested.”).
34

Id., at III-IV.
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The Commission began bringing cases in 2000 alleging that companies employed unreasonable data security practices. While these early cases alleged that the practices were “unfair
and deceptive,” they were, in fact, pure deception cases. 35 In 2005, the FTC filed its first
pure unfairness data security action, against BJ’s Warehouse. Unlike past defendants, BJ’s
had, apparently, made no promise regarding data security upon which the FTC could have
hung a deception action.36 Since 2009, we believe the Commission has become considerably
more aggressive in its prosecution of unfairness cases, not just about data security, but about
privacy and other high tech issues like product design.
Yet it would be hard to pinpoint a single moment when the FTC’s approach changed, or to
draw a clear line between Republican data security cases and Democratic ones. And this is
precisely a function of the first of the two crucial attributes of the modern FTC with which
we are concerned: Legal doctrine continues to evolve even in the absence of judicial decisions, its evolution just becomes less transparent and more amorphous. As Commissioner
Leary remarked in a footnote that now seems prescient:
Because this case was settled, I cannot be sure that the other Commissioners
agreed with this rationale.37

Indeed, this is the crucial difference between the FTC’s pseudo common law and real common law. There is an observable directedness to the evolution of the real common law,
which rests on a sort of ongoing conversation among the courts and the economic actors
that appear before them. The FTC’s ersatz common law, however, has little of this directedness or openness, and the conversations that do occur are more like whispered tête-à-têtes
in the corner that someone else occasionally overhears.
But the second point is actually the more important, although the two are related: In this
institutional structure, how often individual Commissioners dissent and how much rigor
they demand matters far, far less than the structure of the agency itself. There is only so
much an individual can do to divert the path of an already-steaming ship.
This leads back to the point made above: that we should expect regulatory agencies, over
time, to expand their discretion as much as the constraints upon the agency allow. In this,
regulatory agencies resemble gases, which, when unconstrained, do not occupy a fixed volume (defined by a clear statutory scheme, as in the Rulemaking Model) but rather expand to
35

See, e.g., FTC v. Rennert, Complaint, FTC File No. 992 3245,
http://www.ftc.gov/os/2000/07/iogcomp.htm (2000); In re Eli Lilly, Complaint, File No. 012 3214,
http://www.ftc.gov/os/2002/05/elilillycmp.htm (2002).
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Complaint, In the Matter of BJ’s Wholesale Club, Inc., a corporation, Fed. Trade Comm’n Docket No. C4148, available at http://www.ftc.gov/enforcement/cases-proceedings/042-3160/bjs-wholesale-club-incmatter.
37
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fill whatever space they occupy. What ultimately determines the size, volume and shape of
a gas is its container. So, too, with regulatory agencies: what ultimately determines an agency’s scale, scope, and agenda are the external constraints that operate upon it.
The FTC has evolved the way it has because, most fundamentally, Section 5 offers little in
the way of prescriptive, statutory constraints, and because the FTC’s processes have enabled
it to operate case-by-case with relatively little meaningful, ongoing oversight from the
courts.
We distinguish this from two other models of regulation: (1) the Rulemaking Model, in
which the agency’s discretion is constrained chiefly by the language of its organic statute,
procedural rulemaking requirements and the courts; and (2) the Evolutionary Model, in
which the agency applies a vague standard case by case, but is constrained in doing so by its
ongoing interaction with the courts.38 By contrast, we call the FTC’s current approach the
Discretionary Model, in which the agency also applies a vague standard case-by-case, but
in which it operates without meaningful judicial oversight, such that doctrine evolves at the
Commission’s discretion and with little of the transparency provided by published judicial
opinions. (Dialogue between majority and minority Commissioners seldom approaches the
analysis of judicial opinions.)
We believe there is an inherent tendency of agencies that begin with an Evolutionary Model
— which is very much the design of the FTC — to slide towards the Discretionary Model,
simply because all agencies tend to maximize their own discretion, and because the freedom
afforded by the lack of statutory constraints on substance or the agency’s case-by-case process enable these agencies to further evade judicial constraints. The only way to check this
process, without, of course, simply circumscribing its discretion by substantive statute (i.e.,
amending section 5(a)(2)), is regular assessment and course-correction by Congress — not
with the aim of its own micromanagement of the agency, but rather with the aim of invigorating the ability of the courts to exert their essential role in steering doctrine.
This is not to be taken as an admission of defeat or a condemnation of the Commission.
There is no reason to think that the FTC was in every way ideally constituted from the start
(or in 1980 or in 1994), that its model could perform exactly as intended and perfectly in the
public interest no matter what changed around it. Rather, limited, thoughtful oversight by

38

We derive the term “evolutionary” from the Unfairness Policy Statement itself, supra note 9:
The present understanding of the unfairness standard is the result of an evolutionary process. The statute was deliberately framed in general terms since Congress recognized the impossibility of
drafting a complete list of unfair trade practices that would not quickly become outdated or
leave loopholes for easy evasion. The task of identifying unfair trade practices was therefore
assigned to the Commission, subject to judicial review, in the expectation that the underlying
criteria would evolve and develop over time.
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Congress is simply in the nature of the beast. As Justice Holmes said (of the importance of
free speech):
That, at any rate, is the theory of our Constitution. It is an experiment, as all life
is an experiment. Every year, if not every day, we have to wager our salvation
upon some prophecy based upon imperfect knowledge.39

That, in a nutshell, is why regular reauthorization is critical for agencies like the FTC. As
President Carter said, “[w]e need vigorous congressional oversight of regulatory agencies.”
This is more true for the FTC — with its vast discretion, immense investigative power, and
all-encompassing scope — than any other agency. As we wrote in the precursor to this report:
Thus, while the Congress of 1914 intended to create an agency better suited than
itself to establish a flexible but predictable and consistent body of law governing
commercial conduct, the modern trend of administrative law has relaxed the requirement that an agency’s output be predictable or consistent.
The FTC has embraced this flexibility as few other agencies have. Particularly in
its efforts to keep pace with changing technology, the FTC has embraced its role
as an administrative agency, and frequently sought to untether itself from ordinary principles of jurisprudence (let alone judicial review). 40

The Doctrinal Pyramid
One of the chief reasons the FTC has come to operate the way it does is that the vocabulary
around its operations is deeply confused, particularly around the word “guidance” and the
term “common law.” In an (admittedly first-cut) effort to introduce some concreteness, we
view the various levels of “guidance” as steps in a Doctrinal Pyramid that looks something
like the following, from highest to lowest degrees of authority:
1. The Statute: Section 5 (and other, issue-specific statutes)
2. Litigated Cases: Only these are technically binding on courts, thus they rank
near the top of the pyramid, even though they are synthesized in, or cited by,
the guidance summarized below. There are precious few of these on Unfairness or the key emerging issues of Deception
3. Litigated Preliminary Injunctions: Less meaningful than full adjudications
of Section 5, these are, unfortunately, largely the only judicial opinions on
Section 5.
4. High-Level Policy Statements: Unfairness, Deception, Unfair Methods of
Competition

39

Abrams v. United States, 250 U.S. 616, 630 (1919) (Holmes, J. dissenting).

40

Consumer Protection & Competition Regulation in a High-Tech World, supra, note 4.
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5. Lower-Level Policy Statements: The now-rescinded Disgorgement Policy
Statement, the (not-yet existent) Materiality Statement we propose, etc.
6. Guidelines: Akin to the several DOJ/FTC Antitrust Guidelines, synthesizing
past approaches to enforcement into discernible principles to guide future enforcement and compliance
7. Consent Decrees: Not binding upon the Commission and hinging (indirectly)
upon the very low bar of whether the Commission has “reason to believe” a
violation occurred, these provide little guidance as to how the FTC really understands Section 5
8. Closing Letters: Issued by the staff, these letters at times provide some limited guidance as to what the staff believe is not illegal
9. Reports & Recommendations: In their current form, the FTC’s reports do little more than offer the majority’s views of what companies should do to
comply with Section 5, but carefully avoid any real legal analysis
10. Industry Guides: Issue-specific discussions issued by staff (e.g., photo copier
data security)
11. Public Pronouncements: Blog posts, press releases, congressional testimony,
FAQs, etc.

In essence, under today’s Discretionary Model, the FTC puts great weight on the base of the
pyramid, while doing little to develop the top. Under the Evolutionary Model, the full
Commission would develop doctrine primarily through litigation, and do everything it possibly could to provide guidance at higher levels of the pyramid, such as by debating, refining
and voting upon new Policy Statements on each of the component elements of Unfairness
and Deception and Guidelines akin to the Horizontal Merger Guidelines. Instead, the FTC
staff issues Guides and other forms of casual guidance. Yet not all “guidance” is of equal
value. Indeed, much of the “guidance” issued by the FTC serves not to constrain its discretion, but rather to expand it by increasing the agency’s ability to coerce private parties into
settlements — which begins the cycle anew.

Our Proposed Reforms
Seventeen bills have been introduced in the House Energy & Commerce Committee’s Subcommittee on Commerce, Manufacturing and Trade aimed at reforming the agency for the
modern, technological age and improving FTC process and subject-matter scope in order to
better protect consumers. Most of these will, we hope, be consolidated into a single FTC
Reauthorization Act of 2016, passed in both chambers, and signed by the President.
With the hope of aiding this process, we describe and assess nine of these proposed bills, focusing in particular on whether and how well each proposal addresses the fundamental issues that define the problems of today’s FTC. In broad strokes, the proposed bills address
the following areas:




Substantive standards
Enforcement and guidance
Remedies
13





Other process issues
Jurisdictional issues
Other issues

Our analysis addresses the bills within the context of these broad categories, and adds our
own suggestions (and one additional category: Competition Advocacy) for both minor
amendments and additional legislation in each category.
Despite our concerns, we remain broadly supportive of the FTC’s mission and we generally
support expanding the agency’s jurisdiction, to the extent that doing so effectively addresses
substantial, identifiable consumer harms or reduces the scope of authority for sector-specific
agencies. Although the process reforms proposed in these bills are, we believe, relatively
minor, targeted adjustments, taken together they would do much to make the FTC more
effective in its core mission of maximizing consumer welfare. But these proposed reforms
are only a beginning.
Even if all of these reforms were enacted immediately, they would not fundamentally, or
even substantially, change the core functioning of the FTC — and the core problem at the
FTC today: its largely unconstrained discretion.
The FTC loudly proclaims the advantages of its ex post approach of relying on case-by-case
enforcement of UDAP and UMC standards rather than rigid ex ante rulemaking, especially
over cutting-edge issues of consumer protection. And there is much to commend this sort of
approach relative to the prescriptive regulatory paradigm that characterizes many other
agencies — again, the Evolutionary Model. But under the FTC’s Discretionary Model, the
Commission uses its “common law of consent decrees” (more than a hundred high-tech
cases settled without adjudication, and with essentially zero litigated cases to guide these
settlements) and a mix of other forms of soft law (increasingly prescriptive reports based on
workshops tailored to produce predetermined outcomes, and various other public pronouncements), to “regulate” — or, more accurately, to try to steer — the evolution of technology.
The required balancing of tradeoffs inherent in unfairness and deception have little meaning
if the courts do not review, follow or enforce them; if the Bureau of Economics has little role
in the evaluation of these inherently economic considerations embodied in the enforcement
decision-making of the Bureau of Consumer Protection or in its workshops; and if other
Commissioners are able only to quibble on the margins about the decisions made by the
FTC Chairman. Simply codifying these standards, as Congress codified the heart of the Unfairness Policy Statement in Section 45(n) back in 1994, and as the proposed CLEAR Act
would finish doing, will not solve the problem: The FTC has routinely circumvented the
rigorous analysis demanded by these standards, and the same processes would enable it to
continue doing so.
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To address these concerns, we also propose here a number of further process reforms that
we believe would begin to correct these problems and ensure that the Commission’s process
really does serve the consumers the agency was tasked with protecting.
Our aim is not to hamstring the Commission, but to ensure that it wields its mighty powers
with greater analytical rigor — something that should inure significantly to the benefit of
consumers. Ideally, the impetus for such rigor would be provided by the courts, through
careful weighing of the FTC’s implementation of substantive standards in at least a smallbut-significant percentage of cases. Those decisions would, in turn, shape the FTC’s exercise
of its discretion in the vast majority of cases that will — and should, in such an environment
— inevitably settle out of court. The Bureau of Economics and the other Commissioners
would also have far larger roles in ensuring that the FTC takes its standards seriously. But
reaching these outcomes requires adjustment to the Commission’s processes, not merely further codification of the standards the agency already purports to follow.
We believe that our reforms should attract wide bipartisan support, if properly understood,
and that they would put the FTC on sound footing for its second century — one that will
increasingly see the FTC assert itself as the Federal Technology Commission.

FTC Act Statutory Standards
Unfairness
The Statement on Unfairness Reinforcement & Emphasis (SURE) Act
Rep. Markwayne Mullin’s (R-OK) bill (H.R. 5115) 41 further codifies promises the FTC
made in its 1980 Unfairness Policy Statement — thus picking up where Congress left off in
1994, the last time Congress reauthorized the FTC in Section 5(n):
The Commission shall have no authority … to declare unlawful an act or practice
on the grounds that such act or practice is unfair unless the act or practice [i]
causes or is likely to cause substantial injury to consumers [ii] which is not reasonably avoidable by consumers themselves and [iii] not outweighed by countervailing benefits to consumers or to competition. In determining whether an act or
practice is unfair, the Commission may consider established public policies as evidence to be considered with all other evidence. Such public policy considerations
may not serve as a primary basis for such determination.42

41

The Statement on Unfairness Reinforcement and Emphasis Act, H.R. 5115,114th Cong. (2016) [hereinafter
SURE Act] available at https://www.congress.gov/bill/114th-congress/house-bill/5115/text.
42

15 U.S.C. § 45(n).
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This effectively codified the core of the Unfairness Policy Statement, while barring the FTC
from relying on public policy determinations alone. 43 The bill would add several additional
clauses to Section 5(n), drawn from the Unfairness Policy Statement. Most importantly:
1. It would exclude “trivial or merely speculative” harm from the definition of
“substantial” injury.44
2. It would enhance the Act’s “countervailing benefits” language to require consideration of the “net effects” of conduct, including dynamic, indirect consequences (like effects on innovation).45
3. It would prohibit the Commission from “second-guess[ing] the wisdom of
particular consumer decisions,” and encourage it to ensure “the free exercise
of consumer decisionmaking.”46

These provisions in particular (along with the others included in the bill, to be sure) would
codify core aspects of the economic trade-off embodied in the UPS. They would enhance
the Commission’s administrative efficiency and direct its resources where consumers are
most benefited. They would ensure that the FTC’s weighing of costs and benefits is as comprehensive as possible, avoiding the systematic focus on concrete, short-term costs to the
exclusion of larger, longer-term benefits. And they would help to preserve the inherent benefits of consumer choice, and avoid the intrinsic costs of agency paternalism.
Codification of these provisions would benefit consumers. And because H.R. 5115’s language hews almost verbatim to the Unfairness Policy Statement, it should be uncontroversial. Effectively, it simply makes binding those parts of the UPS that Congress did not codify
back in 1994.

43

The Unfairness Policy Statement had said:
Sometimes public policy will independently support a Commission action. This occurs when
the policy is so clear that it will entirely determine the question of consumer injury, so there is
little need for separate analysis by the Commission….
To the extent that the Commission relies heavily on public policy to support a finding of unfairness, the policy should be clear and well-established. In other words, the policy should be
declared or embodied in formal sources such as statutes, judicial decisions, or the Constitution as interpreted by the courts, rather than being ascertained from the general sense of the
national values. The policy should likewise be one that is widely shared, and not the isolated
decision of a single state or a single court. If these two tests are not met the policy cannot be
considered as an “established” public policy for purposes of the S&H criterion. The Commission would then act only on the basis of convincing independent evidence that the practice
was distorting the operation of the market and thereby causing unjustified consumer injury.

UPS, supra note 9.
44

SURE Act, supra note 41.

45

Id.

46

Id.
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VALUE OF THE BILL: Codifying the Unfairness Policy Statement Would
Reaffirm its Value, Encouraging Dissents and Litigation
Codifying a policy statement, even if verbatim and only in part, does essentially four things:
1. Legally, it makes the policy binding upon the Commission, since Policy
Statements, technically, are not. On the margin this should deter the FTC
from bringing more-tenuous cases that may not benefit consumers but that it
might otherwise have brought.
2. Practically, it confers greater weight on the codified text in the Commission’s
deliberations, empowering dissenting Commissioners to point to the fact that
Congress has chosen to codify certain language and requiring the majority to
respond.
3. Legally, it somewhat reduces the deference the courts will give the FTC when
it applies the statute (under Chevron) relative to the stronger deference given to
agencies applying their own policy statements (under Auer).47
4. Perhaps most importantly, it gives defendants a stronger leg to stand on in
court, thus increasing, on the margin, the number that will actually litigate rather than settle. That, in turn, benefits everyone by increasing the stock of judicial analysis of doctrine.

In all four respects, the FTC would greatly benefit from the H.R. 5115’s further codification
of the Unfairness Policy Statement. As a string of dissenting statements by former Commissioner Wright make lays bare, the FTC is not consistently taking the Unfairness Policy
Statement seriously.48 At most, it pays lip service even to the three core elements of unfairness set forth in Section 5(n) — and even less regard to those aspects of the UPS not codified
in Section 5(n).49
Indeed, it is difficult to imagine any principled objection to codifying a document that the
FTC already claims to observe carefully. And if the agency plans to bring unfairness cases
that are not covered by the four corners of the Unfairness Policy Statement (yet somehow
within Section 5(n)), that should be a matter of grave concern to Congress.

47

Note that not everyone agrees that Chevron deference is weaker than Auer deference. See Sasha Volokh, Auer
and Chevron, THE VOLOKH CONSPIRACY (Mar. 22, 2013), available at http://volokh.com/2013/03/22/auerand-chevron/.
48

See, e.g., Dissenting Statement of Commissioner Joshua D. Wright, In the Matter of Apple, Inc., FTC File
No. 1123108 (Jan. 15, 2014), available at
https://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/cases/140115applestatementwright_0.pdf. See also Berin
Szóka, Josh Wright’s Unfinished Legacy: Reforming FTC Consumer Protection Enforcement, TRUTH ON THE MARKET
(Aug. 26, 2015), https://truthonthemarket.com/2015/08/26/josh-wrights-unfinished-legacy/.
49

UPS, supra note 9.
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RECOMMENDATION: Require a Preponderance of the Evidence Standard for
Unfairness Complaints
As valuable as codification of the substantive standards of the Unfairness Policy Statement
would be, mere codification, or even tweaking, is unlikely to change much about the FTC’s
apparent evasion of its obligation to adhere to those standards. Rather, unless the process of
enforcement by which the FTC has evaded the limits of the Statement is adjusted, the
Commission will remain free to avoid the rigor it contemplates.
Indeed, it is far from clear that even the 1994 codification of the heart the Unfairness Policy
Statement has been effective in actually changing the FTC’s approach to enforcement. It is
certainly possible that, but for Section 5(n), the Commission would have taken an even
more aggressive approach to unfairness, and done even less to analyze its component elements in enforcement actions.
The process reforms we propose below are intended either (a) to increase the likelihood that
the FTC will actually litigate unfairness cases, thus gaining judicial development of the doctrine, (b) that the Commissioners themselves will better develop doctrine through debate, or
(c) that FTC staff, particularly through the involvement of the Bureau of Economics, will do
so. Some combination of these (and, doubtless, other) reforms is essential to giving effect to
Section 5(n) in its current form, to say nothing of expanding 5(n).
But the reform that would make the biggest difference within 5(n) itself would be to amend
the existing Section 5(n) as follows:
The Commission may not issue a complaint under this section unless the Commission demonstrates by a preponderance of objective evidence that an act or
practice causes or is likely to cause substantial injury to consumers which is not
reasonably avoidable by consumers themselves and not outweighed by countervailing benefits to consumers or to competition.

The preponderance of the evidence standard is certainly a higher standard than the FTC
currently faces for bringing complaints, but only because that standard is so absurdly low
under Section 5(b): “reason to believe that [a violation may have occurred]” and that “it
shall appear to the Commission that [an enforcement action] would be to the interest of the
public.”50 The “preponderance of the evidence” standard is the same standard used in civil
cases, simply requiring that civil plaintiffs provide evidence that that their argument is
“more likely than not” to get judgement against defendants. This standard is substantially
less stringent than the “beyond a reasonable doubt” standard used in criminal cases, or the
“clear and convincing” standard used in habeas petitions, so it should be suitable for the
FTC’s unfairness work.
50

15 U.S.C. § 45(b).
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Why should the FTC have a higher burden (than it does today) at this intermediate stage in
its enforcement process, when it brings a complaint? The FTC has significant pre-complaint
powers of investigation at its disposal; it will have had considerable opportunity to perform
discovery before bringing its complaint. Unlike private plaintiffs, who must first survive a
Twombly/Iqbal motion to dismiss before they can compel discovery, typically at their own
expense, the FTC can do so (through its civil investigative demand power) — and impose
all of its costs on potential defendants — before ever alleging wrongdoing.
As we discuss in more detail below,51 in order to justify the massive expense of this precomplaint discovery process, it is not enough that it enables the Commission to engage in
fishing expeditions to “uncover” possible violations of the law. Rather, if it is to be justified,
and if its use by the Commission is to be kept consistent with its consumer-welfare mission,
it must tend to lead to enforcement only when complaints can be justified by the weight of
the evidence uncovered. A heightened burden is more likely to ensure this fealty to the consumer interest and to reduce the inefficient imposition of discovery costs on the wrong enforcement targets.
It is also important to note that, although we disagree strongly with their claims, 52 several
FTC Commissioners and commentators have asserted that the set of consent orders entered
into by the Commission with various enforcement targets constitute a de facto common law:
“Technically, consent orders legally function as contracts rather than as binding precedent.
Yet, in practice, the orders function much more broadly….”53 In making these claims, proponents, including the Commission’s current Chairwoman,54 assert that “the trajectory and

51

See infra at 31.

52

See, e.g., Berin Szóka, Indictments Do Not a Common Law Make: A Critical Look at the FTC’s Consumer Protection
“Case Law,” (2014 TPRC Conference Paper, Jul. 15, 2014), available at
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2418572; Geoffrey A. Manne & Ben Sperry, FTC Process
and the Misguided Notion of an FTC “Common Law” of Data Security, available at http://masonlec.org/site/
rte_uploads/files/manne%20%26%20sperry%20-%20ftc%20common%20law%20conference%20paper.pdf.
53

Daniel J. Solove & Woodrow Hartzog, The FTC and the New Common Law of Privacy, 114 COLUM. L. REV.
583, 607 (2014).
54

Address by FTC Chairwoman Edith Ramirez, at 6, at the Competition Law Center at George Washington University School of Law (Aug. 13, 2015), available at https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/
public_statements/735411/150813section5speech.pdf (“As I have emphasized, I favor a common law approach to the development of Section 5 doctrine.”). The previous chairwoman held the same view. See Commissioner Julie Brill, Privacy, Consumer Protection, and Competition, speech given at 12th Annual Loyola Antitrust Colloquium (Apr. 27, 2012), available at http://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/
public_statements/privacy-consumer-protection-andcompetition/120427loyolasymposium.pdf (“Yet our privacy cases are also more generally informative about data collection and use practices that are acceptable, and
those that cross the line, under Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act creating what some have referred to as a common law of privacy in this country.”).
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development [of FTC enforcement] has followed a predictable set of patterns… [that
amount to] the functional equivalent of common law.”55
For these claims to be true or worthy, it would seem necessary, at a minimum, that the
Commission’s consumer protection complaints, which are virtually always coupled with
consent orders upon their release (because there is no statutory standard for settling FTC enforcement actions), be tied to substantive standards that go beyond the mere exercise of three
commissioners’ discretion. And yet the FTC and the courts have consistently argued that
the FTC Act’s “reason to believe” standard for issuance of complaints requires nothing
more than this minimal exercise of discretion. As former Commissioner Tom Rosch put it,
[t]he “reason to believe” standard, however, is not a summary judgment standard: it is a standard that simply asks whether there is a reason to believe that litigation may lead to a finding of liability. That is a low threshold…. [T]he “reason
to believe” standard is amorphous and can have an “I know it when I see it”
feel.”56

This creates a real problem for the claims that the Commission’s consent orders have any
kind of precedential power:
In theory, the questions of whether to bring an enforcement action and whether a
violation occurred are distinct; but in practice, when enforcement actions end in
settlements (and when the two are often filed simultaneously), the two questions
collapse into one. The FTC Act does not impose any additional requirement on
the FTC to negotiate a settlement…. Thus, at best, the FTC’s decisions are
roughly analogous not to court decisions on the merits, but to court decisions on
motions to dismiss…. Or, perhaps even more precisely, the FTC’s decisions are
analogous to reviews of warrants in criminal cases, as Commissioner Rosch has
argued. It would be a strange criminal common law, indeed, that confused ultimate standards of guilt with the far lower standard of whether the police could
properly open an investigation, yet this is essentially what the FTC’s “common
law” of settlements does.57

The incentives, discussed in more detail below,58 that impel nearly every FTC consumer
protection enforcement target to settle with the agency ensure that the only practical inflec55

Solove & Hartzog, supra note 53, at 608.
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J. Thomas Rosch, Commissioner, Fed. Trade Comm’n, Remarks at the American Bar Association Annual Meeting, 3–4 (Aug. 5, 2010), available at https://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/public_statements/soi-serve-both-prosecutor-and-judge-whats-big-deal/100805abaspeech.pdf.
57

Berin Szóka, Indictments Do Not a Common Law Make: A Critical Look at the FTC’s Consumer Protection “Case
Law” 7-8, available at
http://masonlec.org/site/rte_uploads/files/Szoka%20for%20GMU%20FTC%20Workshop%20%20May%202014.pdf.
58

See infra at 31.
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tion point at which the entire enforcement process is subject to any kind of “review,” is
when the Commissioners vote to authorize the issuance of a formal complaint and, simultaneously, approve an already-negotiated settlement. That such a determination may be based
solely on the effectively unreviewable 59 discretion of the Commission that the complaint —
not the consent order — meets the current, low threshold is troubling.
As former FTC Chairman Tim Muris observed, “Within very broad limits, the agency determines what shall be legal. Indeed, the agency has been ‘lawless’ in the sense that it has
traditionally been beyond judicial control.” 60 If meaningful judicial review is ever to be
brought to bear on the final agency decisions embodied in consent orders, it is crucial that
the complaints that give rise to those settlements be subject to a more meaningful standard
that imposes some evidentiary and logical burden on the Commission beyond the mere exercise of its discretion. While a preponderance of the evidence standard would hardly impose an insurmountable burden on the agency, it would at least impose a standard that is
more than purely discretionary, and thus reviewable by courts and subject to recognizable
standards upon which such review could proceed. Most importantly, enacting such a standard should, on the margin, embolden defendants to resist settling cases, thus producing
more judicial decisions, which could in turn constrain the FTC’s discretion.
None of our proposed reforms to the FTC’s investigation process61 would in any way undermine the FTC’s ability to gather information prior to issuing a complaint. The FTC
would still be able to contact parties and investigate them through its 6(b) powers and use
civil investigative demands if necessary to compel disclosure. But it is necessary to heighten
the FTC’s standard for finally bringing a complaint since it can do significant investigation
beforehand. It is not unreasonable to think they should have enough evidence to determine
a violation of the law by a preponderance of the evidence by the point of complaint, especially since this is where most enforcement actions end in settlement.

Deception & Materiality
No Bill Proposed
The FTC’s 1983 Deception Policy Statement forms one of the two pillars of its consumer
protection work. As with Unfairness, the purpose of the Deception power is to protect consumers from injury. But unlike Unfairness, Deception does not require the FTC to prove
injury. Instead, the FTC need prove only materiality — as an evidentiary proxy for injury:

59

See FTC v. Standard Oil Co. of Cal., 449 U.S. 232 (1980).

60

Muris, supra note 8, at 49.

61

See infra at 31.
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[T]he representation, omission, or practice must be a “material” one. The basic
question is whether the act or practice is likely to affect the consumer’s conduct
or decision with regard to a product or service. If so, the practice is material, and
consumer injury is likely, because consumers are likely to have chosen differently
but for the deception. In many instances, materiality, and hence injury, can be
presumed from the nature of the practice. In other instances, evidence of materiality may be necessary. Thus, the Commission will find deception if there is a
representation, omission or practice that is likely to mislead the consumer acting
reasonably in the circumstances, to the consumer‘s detriment….62
A finding of materiality is also a finding that injury is likely to exist because of
the representation, omission, sales practice, or marketing technique. Injury to
consumers can take many forms. Injury exists if consumers would have chosen
differently but for the deception. If different choices are likely, the claim is
material, and injury is likely as well. Thus, injury and materiality are different
names for the same concept.63

Materiality is the point of the Deception Policy Statement. It is a shortcut by which the FTC
can protect consumers from injury (i.e., not getting the benefit of the bargain promised
them) without having to establish injury (that failing to get this benefit actually harms
them). A finding of materiality allows the FTC to presume injury because, in the traditional
marketing context, a deceptive claim that is “material” enough to alter consumer behavior
(which is the point of marketing, after all) may reasonably be presumed to do so in ways that
a truthful claim wouldn’t (or else why bother making the misleading claim?).
Unfortunately, the FTC has effectively broken the logic of the materiality “shortcut” by extending a second set of presumptions: most notably, that all express statements are material.
This presumption may make sense in the context of traditional marketing claims, but it
breaks down with things like privacy policies and other non-marketing claims (like online
help pages) — situations where deceptive statements certainly may alter consumer behavior,
but in which such an effect can’t be presumed (because the company making the claim is
not doing so in order to convince consumers to purchase the product).64
The FTC has justified this presumption-on-top-of-a-presumption by pointing to this passage
of the DPS (shown with the critical footnotes):

62

DPS supra note 10.

63

Id. at 6 (emphasis added).

64

Of course, even in the marketing context this presumption is one of administrative economy, not descriptive
reality. While there is surely a correlation between statements intended to change consumer behavior and actual changes in consumer behavior, a causal assumption is not warranted. See generally Geoffrey A. Manne &
E. Marcellus Williamson, Hot Docs vs. Cold Economics: The Use and Misuse of Business Documents in Antitrust Enforcement and Adjudication, 47 ARIZ, L. REV. 609 (2005).
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The Commission considers certain categories of information presumptively material.47 First, the Commission presumes that express claims are material.48 As the
Supreme Court stated recently [in Central Hudson Gas & Electric Co. v. PSC], “[i]n
the absence of factors that would distort the decision to advertise, we may assume that the willingness of a business to promote its products reflects a belief
that consumers are interested in the advertising.”
47

The Commission will always consider relevant and competent evidence offered
to rebut presumptions of materiality.
48

Because this presumption is absent for some implied claims, the Commission
will take special caution to ensure materiality exists in such cases.65

In effect, the first two sentences have come to swallow the rest of the paragraph, including
the logic of the Supreme Court’s decision in Central Hudson, the single most important case
of all time regarding the regulation of commercial speech.66 In particular, the FTC ignores
the “absence of factors that would distort the decision to advertise.”67
When the Deception Policy Statement talked about “express claims,” it was obviously contemplating marketing claims, where the presumption of materiality makes sense: if a company buys an ad, anything it says in the ad is intended to convince the viewer to buy the product. The intention to advertise the product is simply the flipside of materiality — a way of
inferring what reasonable buyers would think from what profit-maximizing sellers obviously
intended. But this logic breaks down once we move beyond advertising claims.
We have written at length about this problem in the context of the FTC’s 2015 settlement
with Nomi, the maker of a technology that allowed stores to track users’ movement on their
premises, as well as a shopper’s repeat visits, in order to deliver a better in-store shopping
experience, placement of products, etc.68
The FTC’s complaint focused on a claim made in the privacy policy on Nomi’s website that
consumers could opt out on the website or at “any retailer using Nomi’s technology.” Nomi
failed to provide an in-store mechanism for allowing consumers to opt out of the tracking
program, but it did provide one on the website — right where the allegedly deceptive claim
was made. That Nomi did not, in fact, offer an in-store opt-out mechanism in violation of its
express promise to do so is clear. Whether, taken in context, that failure was material, however, is not clear.
65

Id. at 5.
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Cent. Hudson Gas & Elec. Corp. v. Pub. Serv. Comm’n of NY, 447 U.S. 557 (1980).
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Id. at 567–68.
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See Geoffrey A. Manne, R. Ben Sperry & Berin Szóka, In the Matter of Nomi Technologies, Inc.: The Dark Side of
the FTC’s Latest Feel-Good Case (ICLE Antitrust & Consumer Protection Research Program White Paper 20151), available at http://laweconcenter.org/images/articles/icle-nomi_white_paper.pdf.
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For the FTC majority, even though the website portion of the promise was fulfilled, Nomi’s
failure to comply with the in-store portion amounted to an actionable deception. But the
majority dodged the key question: whether the evidence that Nomi accurately promised a
website opt-out, and that consumers could (and did) opt-out using the website, rebuts the
presumption that the inaccurate, in-store opt-out portion of the statement was material, and
sufficient to render the statement as a whole deceptive.
In other words, the majority assumed that Nomi’s express claim, in the context of a privacy
policy rather than a marketing statement, affected consumers’ behavior. But given the very
different purposes of a privacy policy and a marketing statement (and the immediate availability of the website opt-out in the very place that the claim was made), that presumption
seems inappropriate. The majority did not discuss the reasonableness of the presumption
given the different contexts, which should have been the primary issue. Instead it simply relied on a literal reading of the DPS, neglecting to consider whether its underlying logic merited a different approach.
The Commission failed to demonstrate that, as a whole, Nomi’s failure to provide in-store
opt out was deceptive, in clear contravention of the Deception Policy Statement’s requirement that all statements be evaluated in context:
[T]he Commission will evaluate the entire advertisement, transaction, or course
of dealing in determining how reasonable consumers are likely to respond. Thus,
in advertising the Commission will examine “the entire mosaic, rather than each
tile separately.”69

Moreover, despite the promise in the DPS that the Commission would “always consider
relevant and competent evidence offered to rebut presumptions of materiality,” the FTC
failed to do so in Nomi. As Commissioner Wright noted in his dissent:
[T]he Commission failed to discharge its commitment to duly consider relevant
and competent evidence that squarely rebuts the presumption that Nomi’s failure
to implement an additional, retail-level opt out was material to consumers. In
other words, the Commission neglects to take into account evidence demonstrating consumers would not “have chosen differently” but for the allegedly deceptive representation.
Nomi represented that consumers could opt out on its website as well as in the
store where the Listen service was being utilized. Nomi did offer a fully functional and operational global opt out from the Listen service on its website. Thus, the
only remaining potential issue is whether Nomi’s failure to offer the represented
in-store opt out renders the statement in its privacy policy deceptive. The evi-
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dence strongly implies that specific representation was not material and therefore
not deceptive. Nomi’s “tracking” of users was widely publicized in a story that
appeared on the front page of The New York Times, a publication with a daily
reach of nearly 1.9 million readers. Most likely due to this publicity, Nomi’s website received 3,840 unique visitors during the relevant timeframe and received 146
opt outs — an opt-out rate of 3.8% of site visitors. This opt-out rate is significantly higher than the opt-out rate for other online activities. This high rate, relative
to website visitors, likely reflects the ease of a mechanism that was immediately
and quickly available to consumers at the time they may have been reading the
privacy policy.
The Commission’s reliance upon a presumption of materiality as to the additional representation of the availability of an in-store opt out is dubious in light of evidence of the opt-out rate for the webpage mechanism. Actual evidence of consumer behavior indicates that consumers that were interested in opting out of the
Listen service took their first opportunity to do so. To presume the materiality of
a representation in a privacy policy concerning the availability of an additional,
in-store opt-out mechanism requires one to accept the proposition that the privacy-sensitive consumer would be more likely to bypass the easier and immediate
route (the online opt out) in favor of waiting until she had the opportunity to opt
out in a physical location. Here, we can easily dispense with shortcut presumptions meant to aid the analysis of consumer harm rather than substitute for it.
The data allow us to know with an acceptable level of precision how many consumers — 3.8% of them — reached the privacy policy, read it, and made the decision to opt out when presented with that immediate choice. The Commission’s
complaint instead adopts an approach that places legal form over substance, is
inconsistent with the available data, and defies common sense.70

The First Circuit’s recent opinion in Fanning v. FTC compounds the FTC’s error. First, it
holds (we believe erroneously) that the DPS’s presumptions aren’t limited to the marketing
milieu:
There is no requirement that a misrepresentation be contained in an advertisement. The FTC Act prohibits ‘deceptive acts or practices,’ and we have upheld
the Commission when it imposed liability based on misstatements not contained
in advertisements.71

In addition, the Fanning decision would allow the FTC to go even a step further. Citing the
language from the Deception Policy Statement that “claims pertaining to a central charac70
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teristic of the product about ‘which reasonable consumers would be concerned,’” are material, the First Circuit shifted the burden of proof to Fanning to prove that its promises were
not material.
Of course, the DPS strongly suggests that this “central characteristic” language is also applicable only in the marketing context — in the context, that is, of claims made about a product’s “central characteristics” in the service of selling that product — and that it is factdependent:
Depending on the facts, information pertaining to the central characteristics of
the product or service will be presumed material. Information has been found
material where it concerns the purpose, safety, efficacy, or cost, of the product or
service. Information is also likely to be material if it concerns durability, performance, warranties or quality.72

Much like Nomi, the effect of the First Circuit’s decision could be far-reaching. If the FTC
may simply assert that claims relate to the central characteristic of a product, receive a presumption of materiality on that basis, and then shift the burden the defendant to adduce evidence to the contrary, it may never need to offer any evidence of its own on materiality.
Combined this with the reluctance of the FTC to actually consider evidence rebutting the
presumption (as illustrated in Nomi), we could see cases where the FTC presumes materiality on the basis of mere allegation and ignores all evidence to the contrary offered in rebuttal,
despite its promise to “always consider relevant and competent evidence offered to rebut
presumptions of materiality.73 This would lead to an outcome that the drafters of the Deception Policy Statement plainly did not intend: that effectively every erroneous or inaccurate
word ever publicly disseminated by companies may be presumed to injure consumers and
constitute an actionable violation of Section 5.
In short, if the courts will defer to the FTC even as it reads the materiality requirement out
of the Deception Policy Statement, this is not a vindication of the FTC’s reading; it is merely a reminder of the vastness of the deference paid to agencies in interpreting ambiguous
statutes. And it should be a reminder to Congress that only through legislation can Congress
ultimately reassert itself — if only to keep the FTC on the path the agency itself laid out
decades ago.
RECOMMENDATION: Codify the 1983 Deception Policy Statement
Congress should codify the Deception Policy Statement in a new Section 5(o), just as it codified the core part of the Unfairness Policy Statement in 1994, and just as the SURE Act
would codify the rest of the UPS today. Fully codifying both statements (all three statements,
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including the UMC Enforcement Policy Statement) is a good idea if only because the FTC
is somewhat more likely to take them seriously if they are statutory mandates. But, as we
have emphasized, codification alone will not do much to change the institutional structures
and processes that are at the heart of the statements’ relative ineffectiveness in guiding the
FTC’s discretion.
In codifying the DPS, Congress should be mindful of the problems we discuss above. It
should also modify the DPS’ operative language to mitigate the interpretative problems arising from its inevitable ambiguity. Without specifying precise language here, a few guidelines
for drafting such language come readily to mind:
1. Defer to the DPS drafters: they could never have meant for the exceptions
(presumptions) to subsume the rule (the materiality requirement), and the
codified language should endeavor to reflect this.
2. Acknowledge that there are differences between marketing language and language used in other contexts, including, importantly, today’s ubiquitous privacy policies and website terms of use — settings that weren’t contemplated
by the DPS drafters.
3. Clarify what evidentiary burden is required to demonstrate materiality in contexts where it shouldn’t simply be inferred, and, after Fanning, clarify whether,
and when, the burden should shift from the FTC to defendants.

RECOMMENDATION: Clarify that Legally Required Statements Cannot Be
Presumptively Material
Particularly given the increasing importance of privacy policies in the FTC’s deception enforcement practice, it is also important to clarify whether legally mandated language should
be presumed material. We believe that the DPS’ exception for “factors that would distort
the decision to advertise” includes a legal mandate to say something, which unequivocally
“distorts” the decision to proffer such language. Thus, in most cases, privacy policies — required by California law74 — ought not be treated as presumptively material. This would not
preclude the FTC from proving that they are material, of course. It would simply require the
Commission to establish their materiality in each particular case — which, again, was the
point of the Deception Policy Statement in the first place.
RECOMMENDATION: Delegate Reconsideration of Other Materiality
Presumptions
Unfortunately, it will be difficult for Congress to address the other aspects of the FTC’s interpretation of materiality by statute, because each is highly fact-specific. But, ultimately,
ensuring that the FTC’s implementation of the Deception Policy Statement’s requirement of
74
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a rigorous assessment of trade-offs doesn’t require specification of outcomes; it requires
some institutional rejiggering ensure that the Bureau of Consumer Protection is motivated
to do so by some combination of the courts, the commissioners, and the Bureau of Economics.
Instead of trying to address these issues directly, Congress could, for example, direct the
FTC to produce a Policy Statement on Materiality in which the Commission attempts to
clarify these issues on its own. Thus, for example, the Commission could describe factors for
determining whether and when an online help center should be considered a form of marketing that merits the presumption. Or, as we have previously proposed, Congress could
delegate this and other key doctrinal questions to a Modernization Commission focused on
high-tech consumer protection issues like privacy and data security, parallel to the Antitrust
Modernization Commission.75
RECOMMENDATION: Require Preponderance of the Evidence in Deception
Cases
Above, we explain that among our top three priorities for additional reforms — indeed, for
reforms overall — is adding a “preponderance of the evidence” standard for unfairness cases
by expanding upon Section 5(n).76 We urge Congress to include the same standard in a new
Section 5(o) for non-fraud deception cases. Again, this standard should be easy for the FTC
to satisfy.

Unfair Methods of Competition
No Bill Proposed
The Commission’s unanimous adoption last year of a “Statement of Enforcement Principles
Regarding ‘Unfair Methods of Competition’” was a watershed moment for the agency. 77
The adoption of the Statement marked the first time in the Commission’s 100-year history
75
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that the FTC issued enforcement guidelines for cases brought under the Unfair Methods of
Competition (“UMC”) provisions of Section 5 of the FTC Act.78
Enforcement principles for UMC actions were in desperate need of clarification at the time
of the Statement’s adoption. Without any UMC standards, the FTC had been essentially
completely free to leverage its costly adjudication process into settlements (or short-term victories), and to leave businesses in the dark as to what sorts of conduct might trigger enforcement. Through a series of un-adjudicated settlements, UMC unfairness doctrine (such
as it is) has remained largely within the province of FTC discretion and without judicial
oversight. As a result, and either by design or by accident, UMC never developed a body of
law encompassing well-defined goals or principles like antitrust’s consumer-welfare standard. Several important cases had seemingly sought to take advantage of the absence of
meaningful judicial constraints on UMC enforcement actions to bring standard antitrust
cases under the provision.79 And more than one recent Commissioner had explicitly extolled
the virtue of the unfettered (and unprincipled) enforcement of antitrust cases the provision
afforded the agency.80 The new Statement makes it official FTC policy to reject this harmful
dynamic.
The UMC Statement is deceptively simple in its framing:
In deciding whether to challenge an act or practice as an unfair method of competition in violation of Section 5 on a standalone basis, the Commission adheres
to the following principles:



the Commission will be guided by the public policy underlying the antitrust
laws, namely, the promotion of consumer welfare;
the act or practice will be evaluated under a framework similar to the rule of
reason, that is, an act or practice challenged by the Commission must cause,
or be likely to cause, harm to competition or the competitive process, taking
into account any associated cognizable efficiencies and business justifications;
and
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the Commission is less likely to challenge an act or practice as an unfair
method of competition on a standalone basis if enforcement of the Sherman
or Clayton Act is sufficient to address the competitive harm arising from the
act or practice.81

Most importantly, the Statement espouses a preference for enforcement under the antitrust
laws over UMC when both might apply, and brings the weight of consumer-welfareoriented antitrust law and economics to bear on such cases.
RECOMMENDATION: Codify the Statement of Enforcement Principles Regarding
“Unfair Methods of Competition” Under a New Section 5(p) of the FTC Act
As beneficial as the Statement is, it necessarily reflects compromise. In particular, the third
prong is expressed merely as a preference for antitrust enforcement rather than an obligation.
And, of course, such statements are not binding on the Commission, no matter how strongly worded they may be, and no matter how much “soft law” may be brought to bear on the
Commissioners charged with following it.
For these reasons, Congress should codify the most important aspects of the Statement —
much as it did with the Unfairness Policy Statement’s consumer-injury unfairness test — by
adding the following language in a new Section 5(p):
The Commission shall not challenge an act or practice as an unfair method of
competition on a standalone basis if the alleged competitive harm arising from
the act or practice is subject to enforcement under the Sherman or Clayton Act.
An act or practice challenged by the Commission as an unfair method of competition must cause, or be likely to cause, harm to competition or the competitive
process, taking into account any associated cognizable efficiencies and business
justifications.

This language is taken directly from the UMC Statement, with the small tweak highlighted
above requiring application of the antitrust laws instead of UMC in appropriate cases, rather
than merely expressing a preference for doing so.
Such language would harmonize enforcement of all anticompetitive practices under the antitrust laws’ consumer-welfare standard, while still permitting the few cases not amenable to
Sherman or Clayton Act jurisdiction (e.g., invitations to collude) to be brought by the
Commission. Importantly, language such as this, which would make enforcement under the
antitrust laws obligatory where both UMC and antitrust could apply, would transform the
Statement’s expression of agency preference into an enforceable statutory requirement.
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Enforcement & Guidance
The FTC is commonly labeled a “law enforcement agency,” but in reality it is an administrative agency that regulates primarily through enforcement rather than rulemaking:
As an administrative agency, the FTC’s primary form of regulation involves administrative application of a set of general principles — a “law enforcement”
style function that, practically speaking, operates as administrative regulation….82

This administrative enforcement model puts significant emphasis on the agency’s investigative power, and it is the investigatory aspect of its enforcement process that has become the
agency’s most powerful — and least overseen — tool. As one commentator notes, “[t]he
FTC possesses what are probably the broadest investigatory powers of any federal regulatory agency.”83
The Commission’s investigatory process is also the heart of the mechanism by which the
agency largely bypasses judicial oversight:
[Not even] the courts have… been a significant factor in deterring FTC investigation. Indeed, the bulk of court cases appear to affirm the agency’s authority to obtain information pursuant to the Federal Trade Commission Act. Thus, any constraints placed upon the FTC’s ability to obtain information must lie elsewhere.84

By overly compelling companies to settle enforcement actions when they are little more
than investigations, the investigative process inevitably leads, on the margin, to less-welltargeted investigations, increased discovery burdens on (even blameless) potential defendants, inefficiently large compliance expenditures throughout the economy, underexperimentation and innovation by firms, doctrinally questionable consent orders, and a
relative scarcity of judicial review of Commission enforcement decisions.
More than any other aspect of the FTC Act or the FTC’s operations, it is here that reinvigorated congressional oversight is needed. Even Chris Hoofnagle, who has long advocated
that the FTC be far more aggressive on privacy and data security, warns, in his new treatise
on privacy regulation at the agency, that
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the FTC’s investigatory power is very broad and is akin to an inquisitorial body.
On its own initiative, it can investigate a broad range of businesses without any
indication of a predicate offense having occurred.85

In competition cases, the entire Commission must vote to authorize CIDs in each matter
and also vote to close investigations once compulsory process is issued. But in the consumer
protection context, the Commission issues standing orders — “omnibus resolutions” (ORs)
— authorizing extremely broad, industry-wide investigations that authorize the subsequent
issuance of CIDs with the consent of only a single Commissioner. For instance, there is a
standing Commission order authorizing staff to investigate telemarketing fraud cases. 86
Thus, if staff wants to issue a CID to investigate a specific telemarketer or any of a wide
range of companies that may be supporting telemarketers, it need seek approval for the CID
from only a single Commissioner. These requests are frequent (to the best of our knowledge
amounting to many dozens per week), and routinely granted.
The staff’s ability to rely upon Omnibus Resolutions in this manner bypasses an important
aspect of how the FTC’s enforcement approach is structured on paper. The FTC Operating
Manual draws a clear line between initial phase investigations (initiated and run by the staff
at their own discretion for up to 100 hours in consumer protection cases) and full investigations. The decision to upgrade an investigation can be made by the Bureau Director on delegated authority, but at least this creates some potential for involvement of other Commissioners. It also requires written analysis by the staff87 — something other Commissioners
could ask to see. But most relevant to the immediate discussion is the Commission’s policy
that
Compulsory procedures are not ordinarily utilized in the initial phase of investigations; therefore, facts and data which cannot be obtained from existing sources
must be developed through the use of voluntary procedures. 88

Relying on ORs, however, the staff may make use of compulsory process even when it
would not otherwise be appropriate to do so.
At the same time, the Commission may (if it so chooses) bring its Section 5 cases (those relatively few that don’t settle) in its own administrative tribunal, whose decisions are appealed
to the Commission itself. Only after the Commission’s review (or denial of review) may a
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party bring its case before an Article III court. Needless to say, this adds an extremely costly
layer of administrative process to enforcement, as former Commissioner Wright explains:
[T]he key to understanding the threat of Section 5 is the interaction between its
lack of boundaries and the FTC’s administrative process advantages.... Consider
the following empirical observation that demonstrates at the very least that the
institutional framework that has evolved around the application of Section 5 cases in administrative adjudication is quite different than that faced by Article III
judges in federal court in the United States. The FTC has voted out a number of
complaints in administrative adjudication that have been tried by administrative
law judges (“ALJs”) in the past nearly twenty years. In each of those cases, after
the administrative decision was appealed to the Commission, the Commission
ruled in favor of FTC staff. In other words, in 100 percent of cases where the
ALJ ruled in favor of the FTC, the Commission affirmed; and in 100 percent
of the cases in which the ALJ ruled against the FTC, the Commission reversed.
By way of contrast, when the antitrust decisions of federal district court judges
are appealed to the federal courts of appeal, plaintiffs do not come anywhere
close to a 100 percent success rate. Indeed, the win rate is much closer to 50 percent.89

The net effect of these procedural circumstances is stark. Wright continues:
The combination of institutional and procedural advantages with the vague nature of the Commission’s Section 5 authority gives the agency the ability, in some
cases, to elicit a settlement even though the conduct in question very likely may
not [violate any law or regulation]. This is because firms typically prefer to settle
a Section 5 claim rather than going through lengthy and costly administrative litigation in which they are both shooting at a moving target and have the chips
stacked against them. Significantly, such settlements also perpetuate the uncertainty that exists as a result of the ambiguity associated with the Commission’s
[Section 5] authority by encouraging a process by which the contours of Section
5 are drawn without any meaningful adversarial proceeding or substantive
analysis of the Commission’s authority.90

Further, the Commission currently enjoys a nearly insurmountable presumption that its
omnibus resolutions are proper — a fact that places subjects of investigations at a severe disadvantage when trying to challenge the Commission’s often intrusive investigative process.
Whether issued under an Omnibus Resolution or otherwise, the Commission’s CIDs allow
the agency to impose enormous costs on potential defendants before even a single Commis89
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sioner — let alone the entire Commission or a court of law — determines that there is even
a “reason to believe” that the party being investigated has violated any law.
The direct costs of compliance with these extremely broad CIDs can be enormous. Unlike
discovery requests in private litigation, reimbursement of costs associated with CID compliance is not available, even if a defendant prevails. Among other things, CID recipients will
be required to incur the expense of performing electronic and offline searches for copious
amounts of information (which may require the hiring of outside vendors), interviewing
employees, the business costs of lost employee and management time, and attorneys’ fees.
Moreover, there may be several CIDs issued to a single company. And, sometimes of greatest importance, in many cases publicly traded companies will be required to disclose receipt
of a CID in its SEC filings. This can have significant immediate effects on a company’s
share price and do lasting damage to its reputation among consumers.
The experience of Wyndham Hotels is illustrative. The company became the first to challenge an FTC data security enforcement action following more than twelve years of FTC
data security settlements. Even before it finally had recourse to an Article III court, Wyndham had already incurred enormous costs, as we noted in our amicus brief in support of
Wyndham’s 2013 motion to dismiss:
Burdensome as settlements can be, not settling can be even costlier. Wyndham,
for example, has already received 47 document requests in this case and spent $5
million responding to these requests. The FTC’s compulsory investigative discovery process and administrative litigation both consume the most valuable resource of any firm: the time and attention of management and key personnel.91

And it is difficult for CID recipients to challenge a CID on the basis of cost. As the Commission notes in a ruling denying one such request:
WAM [West Asset Management] has not satisfied its burden of demonstrating
compliance with the CID would be unduly burdensome…. WAM has not cited,
and the Commission is unaware of, any cases to support WAM‘s minimizedisruption standard. “Thus courts have refused to modify investigative subpoenas
unless compliance threatens to unduly disrupt or seriously hinder normal operations of a business.” As in Texaco the breadth of the CID is a reflection of the
comprehensiveness of the inquiry being undertaken and the magnitude of
WAM‘s business operations.92
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High costs, as long as they don’t threaten a company’s viability, will be insufficient to quash
or even minimize the scope of a CID. But even expenses that don’t threaten viability can be
extremely large and extremely burdensome. And, of course, broader costs (e.g., on stock
price and market reputation) are extremely difficult to measure and unaccounted for in the
FTC’s assessment of a CID’s burden.
It should be noted that, unlike complaints (before adjudication) and consent orders, CIDs
are directly reviewed by courts at times. For better or worse, however, courts are prone to
give the Commission an extreme degree of deference when reviewing CIDs. “The standard
for judging relevancy in an investigatory proceeding is more relaxed than in an adjudicatory
one… The requested material, therefore, need only be relevant to the investigation — the
boundary of which may be defined quite generally.”93 Thus, the Commission has “‘extreme
breadth’ in conducting … investigations.”94
But high direct costs aren’t even the most troubling part. The indirect, societal cost of overly
broad CIDs is the increased propensity of companies to settle to avoid them. For reasons we
also discuss elsewhere, an excessive tendency toward settlements imposes costs throughout
the economy. Among other things:






It reduces the salutary influence of judicial review of agency enforcement actions;
It reduces the stock of judicial decisions from which companies, courts and
the FTC would otherwise receive essential guidance regarding appropriate
enforcement theories and the propriety of ambiguous conduct;
It induces companies that haven’t violated the statute to be saddled with remedies nonetheless, and thereby induces other, similarly-situated companies to
incur inefficient costs to avoid the same fate;
It incentivizes the FTC to impose remedies via consent order that a court
might not sustain; and
It may induce companies that would be found by a court not to have violated
the statute to admit liability.

These largely hidden, underappreciated effects are, collectively, enormously distorting. And
they feedback into the process, reinforcing the institutional dynamics that lead to such outcomes in the first place. In short, the FTC’s discovery process greatly magnifies its already
vast discretion to make substantive decisions about the evolution of Section 5 doctrine (or
quasi-doctrine).
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At the same time, there is reason to believe that the rate of CID issuance, and the scope of
CIDs issued, are (far) greater than optimal.
In order to issue a CID pursuant to an OR, staff need not present the authorizing Commissioner with a theory of the case or anything approaching “probable cause” for the CID; rather, the OR effectively takes care of that (although without anything like the specificity required of, say, a subpoena), and staff need only assert that the CID is in furtherance of an
OR. The other Commissioners do not have an opportunity to vote on the issuance of the
CID and would not likely even know about the investigation. Even if dissenting staff members attempt to notify Commissioners,95 it may be difficult, at this early stage, for Commissioners to recognize the doctrinal or practical significance of the cases the staff is attempting
to bring, and thus to provide any meaningful check upon the discretion of the staff to use the
discovery process to coerce settlements.
Thus, because of omnibus resolutions, a great number of investigations — encompassing a
great number of costly CIDs — are not presented to the other Commissioners to determine
whether the investigation is an appropriate use of the agency’s resources or whether the legal basis for the case is sound. In many cases, the other Commissioners may not even see
the case until a settlement has been negotiated as a fait accompli.
The bar for issuing CIDs pursuant to an omnibus resolution is extremely low. Nominally
the CID request must fall within the agency’s authority and be relevant to the investigation
that authorizes it. But the FTC has enormous discretion in determining whether a specific
compulsory demand is relevant to an investigation, and it need not have “a justifiable belief
that wrongdoing has actually occurred.”96
For example, the Commission’s telemarketing resolution authorized compulsory process
[t]o determine whether unnamed telemarketers, sellers, or others assisting them
have engaged in or are engaging in: (1) unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or
affecting commerce in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission
Act; and/or (2) deceptive or abusive telemarketing acts or practices in violation
of the Commission’s Telemarketing Sales Rule, including but not limited to the
provision of substantial assistance or support — such as mailing lists, scripts,
merchant accounts, and other information, products, or services — to telemarketers engaged in unlawful practices. The investigation is also to determine
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whether Commission action to obtain redress for injury to consumers or others
would be in the public interest.97

Pursuant to this OR, the Commission issued a CID to Western Union. Western Union challenged the CID on the grounds that it was unrelated to the OR (among other things). The
FTC, in denying the motion to quash, claimed that “[t]he resolution… includes investigations of telemarketers or sellers as well as entities such as Western Union who may be
providing substantial assistance or support to telemarketers or sellers.” While the OR does
mention “assistance or support,” it doesn’t specify any companies by name and doesn’t
specify that payment processors provide the sort of support it contemplates. In fact, it is fairly clear from even the impressively broad characterization of these in the OR — “mailing
lists, scripts, merchant accounts, and other information, products, or services” — that the
ancillary processing of payment transactions by legitimate companies was not really contemplated.
Nevertheless, the standard of review for the relevance of CIDs — in the rare instance that
they are challenged at all — is extremely generous to the agency. As the Commission notes
in its Western Union decision:
In the context of an administrative CID, “relevance” is defined broadly and with
deference to an administrative agency’s determination. An administrative agency
is to be accorded “extreme breadth” in conducting an investigation. As the D.C.
Circuit has stated, the standard for judging relevance in an administrative investigation is “more relaxed” than in an adjudicatory proceeding. As a result, the
agency is entitled to the documents unless the CID recipient can show that the
agency’s determination is “obviously wrong” or the documents are “plainly irrelevant” to the investigation’s purpose. We find that Western Union has not met
this burden.98

Finally, administrative challenges to CIDs are public proceedings, which itself presents a
substantial bar to their review. Companies subject to investigations by the FTC are, not surprisingly, reluctant to reveal the existence of such an investigation publicly. While the immense breadth and vagueness of the ORs authorizing compulsory process in an investigation, the ease with which CIDs are issued, and the lack of a “belief of wrongdoing” requirement certainly mean that no wrongdoing should be inferred from the existence of an
investigation or a CID, unfortunately public perception may not track these nuances. In the
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case of some publicly traded companies, the mere issuance of a CID may require disclosure.99 But for other publicly traded companies and for all private companies such disclosure
is not required. This means that, for these companies, there is an added deterrent to challenging a CID because doing so will cause it to be disclosed publicly when it otherwise
would not be.
The combination of an exceedingly deferential standard of review, the need to exhaust administrative process before the very agency that issued the OR and CID before gaining access
to an independent Article III tribunal, the risk of reputational harms, and the massive compliance costs combine to ensure that very few CIDs are ever challenged. This only reinforces
FTC staff’s incentives to issue CIDs, and to do so with an increasingly tenuous relationship
to the Commission-approved resolution authorizing them.
The absence of effective oversight on this process creates a further problem. FTC staff have
the power to issue Voluntary Access Letters requesting the same documents as a CID without any Commissioner involvement — or even (at least on paper) the possibility that a dissenting staff member can notify a Commissioner of her objections.100 While these requests
are nominally voluntary, the omnipresent threat of compelled discovery means that recipients virtually always comply with these requests, although they do often initiate a discussion
between staff and recipients that may result in a narrowing of the requests’ scope. Voluntary
Access Letters are subject to even less scrutiny than CIDs, and there is virtually no way for
any of the FTC’s oversight bodies (Congress, the courts, the public, the executive branch,
etc.) to monitor their use.

Investigations and Reporting on Investigations
The Clarifying Legality & Enforcement Action Reasoning (CLEAR) Act
While identifying the problems with the Commission’s investigation and CID process is
fairly straightforward, identifying solutions is not so straightforward. A critical first step,
however, would be imposing greater transparency requirements on the Commission’s investigation practices.
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Rep. Brett Guthrie’s (R-KY) proposed CLEAR Act (H.R. 5109) 101 would require the FTC to
report annually to Congress on the status of its investigations, including the legal analysis
supporting the FTC’s decision to close some investigations without action. This requirement
would not require the Commission to identify its targets, thus preserving the anonymity of
the firms in question.
VALUE OF THE BILL: Better Reporting of FTC Enforcement Trends
The FTC used to provide somewhat clearer data on the number of enforcement actions it
took every year, classifying each by product and “type of matter.”102 The FTC’s recent “Annual Highlights” reports do not include even this level of data on its enforcement actions. 103
But neither includes the basic data required by the CLEAR Act on the number of investigations commenced, closed, settled or litigated. Without hard data on this, it is difficult to assess how the FTC’s enforcement approach works, the relationship between the agency’s investigations and enforcement actions, and how these has changed over time. While the bill
does not specifically mention consent decrees among the items that must be reported to
Congress, it does require that the report include “the disposition of such investigations, if
such investigations have concluded and resulted in official agency action,” which would include consent decrees.
RECOMMENDATION: Add Discovery Tools to the Required Reporting
The bill omits, however, one of the most important aspects of the FTC’s operations, which
is very easily quantifiable: the FTC’s use of its various discovery tools. The FTC should, in
addition, have to produce aggregate statistics on its use of discovery tools, excluding the
specific identity of the target, but including, for example:







The source of the investigation (e.g., Omnibus Resolution, consumer complaint, etc.);
The volume of discovery requested;
The volume of discovery produced;
The time elapsed between the initiation of the investigation and the request(s);
The time elapsed between the request(s) and production;
Estimated cost of compliance (as volunteered by the target);
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The specific tool(s) used to authorize the investigation and production request(s) (e.g., Omnibus Resolution, CID, Voluntary Access Letter, etc.);
Who approved the investigation and production request(s) (e.g., a single
Commissioner, the full Commission, the Bureau Director, the staff itself,
etc.);
The approximate size (number of employees) and annual revenues of the target business (to measure effects on small businesses); and
The general nature of the issue(s) connected to the investigation and production request(s).

This reporting could be largely automated from the FTC database used to log investigations,
discovery requests and resulting production of documents. And, of course, the FTC should
have such a flexible and usable database if it does not already. Once created, it should be
relatively easy to make the data public, as it will require little more than obscuring the identity of the target, putting the size of the company in ranges, and ensuring that the metadata
identifying the relevant issues is sufficiently high level (e.g., “data security” rather than
“PED skimming”).
VALUE OF THE BILL: What is Not Prohibited Is a Crucial Form of Guidance
Clarity as to what the law does not prohibit may be a more important hallmark of the Evolutionary Model (the true common law), than is specificity as to what the law does prohibit.
The FTC used to issue closing letters regularly but stopped providing meaningful guidance
at least since the start of this Administration. The FTC Operating Manual already requires
staff to produce a memo justifying closure of any investigation that has gone beyond the initial stage, thus requiring the approval of the Bureau Directors to expand into a full investigation, that “summarize[s] the results of the investigation, discuss[es] the methodology used in
the investigation, and explain[s] the rationale for the closing.”104
In other words, the staff already, in theory, does the analysis that would be required by the
bill (at least for cases that merit being continued beyond the 100 hours allowed for initial
phase consumer protection investigations); 105 they simply do not share it. Thus, at most, the
bill would require (i) greater rigor in the memoranda that staff already writes, (ii) that some
version of memoranda be included in the annual report, edited to obscure the company’s
identity, and (iii) that some analysis be written for initial phase cases that may be closed
without any internal memoranda. And this last requirement should not be difficult for the
staff to satisfy, since cases that did not merit full investigations ought to raise simpler legal
issues.
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For example, in 2007, the FTC issued a no-action letter closing its investigation into Dollar
Tree Stores that offers a fair amount of background on the issue: “PED skimming,” the
tampering with of payment card PIN entry devices (PEDs) used at checkout that allowed
hackers to steal customers’ card information and thus make fraudulent purchases. 106 The
FTC explained its decision to close the Dollar Tree Stores investigation at length, listing the
factors considered by the FTC:
the extent to which the risk at issue was reasonable foreseeable at the time of the
compromise; the nature and magnitude of the risk relative to other risks; the benefits relative to the costs of protecting against the risk; Dollar Tree’s overall data
security practices, the duration and scope of the compromise; the level of consumer injury; and Dollar Tree’s prompt response to the incident.107

The letter went on to note:
We continue to emphasize that data security is an ongoing process, and that as
risks, technologies, and circumstances change over time, companies must adjust
their information security programs accordingly. The staff notes that, in recent
months, the risk of PED skimming at retain locations has been increasingly identified by security experts and discussed in a variety of public and business contexts. We also understand that some businesses have now taken steps to improve
physical security to deter PED skimming, such as locking or otherwise securing
PERs in checkout lanes; installing security cameras or other monitoring devices;
performing regular PED inspections to detect tampering, theft, or other misuse;
and/or replacing older PEDs with newer tamper-resistant and tamper-evident
models. We hope and expect that all businesses using PEDs in their stores will
consider implementing these and/or other reasonable and appropriate safeguards
to secure their systems.108

The FTC has issued only one closing letter in standard data security cases since its 2007 letter in Dollar Tree Stores — and, apparently, about the same issue. In 2011, the FTC issued a
letter closing its investigation of the Michaels art supply store chain.109 The letter offers essentially no information about the investigation or analysis of the issues involved — in
marked contrast to the Dollar Tree Stores letter. But based on press reports from 2011, the issue appears to have been the same as in Dollar Tree Stores: “crooks [had] tampered with PIN
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pads in the Michaels checkout lanes, allowing them to capture customers‘ debit card and
PIN numbers.”110
Once again, the FTC has become increasingly unwilling to constrain its own discretion,
even in the issuance of closing letters that do not bar the FTC from taking future enforcement actions. This underscores not only the value of the CLEAR Act, but also of the challenge in getting the FTC to take seriously the bill’s requirement that annual reports include,
“for each such investigation that was closed with no official agency action, a description sufficient to indicate the legal analysis supporting the Commission’s decision not to continue
such investigation, and the industry sectors of the entities subject to each such investigation.”111
RECOMMENDATION: Require the Bureau of Economics to Be Involved
Wherever possible, Congress should specify that the Bureau of Economics be involved in
the making of important decisions, and in the production of important guidance materials.
Absent that instruction, the FTC, especially the Bureau of Consumer Protection, will likely
resist fully involving the Bureau of Economics in its processes. The simplest way to make
this change is as follows:
For each such investigation that was closed with no official agency action, a description sufficient to indicate the legal and economic analysis supporting the
Commission’s decision not to continue such investigation, and the industry sectors of the entities subject to each such investigation.

Of course, there will be many cases where the economists have essentially nothing to say.
The point is not that each case merits detailed economic analysis. Rather, the recommendation is intended to ensure that, at the very least, the opportunity to produce and disseminate a
basic economic analysis by the BE is built into the enforcement process.
Moreover, if an economic analysis is deemed appropriate, the determination of what constitutes an appropriate level of analysis should be made by the Bureau of Economics alone. For
example, in the Dollar Tree Stores letter quoted above, it would have been helpful if the letter
had provided some quantitative analysis as to the factors mentioned in the letter. To illustrate this point, one might ask the following questions about the factors identified in Dollar
Tree Stores:


“the extent to which the risk at issue was reasonably foreseeable at the time of
the compromise” and “the nature and magnitude of the risk relative to other
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risks” — How widely known was the vulnerability generally at that time? How
fast was awareness spreading among similarly situated companies? How likely was
the vulnerability to occur?
“the benefits relative to the costs of protecting against the risk” — Given the
impossibility of completely eradicating risk, how much ex ante “protection” would
have been sufficient? Given the ex ante uncertainty of any particular risk occurring, how much would it have cost to mitigate against all such risks, not just the
one that actually materialized?
“Dollar Tree’s overall data security practices” — How much did the company
spend? How else do its practices compare to its peers? How can good data security
be quantified?
“the duration and scope of the compromise” — How long? How many users?
“the level of consumer injury” — Can this be quantified specifically to this case?
Or can injury be extrapolated from reliably representative samples of similar injury?
“Dollar Tree’s prompt response to the incident” — Just how prompt was it, in
absolute terms? And relative to comparable industry practice?

Given the general scope of the FTC’s investigations, it likely already collects the kind of data that could allow it to answer some, if not all, of these questions (and others as well). It
may even have performed some of the requisite analysis. Why should the Commission’s
economists not have a seat at the table in writing the closing analysis? This could be perhaps
the greatest opportunity to begin bringing the analytical rigor of law and economics to consumer protection.
Of course, the Commission may be (quite understandably) reluctant to include this data in
company-specific closing letters — for the same reasons that investigations are supposed to
remain confidential. But therein lies one of the chief virtues of the CLEAR Act: Instead of
writing company-specific letters, the FTC could aggregate the information, obscure the identity of the company at issue in each specific case, and thus speak more freely about the details of its situation. Although the tension between the goals of providing analytical clarity
and maintaining confidentiality for the subjects of investigation is obvious, it is not an insurmountable conflict, and thus no reason not to require more analysis and disclosure, in
principle.
Finally, it is worth noting that if BE is to be competent in its participation in these investigations and the associated reports, it will need a larger staff of economists. Thus, as we discuss
below, Congress should devote additional resources to the Commission that are specifically
earmarked for hiring additional BE staff.112
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RECOMMENDATION: Attempt to Make the FTC Take the Analysis Requirement
Seriously
We recommend that Congress emphasize why such reporting is important with something
like the following language, added either to Congressional findings or made clear in the legislative history around the bill:



Guidance from the Commission as to what is not illegal may be the most important form of guidance the Commission can offer; and
To be truly useful, such guidance should hew closely the FTC’s applicable
Policy Statements.

We further recommend that Congress carefully scrutinize the FTC’s annual reports issued
under the CLEAR Act in oral discussions at hearings and in written questions for the record. Indeed, not doing so will indicate to the FTC that Congress is not really serious about
demanding greater analytical rigor.
RECOMMENDATION: Ensure that the Commission Organizes These Reports in a
Useful Manner
The legal analysis section of the bill is markedly different from the other three sections. The
first two sections require simple counts of investigations commenced and closed with no action. The third section (“disposition of such investigations, if such investigations have concluded and resulted in official agency action”) can be satisfied with a brief sentence for each
(or less). But the fourth section requires long-form analysis, which could run many pages for
each case.
At a minimum, the FTC should do more than it does today to make it easy to identify
which closing letters are relevant. Today, the Commission’s web interface for closing letters
is essentially useless. Letters are listed in reverse chronological order with no information
provided other than the name, title and corporate affiliation of the person to whom the letter
is addressed. There is no metadata to indicate what the letter is about (e.g., privacy, data security, advertising, product design) or what doctrinal issues (e.g., unfairness, deception, material omissions, substantiation) the letter confronts. Key word searches for, say, “privacy”
or “data security” produce zero results.
The CLEAR Act offers Congress a chance to demand better of the Commission. Congress
should communicate what a useful discussion of closing decisions might look like — whether by including specific instructions in legislation, by addressing the issue in legislative history, or simply (and probably least effectively in the long term) by raising the issue regularly
with the FTC at hearings. For instance, the text in the FTC’s reports to Congress could be
made publicly available in an online database tagged with metadata to make it easier for users to search for and find relevant closing letters.
Ideally, this database would be accessed through the same interface envisioned above for
transparency into the FTC’s discovery process, and would include the same metadata and
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search tools. Thus, a user might be able to search for FTC enforcement actions and discovery inquiries regarding, say, data security practices in small businesses, in order to get a better sense of how the FTC operates in that area.
RECOMMENDATION: Require the FTC to Synthesize Closing Decisions and
Enforcement Decisions into Doctrinal Guidelines
When the FTC submitted the Unfairness Policy Statement to Congress, it noted, in its cover
letter:
In response to your inquiry we have therefore undertaken a review of the decided
cases and rules and have synthesized from them the most important principles of
general applicability. Rather than merely reciting the law, we have attempted to
provide the Committee with a concrete indication of the manner in which the
Commission has enforced, and will continue to enforce, its unfairness mandate.
In so doing we intend to address the concerns that have been raised about the
meaning of consumer unfairness, and thereby attempt to provide a greater sense
of certainty about what the Commission would regard as an unfair act or practice
under Section 5. 113

This synthesis is what the FTC needs to do now — and could get close to doing, in part,
through better organized reporting on its closing decisions — only on a more specific level
of the component elements of each of its Policy Statements. This is essentially what the various Antitrust Guidelines issued jointly by the DOJ and the FTC’s Bureau of Competition
do. These are masterpieces of thematic organization. Consider, for example, from the 2000
Antitrust Guidelines for Collaborations Among Competitors, this sample of the table of
contents:
3.34 Factors Relevant to the Ability and Incentive of the Participants and the
Collaboration to Compete
3.34(a) Exclusivity
3.34(b) Control over Assets
3.34(c) Financial Interests in the Collaboration or in Other Participants
3.34(d) Control of the Collaboration’s Competitively Significant Decision
Making
3.34(e) Likelihood of Anticompetitive Information Sharing
3.34(f) Duration of the Collaboration
3.35 Entry
3.36 Identifying Procompetitive Benefits of the Collaboration
3.36(a) Cognizable Efficiencies Must Be Verifiable and Potentially Procompetitive
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3.36(b) Reasonable Necessity and Less Restrictive Alternatives
3.37 Overall Competitive Effect114

The guidelines are rich with examples that illustrate the way the agencies will apply their
doctrine. As noted in the introduction, these guidelines are one level down the Doctrinal
Pyramid: They explain how the kind of concepts articulated at the high conceptual level of,
say, the FTC’s UDAP policy statements, can actually be applied to real world circumstances.115
One obvious challenge is that the antitrust guidelines synthesize litigated cases, of which the
FTC has precious few on UDAP matters. This makes it difficult, if not impossible, for the
FTC to do precisely the same thing on UDAP matters as the antitrust guidelines do. But that
does not mean the FTC could not benefit from writing “lessons learned” retrospectives on
its past enforcement efforts and closing letters.
Importantly, publication of these guidelines would not actually be a constraint upon the
FTC’s discretion; it would merely require the Commission to better explain the rationale for
what it has done in the past, connecting that arc across time. Like policy statements and
consent decrees, guidelines are not technically binding upon the agency. Yet, in practice,
they would steer the Commission in a far more rigorous way than its vague “common law
of consent decrees [or of congressional testimony or blog posts].” It would allow the FTC to
build doctrine in an analytically rigorous way as a second-best alternative to judicial decision-making — and, of course, as a supplement to judicial decisions, to the extent they happen.
RECOMMENDATION: Ensure that Defendants Can Quash Subpoenas
Confidentially
Among the biggest deterrents to litigation today is companies’ reluctance to make public investigations aimed at them. But a company wishing to challenge the FTC’s overly broad investigative demands effectively must accede to public disclosure because the FTC has the
discretion to make such fights public.
Specifically, FTC enforcement rules currently allow parties seeking to quash a subpoena to
ask for confidential treatment for their motions to quash, but the rules also appear to set
public disclosure as the default:
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(d) Public disclosure. All petitions to limit or quash Commission compulsory
process and all Commission orders in response to those petitions shall become
part of the public records of the Commission, except for information granted confidential treatment under § 4.9(c) of this chapter.116
The referenced general rule on confidentiality gives the FTC’s General Counsel broad discretion
in matters of confidentiality:
(c) Confidentiality and in camera material.
(1) Persons submitting material to the Commission described in this section may
designate that material or portions of it confidential and request that it be withheld from the public record. All requests for confidential treatment shall be supported by a showing of justification in light of applicable statutes, rules, orders of
the Commission or its administrative law judges, orders of the courts, or other
relevant authority. The General Counsel or the General Counsel‘s designee
will act upon such request with due regard for legal constraints and the public
interest.117

Setting the default to public disclosure for such disputes is flatly inconsistent with the FTC’s
general policy of keeping investigations nonpublic:
While investigations are generally nonpublic, Commission staff may disclose the
existence of an investigation to potential witnesses or other third parties to the extent necessary to advance the investigation.118

This is the right balance: Commission staff should sometimes be able to disclose aspects of an
investigation. It should not be able to coerce a company into settling, or complying with additional discovery, in order to avoid bad press. Even if a company calculates that bad press
is inevitable, if the FTC seems determined to extract a settlement, disclosing the investigation earlier can increase the direct expenses and reputational costs incurred by the company
by stretching out the total length of the fight with the Commission for months or years longer.
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We propose that the default be switched, so that motions to quash are generally kept under
seal except in exceptional circumstances.

Economic Analysis of Investigations, Complaints, and Consent
Decrees
No Bill Proposed
The Federal Trade Commission’s Bureau of Economics’ (BE) role as an independent and expert analyst is one of the most critical features of the FTC’s organizational structure in terms of enhancing its performance, expanding its substantive capabilities, and increasing the critical reputational capital the agency has
available to promote its missions.119
Former FTC Commissioner Joshua Wright, 2015

Commissioner Wright wrote as a veteran of both the Bureau of Economics and the Bureau
of Competition. He was only the fourth economist to serve as FTC Commissioner (following Jim Miller, George Douglas and Dennis Yao) and the first JD/PhD. His 2015 speech,
“On the FTC’s Bureau of Economics, Independence, and Agency Performance,” marked
the beginning of an effort to bolster the role of the Bureau of Economics in the FTC’s decision-making, especially in consumer protection matters. Wright warned, pointedly, that the
FTC has “too many lawyers, too few economists,” calling this “a potential threat to independence and agency performance.”120
Unfortunately, this was only a beginning: shortly after delivering this speech, Wright resigned from the Commission to return to teaching law and economics. For now, at least, the
task of bolstering economic analysis at the Commission falls to Congress.
The RECS Act’s proposal that BE be involved in any recommendation for new legislation
or regulatory action is an important step towards this goal, but it is too narrow.121 It does not
address the need to bolster the FTC’s role in the institutional structure of the agency, or its
role in enforcement decisions. The following chart (from Wright’s speech) ably captures the
first of these problems:
Number of Attorneys to Economists at the FTC from 2003 to 2013122
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RECOMMENDATION: Hire More Economists
Wright recommends:
Hiring more full‐time economists is one obvious fix to the ratio problem. There
are many benefits to expanding the economic capabilities of the agency. Many
cases simply cannot be adequately staffed with one or two staff economists.
Doubling the current size of BE would be a good start towards aligning the incentives of the Commission and BE staff with respect to case recommendations. While too quickly increasing the size of BE staff might dilute quality, a
gradual increase in staffing coupled with a pay increase and a commitment to research time should help to keep quality levels at least constant.123

We wholeheartedly endorse former Commissioner Wright’s recommendation.
RECOMMENDATION: Require BE to Comment Separately on Complaints and
Consent Orders
In the case of complaints and consent orders issued by the Commission, we recommend
that Congress require the Commission to amend its Rules of Practice to require that the Bureau of Economics provide a separate economic assessment of the complaint or consent order in conjunction with each. This proposal is consistent with former Commissioner
Wright’s similar recommendation:
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I suggest the FTC consider interpreting or amending FTC Rule of Practice 2.34
to mandate that BE publish, in matters involving consent decrees, and as part of
the already required “explanation of the provisions of the order and the relief to
be obtained,” a separate explanation of the economic analysis of the Commission’s action. The documents associated with this rule are critical for communicating the role that economic analysis plays in Commission decision‐making in
cases. In many cases, public facing documents surrounding consents in competition cases simply do not describe well or at all the economic analysis conducted
by staff or upon which BE recommended the consent.124

In order to perform its desired function, this “separate explanation” would be authored and
issued by the Bureau of Economics, and not subject to approval by the Commission. The
document would express BE’s independent assessment (approval or rejection) of the Commission’s proposed complaint or consent order, provide a high‐level description of the specific economic analyses and evidence relied upon in its own recommendation or rejection of
the proposed consent order, and offer a more general economic rationale for its recommendation.
Requiring BE to make public its economic rationale for supporting or rejecting a complaint
or consent decree voted out by the Commission would offer a number of benefits. In general, such an analysis would both inform the public and demand rigor of the Commission.
As former Commissioner Wright noted,
First, it offers BE a public avenue to communicate its findings to the public. Second, it reinforces the independent nature of the recommendation that BE offers.
Third, it breaks the agency monopoly the FTC lawyers currently enjoy in terms
of framing a particular matter to the public. The internal leverage BE gains by the
ability to publish such a document… will also provide BE a greater role in the
consent process and a mechanism to discipline consents that are not supported by
sound economics…, minimizing the “compromise” recommendation that is most
problematic in matters involving consent decrees.125

Wright explains this “compromise recommendation” problem in detail that bears extensive
quotation and emphasis here:
Both BC attorneys and BE staff are responsible for producing a recommendation
memo. The asymmetry is at least partially a natural result of the different nature
of the work that lawyers and economists do. But it is important to note that one
consequence of this asymmetry, whatever its cause, is that it creates the potential
to weaken BE’s independence. BE maintains a high level of integrity and independence over core economic tasks – e.g., economic modeling and framing, statistical analyses, and assessments of outside economic work – yet when it comes
124
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to the actual policy recommendation, I think it is fair to raise the question
whether the Commission always receives unfiltered recommendations when
BE dissents from the recommendation of BC or BCP staff.
One example of this phenomenon is the so-called “compromise recommendation,” that is, a BE staff economist might recommend the FTC accept a consent
decree rather than litigate or challenge a proposed merger when the underlying
economic analysis reveals very little actual economic support for liability. In my
experience, it is not uncommon for a BE staff analysis to convincingly demonstrate that competitive harm is possible but unlikely, but for BE staff to recommend against litigation on those grounds, but in favor of a consent order. The problem with this compromise approach is, of course, that a recommendation to enter into a consent order must also require economic evidence sufficient to give the Commission reason to believe that competitive harm is likely. This type of “compromise” recommendation in some ways reflects the reality
of BE staff incentives. Engaging in a prolonged struggle over the issue of liability
with BC and BC management is exceedingly difficult when the economist is
simply outmanned. It also ties up already scarce BE resources on a matter that
the parties are apparently “willing” to settle.126

The ability of BC or BCP staff to dilute the analysis of BE staffers in a combined compromise recommendation renders moot this provision of the operating manual:
Dissenting staff recommendations regarding compulsory process, compliance,
consent agreements, proposed trade regulation rules or proposed industrywide
investigations should be submitted to the Commission by the originating offices,
upon the request of the staff member.127

For this provision to have any effect, there must be a separate dissenting staff recommendation that can be seen by Commissioners — and, ideally, also made public.
RECOMMENDATION: Require BE to Comment on Upgrading Investigations
Similarly, we recommend enhancing BE’s role earlier in the investigation process: at the
point where the Bureau Director decides whether to upgrade an initial (Phase I) investigation to a full investigation. This is a critical inflection point in the FTC’s investigative process for three reasons:
1. In principle, the staff is not supposed to negotiate consent decrees during the
initial investigation phase;
2. In principle, the staff is not supposed to use compulsory discovery process
during the initial investigation phase, meaning a target company’s cooperation until this point is at least theoretically voluntary; and
126
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3. Either the decision to open a formal investigation or the subsequent issuance
of CIDs may trigger a public company’s duty to disclose the investigation in
its quarterly securities filings.

It is also likely the point at which the staff determines (or at least begins to seriously consider) whether or not the Commission is likely to approve a staff recommendation to issue a
complaint against any of the specific targets of the investigation.
For all these reasons, converting an initial investigation to a full investigation gives the staff
enormous power to coerce a settlement. This decision deserves far more rigorous analysis
than it currently seems to receive.
When the BC or BCP staff proposes to their Bureau director that an initial investigation be
expanded into a full investigation, the FTC Operating Manual requires a (confidential)
memorandum justifying a decision, but does not formally require the Bureau of Economics,
or require that the analysis performed by any FTC staff correspond to two of the three requirements of Section 5(n) or the materiality requirement of the Deception Policy Statement:
3.5.1.4 Transmittal Memorandum
The memorandum requesting approval for full investigation should clearly and
succinctly explain the need for approval of the full investigation, including a discussion of relevant factors among the following:
(1) A description of the practices and their impact on consumers and/or on the
marketplace;
(2) Marketing area and volume of business of the proposed respondent and the
overall size of the market;
(3) Extent of consumer injury inflicted by the practices to be investigated, the
benefits to be achieved by the Commission action and/or the extent of competitive injury;
(4) When applicable, an explanation of how the proposed investigation meets objectives and, where adopted, case selection criteria or the program to which it
has been assigned;
(5) When applicable, responses to the policy protocol questions (see OM Ch.
2);128

We recommend modifying this in two ways. First, while approving a complaint or a consent decree should absolutely require a separate recommendation from the Bureau of Economics, requiring such a recommendation merely to convert an initial investigation to a full
investigation might well pose too great a burden on BE’s already over-taxed resources. But
that is no reason why the FTC rules should not at least give BE the opportunity to write a
128
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separate memorandum if it so desires. Having this written recommendation shared with
Commissioners would serve as an early warning system, alerting them to potentially problematic cases being investigated by BCP or BC staff before the staff has extracted a consent
decree — something that regularly has effectively happened by the time the Commission
votes on whether to authorize a complaint. Thus, giving BE the opportunity to be involved
at this early stage may be critical to scrutinizing the FTC’s use of consent decrees.
Second, there is no reason that the memorandum prepared by either BC or BCP staff should
not correspond to the doctrinal requirements of the relevant authority. The Operating Manual falls well short of this by merely requiring some analysis of the “[e]xtent of consumer
injury.” Why not countervailing benefit and reasonable avoidability, too, for Unfairness
cases? And materiality in Deception cases? And the various other factors subsumed in the
consumer welfare standard of the rule of reason, for Unfair Methods of Competition Cases?
That this would be only an initial analysis that will remain confidential under the Commission’s rules is all the more reason it should not be a problem for the Staff to produce.

Economic Analysis in Reports & “Recommendations”
The Revealing Economic Conclusions for Suggestions (RECS) Act
Rep. Mike Pompeo’s (R-KS) bill (H.R. 5136) 129 would require the FTC to include, in “any
recommendations for legislative or regulatory action,” analysis from the Bureau of Economics including:
[T]he rationale for the Commission’s determination that private markets or public institutions could not adequately address the issue, and that its recommended
legislative or regulatory action is based on a reasoned determination that the benefits of the recommended action outweigh its costs.

Valuable as this is, the bill should be expanded to encompass other Commission pronouncements that aren’t, strictly, “recommendations for legislative or regulatory action.”
VALUE OF THE BILL: Bringing Rigor to FTC Reports, Testimony, etc.
The lack of economic analysis in support of “recommendations for legislative or regulatory
action” has grown more acute with time — not only in the FTC’s reports but also in its testimony to Congress.
Section 6(b) of the FTC Act gives the Commission the authority “to conduct wide-ranging
economic studies that do not have a specific law enforcement purpose” and to require the
129
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filing of “annual or special … reports or answers in writing to specific questions” for the
purpose of obtaining information about “the organization, business, conduct, practices,
management, and relation to other corporations, partnerships, and individuals” of any
company over which the FTC has jurisdiction, except insurance companies. This section is
a useful tool for better understanding business practices, particularly those undergoing rapid
technological change. But it is only as valuable as the quality of the analyses these 6(b) reports contain. And typically they are fairly short on economic analysis, especially concerning consumer protection matters.
The FTC has consistently failed to include any apparent, meaningful role for the Bureau of
Economics in its consumer protection workshops or in the drafting of the subsequent reports. Nor has the FTC explored the adequacy of existing legal tools to address concerns
raised by its reports. For example, the FTC’s 2014 workshop, “Big Data: A Tool for Inclusion or Exclusion?,” included not a single PhD economist or BE staffer. 130 The resulting
2016 report includes essentially just two footnotes on economics. 131 Commissioner Ohlhausen dissented, noting that
Concerns about the effects of inaccurate data are certainly legitimate, but policymakers must evaluate such concerns in the larger context of the market and
economic forces companies face. Businesses have strong incentives to seek accurate information about consumers, whatever the tool. Indeed, businesses use big
data specifically to increase accuracy. Our competition expertise tells us that if
one company draws incorrect conclusions and misses opportunities, competitors
with better analysis will strive to fill the gap….
To understand the benefits and risks of tools like big data analytics, we must also
consider the powerful forces of economics and free-market competition. If we
give undue credence to hypothetical harms, we risk distracting ourselves from
genuine harms and discouraging the development of the very tools that promise
new benefits to low income, disadvantaged, and vulnerable individuals. Today’s
report enriches the conversation about big data. My hope is that future participants in this conversation will test hypothetical harms with economic reasoning
and empirical evidence.132
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The Commission’s 2016 PrivacyCon conference did include several economists on a panel
devoted to the “Economics of Privacy & Security.”133 But, as one of the event’s discussants,
Geoffrey Manne, noted:
One of the things I would say is that it’s a little bit unfortunate we don’t have
more economists and engineers talking to each other. As you might have gathered from the last panel, an economist will tell you that merely identifying a
problem isn’t a sufficient basis for regulating to solve it, nor does the existence of
a possible solution mean that that solution should be mandated. And you really
need to identify real harms rather than just inferring them, as James Cooper
pointed out earlier. And we need to give some thought to self-help and reputation
and competition as solutions before we start to intervene….
So we’ve talked all day about privacy risks, biases in data, bad outcomes, problems, but we haven’t talked enough about beneficial uses that these things may
enable. So deriving policy prescriptions from these sort of lopsided discussions is
really perilous.
Now, there’s an additional problem that we have in this forum as well, which is
that the FTC has a tendency to find justification for enforcement decisions in
things that are mentioned at workshops just like these. So that makes it doubly
risky to be talking [] about these things without pointing out that there are important benefits here, and that the costs may not be as dramatic as it seems [just]
because we’re presenting these papers describing them.134

As Manne notes, as a practical matter, these workshops and reports are often used by the
Commission either to make legislative recommendations or to define FTC enforcement policy by recommending industry best practices (which the agency will effectively enforce).
But, again, because they lack much in the way of economically rigorous analysis, these recommendations may not be as well-founded as they may be presumed to be.
In its 2000 Report to Congress, for example, the FTC called for comprehensive baseline legislation on privacy and data security.135 Congress has not passed such legislation, but the
FTC repeated the recommendation in its 2012 Privacy Report.136 While that Report called
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for significantly stricter legislation, less tied to consumer harm, it did not include any economic analysis by the FTC’s Bureau of Economics. Indeed, by rejecting the harms-based
model of the 2000 Report,137 the 2012 report essentially dismisses the relevance of economic
analysis, either in the report itself or in case-by-case adjudication.
In his dissent, Commissioner Rosch warned about the Report’s reliance on unfairness rather
than deception, noting that “‘Unfairness’ is an elastic and elusive concept. What is “unfair”
is in the eye of the beholder….”138 In effect, Rosch, despite his long-standing hostility to
economic analysis,139 was really saying that the Commission had failed to justify its analysis
of unfairness. Rosch objected to the Commission’s invocation of unfairness against harms
that have not been clearly analyzed:
That is not how the Commission itself has traditionally proceeded. To the contrary, the Commission represented in its 1980, and 1982 [sic], Statements to
Congress that, absent deception, it will not generally enforce Section 5 against alleged intangible harm. In other contexts, the Commission has tried, through its
advocacy, to convince others that our policy judgments are sensible and ought to
be adopted.140

Rosch contrasted the Report’s reliance on unfairness with the Commission’s Unfair Methods of Competition doctrine, which he called “self-limiting” because it was tied to analysis
of market power.141 Rosch lamented that,
There does not appear to be any such limiting principle applicable to many of the
recommendations of the Report. If implemented as written, many of the Report’s
recommendations would instead apply to almost all firms and to most information collection practices. It would install “Big Brother” as the watchdog over
these practices not only in the online world but in the offline world. That is not
only paternalistic, but it goes well beyond what the Commission said in the early
1980s that it would do, and well beyond what Congress has permitted the Commission to do under Section 5(n). I would instead stand by what we have said
https://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/reports/federal-trade-commission-report-protectingconsumer-privacy-era-rapid-change-recommendations/120326privacyreport.pdf.
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and challenge information collection practices, including behavioral tracking, only when these practices are deceptive, “unfair” within the strictures of Section
5(n) and our commitments to Congress, or employed by a firm with market power and therefore challengeable on a stand-alone basis under Section 5’s prohibition of unfair methods of competition.142

The proposed bill would help to correct these defects, and to ensure that FTC Reports, at
least those containing legislative or rulemaking recommendations, are based on the rigorous
analysis that should be expected of an expert investigative agency’s policymaking — especially one that has arguably the greatest pool of economic talent found anywhere in government in America.
RECOMMENDATION: Require Analysis of Recommended Industry Best Practices
In this regard the proposed bill would be enormously beneficial, but it could, and should, do
significantly more.
First and foremost, the term “recommendations for legislative or regulatory action” would
not encompass the most significant FTC recommendations: those included in “industry best
practices” publications and reports produced by the Commission. These documents purport
to offer expert suggestions for businesses to follow in order to help them to protect consumer
welfare and to better comply with the relevant laws and regulations. But the FTC increasingly treats these recommendations as soft law, not merely helpful guidance, in at least two
senses:
1. The FTC uses these recommendations as the basis for writing its 20-year consent-decree requirements, including ones unrelated, or only loosely related, to
the conduct at issue in an enforcement action; and
2. The FTC uses these recommendations as the substantive basis for enforcement actions — for example, by pointing to a company’s failure to do something the FTC recommended as evidence of the unreasonableness of its practices.

Former Chairman Tim Muris notes this about the “voluntary” guidelines issued by the FTC
in 2009 in conjunction with three other federal agencies, comparing them to the FTC’s efforts to ban advertising to children:
The FTC has been down this road before. Prodded by consumer activists in the
late 1970s, the Commission sought to stop advertising to children…
One difference between the current proposal and the old rulemaking — called
Kid Vid — is that this time the agencies are suggesting that the standards be
adopted “voluntarily” by industry. Yet can standards suggested by a government
142
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claiming the power to regulate truly be “voluntary”? Moreover, at the same
workshop that the standards were announced, a representative of one of the same
activist organizations that inspired the 1970s efforts speculated that a failure to
comply with the new proposal would provoke calls for rules or legislation.143

Regulation by leering glare is still regulation.
Informed by the trauma of its near-fatal confrontation with Congress at the end of the Carter
administration, the FTC was long skittish about making recommendations for businesses in
its reports, beyond high level calls for attention to issues like data security. That changed in
2009, however. The FTC has since issued a flurry of reports recommending best practices
like “privacy by design” and “security by design,” first generally, and then across a variety
of areas, from Big Data to facial recognition.144
The FTC’s recommendations to industry in its 2005 report on file-sharing were admirably
circumspect:
Industry should decrease risks to consumers through technological innovation
and development, industry self-regulation (including risk disclosures), and consumer education.145

This is not to say that the FTC could not or should not have done more to address the very
real problem of inadvertent online file-sharing. Indeed, one of the authors of this report has
lauded the (Democratic-led) FTC for bringing its 2011 enforcement action against Frostwire146 for designing its peer-to-peer file-sharing software in a way that deceived users into
unwittingly sharing files.147 Rather, it is simply to say that the FTC, in 2005, understood that
a report was not a substitute for a rulemaking — i.e., not an appropriate place to make “recommendations” for the private sector that would have any force of law.
By 2012 the FTC had lost any such scruples. Its Privacy Report, issued that year, is entitled
“Recommendations for Businesses and Policymakers.” The title says it all: The FTC di143
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rected its sweeping recommendations for “privacy by design” to both the companies it regulates and the elected representatives the FTC supposedly serves:
The final privacy framework is intended to articulate best practices for companies
that collect and use consumer data. These best practices can be useful to companies as they develop and maintain processes and systems to operationalize privacy and data security practices within their businesses. The final privacy framework contained in this report is also intended to assist Congress as it considers
privacy legislation.148

Of course, the FTC added:
To the extent the framework goes beyond existing legal requirements, the framework is not intended to serve as a template for law enforcement actions or regulations under laws currently enforced by the FTC.149

Also noteworthy is the contrast between the two reports in their analytical rigor. The file
sharing report noted:
The workshop panelists and public comments did not provide a sufficient basis to
conclude whether the degree of risk associated with P2P file-sharing programs is
greater than, equal to, or less than the degree of risk when using other Internet
technologies.150

The 2012 report shows no such modesty, as Commissioner Rosch lamented in his dissent
(“There does not appear to be any such limiting principle applicable to many of the recommendations of the Report.”).151
In 2015, Commissioner Wright expressed dismay at this same problem in his dissent from
the staff report on the Internet of Things Workshop:
I dissent from the Commission’s decision to authorize the publication of staff’s
report on its Internet of Things workshop (“Workshop Report”) because the
Workshop Report includes a lengthy discussion of industry best practices and
recommendations for broad-based privacy legislation without analytical support
to establish the likelihood that those practices and recommendations, if adopted,
would improve consumer welfare….
First…, merely holding a workshop — without more — should rarely be the sole
or even the primary basis for setting forth specific best practices or legislative recommendations….
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Second, the Commission and our staff must actually engage in a rigorous costbenefit analysis prior to disseminating best practices or legislative recommendations, given the real world consequences for the consumers we are obligated to
protect….
The most significant drawback of the concepts of “security by design” and
other privacy-related catchphrases is that they do not appear to contain any
meaningful analytical content…. An economic and evidence-based approach
sensitive to [] tradeoffs is much more likely to result in consumer-welfare enhancing consumer protection regulation. To the extent concepts such as security by
design or data minimization are endorsed at any cost — or without regard to
whether the marginal cost of a particular decision exceeds its marginal benefits —
then application of these principles will result in greater compliance costs without
countervailing benefit. Such costs will be passed on to consumers in the form of
higher prices or less useful products, as well as potentially deter competition and
innovation among firms participating in the Internet of Things.152

The point illustrated by comparing these examples is the difficulty inherent in trying to require greater rigor from the FTC in recommendations to businesses when those recommendations can be either high level and commonsensical (as in 2005) or sweeping and effectively regulatory (as in 2012 and 2015). Thus, we recommend the following simple amendment
to the proposed bill:
[The FTC] shall not submit any proposed industry best practices, industry guidance
or recommendations for legislative or regulatory action without [analysis]….

This wording would not apply to the kind of “recommendation” that the FTC made occasionally before 2009, as exemplified by the 2005 report. In any event, the bill’s requirement
is easily satisfied: essentially the FTC need only give the Bureau of Economics a role in
drafting the report. Because this recommendation would not hamstring the FTC’s enforcement actions, nor tie the FTC up in court, it should not be controversial, even if applied to
proposed industry best practices and guidance.
Our proposed amendment would be simpler than attempting to broaden the definition of
“regulatory action” beyond just rulemakings (which is how the FTC would likely limit its
interpretation of the bill as drafted now) to include the kind of “regulatory action” that matters most: its use of reports to indicate how it will regulate through case by case enforcement, i.e., its “common law of consent decrees.”
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RECOMMENDATION: Clarify the Bill’s Language to Ensure It Applies to All FTC
Reports
Another important difference between the 2000 and 2012 privacy reports is that the 2000
report is labelled “A Report to Congress,” while the 2012 report is not and, indeed, barely
mentions Congress. This reflects a little-noticed aspect of the way Section 6(f) is currently
written, with subsection numbers added for clarity:
(f) Publication of information; reports
To [i] make public from time to time such portions of the information obtained
by it hereunder as are in the public interest; and to [ii] make annual and special
reports to the Congress and to submit therewith recommendations for additional
legislation; and to [iii] provide for the publication of its reports and decisions in
such form and manner as may be best adapted for public information and use.153

In other words, the Commission has shifted from relying upon 6(f)(ii) to 6(f)(i) and (iii).
This distinction may seem unimportant, but it may cause the bill as drafted to be rendered
meaningless, because the way it is worded could be read to apply only to 6(f)(ii). The bill
would amend the existing proviso in Section 6(f) as follows:
Provided [t]hat the Commission shall not submit any recommendations for legislative or regulatory action without an economic analysis by the Bureau of Economics….

The use of the words “submit” and “recommendations” clearly tie this proviso to 6(f)(ii).
Thus, the FTC could claim that it need not include the analysis required by the bill unless it
is specifically submitting recommendations to Congress, which it simply does not do anymore.
Instead we propose the following slight tweak to the bill’s wording, to ensure that it would
apply to the entirety of Section 6(f):
Provided [t]hat the Commission shall not make any recommendations for legislative or regulatory action without an economic analysis by the Bureau of Economics…

This would require the participation of the Bureau of Economics in all FTC reports (that
make qualifying recommendations), whatever their form. It would also require BE’s participation in at least two other contexts where such recommendations are likely to be made: (i)
Congressional testimony and (ii) the competition advocacy filings the Commission makes
with state and local regulatory and legislative bodies, and with other federal regulatory
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agencies. This is a feature, not a bug: participation by BE is not something to be minimized;
it should be woven into the fabric of all of the FTC’s activities. As we have noted previously:
The most important, most welfare-enhancing reform the FTC could undertake is to better incorporate sound economic- and evidence-based analysis in
both its substantive decisions as well as in its process. While the FTC has a
strong tradition of economics in its antitrust decision-making, its record in using economics in other areas is mixed.154

Because the bill does not in any way create a cause of action against the FTC for failing to
comply with the requirement, it will not hamstring the FTC if the agency fails to take the
bill’s requirements seriously. That, if anything, is a weakness of the bill, but it is largely inevitable. It will always be up to the discretion of the Commission itself (subject, of course, to
congressional oversight) to decide how much “economic analysis” is “sufficient” under the
bill.
RECOMMENDATION: Require a Supermajority of Commissioners to Decide
What Analysis is “Sufficient”
As written, the bill might do little more than shame the Chairman into involving the Bureau
of Economics somewhat more in the writing of reports and the workshops that lead to them
— if only because the bill might embolden a single Commissioner to object to the FTC’s
lack of analysis, as Commissioner Wright objected to the FTC’s Internet of Things report.155
This change in incentives for the Chairman and other commissioners, alone, may not significantly improve the analytical quality of the FTC’s reports, given the hostility of the Bureau
of Consumer Protection to economic analysis, although having any involvement by BE
would certainly be an improvement.
Again, the question of “sufficiency” is inherently something that will be left to the Commission’s discretion, but there is no principled reason that it has to be resolved through simple
majority votes. On the other hand, giving a single Commissioner the right to veto an FTC
“recommendation” as lacking a “sufficient” analytical basis might go too far.
We recommend striking a balance by requiring a supermajority (majority plus one, except in
the case of a three-member Commission) of Commissioners to approve of the sufficiency of
the analysis — essentially that this vote be taken, or at least recorded, separately from the
vote on the issuance of the report itself. (The “sufficiency” vote would not stop the FTC
from issuing a report.) At the same time, we recommend that the outcome of the “sufficien154
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cy” vote be disclosed on the first page of all reports or other documents containing recommendations.
Such a mechanism would effectively expand the set of options for which Commissioners
could vote, enabling them to express subtler degrees of preference without constraining
them, as now, into making the binary choice between approving or rejecting a recommendation in toto. In other words, while the cost of expressing disapproval today, in the form of a
dissent from a report, may be too high in some cases (especially for Commissioners in the
majority party), the cost of expressing disapproval for the sufficiency of analysis without vetoing an entire report would be much lower. Allowing such a vote, and publishing its results, would offer important information to the public. It would also increase the leverage of
commissioners most concerned with ensuring that FTC recommendations are supported by
sufficient rigor to influence the content and conclusions of FTC reports and similar documents.
In cases where the three-member majority feels the two-member minority’s objections to
analytical rigor are merely a pretense for objections to the recommendations themselves, the
bill as we envision it would do nothing to stop the majority from issuing its recommendations anyway, of course; the “sufficiency” vote in this sense may sometimes be merely an
expression of preference. Nonetheless, the majority Commissioners would likely be compelled to do more to explain why they believe the analysis included in support of a recommendation is sufficient, and why the minority is conflating its own policy views with the
question of analytical sufficiency. These would also be valuable additions to the public’s
understanding of the basis for Commission recommendations
The virtue of our proposed approach is that it would further lower the bar for the Commission to do something it ought to do anyway: involve the Bureau of Economics in its decision-making.
RECOMMENDATION: Codify Congress’s Commitment to Competition Advocacy
As we propose amending the RECS Act, consistent with the spirit with which we believe
the bill is intended, BE would also have to be involved in any competition advocacy filings
made by the FTC. Again, we believe this is all for the good. But it might, on the margin,
discourage the FTC from issuing such filings in the first place — something we believe the
FTC already does not do enough of. Thus, as discussed below, we recommend that Congress do more to encourage competition advocacy filings by the FTC.156 At minimum, this
means amending Section 6 to provide specific statutory authority for competition advocacy,
something the FTC only vaguely divines from the Section today. As the text stands today,
this authority is far from apparent, especially because the current Section 6 makes reference
156
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to “recommendations” only with respect to Congress in what we above refer to as Section
6(f)(ii).

Other Sources of Enforcement Authority (Guidelines, etc.)
The Solidifying Habitual & Institutional Explanations of Liability &
Defenses (SHIELD) Act
Rep. Mike Pompeo’s (R-KS) bill (H.R. 5118)157 clarifies what is already black letter law:
agency guidelines do not create any binding legal obligations, either upon regulated companies or the FTC. This means the FTC can bring enforcement actions outside the bounds of
its Unfairness and Deception Policy Statements, its Unfair Methods of Competition Enforcement Policy Statement, and its regulations promulgated under other statutes enforced
by the Commission (e.g., the “Safeguards Rule,” promulgated under the Gramm-LeachBliley Act)158 unless Congress codifies the Statements in the statute. The only substantively
operative provision of the bill is section (B), which provides that:
Compliance with any guidelines, general statement of policy, or similar guidance
issued by the Commission may be used as evidence of compliance with the provision of law under which the guidelines, general statement of policy, or guidance was issued.

This does not create a formal safe harbor; it merely allows companies targeted by the FTC
to cite FTC’s past guidance in their defense. This should be uncontroversial.
VALUE OF THE BILL: Increasing Legal Certainty and Decreasing the Coercive
Regulatory Effect of the FTC’s Soft Law
The bill would accomplish two primary goals. First, it would formally bar the FTC from doing something it has likely been doing in practice for some time: treating its own informal
guidance as quasi-regulatory. To the extent that the Commission actually does so, it would
effectively be circumventing the safeguards Congress imposed in 1980 upon the FTC’s Section 5 rulemaking powers by amending the FTC Improvement Act of 1975 (commonly
called “Magnuson-Moss”).159 But of course, for exactly this reason, the Commission would
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never admit that this is what it is doing when its enforcement agenda just happens to line up
with its previous recommendations.
More clear and more troubling is that, in the LabMD case, the Commission argued that the
company, a small cancer testing lab, had committed an unfair trade practice sometime between 2006 and 2008 by failing to take “reasonable” measures to prevent the installation
and operation of peer-to-peer file-sharing software on its network, which made patient billing information accessible to Tiversa, a company with specialized tools capable of scouring
P2P networks for sensitive information. Crucial to the FTC’s Complaint was its allegation
that:
Since at least 2005, security professionals and others (including the Commission)
have warned that P2P applications present a risk that users will inadvertently
share files on P2P networks. 160

The Commission was referring, obliquely, to its 2005 report, 161 which offered this rather unhelpful suggestion to affected companies:
Industry should decrease risks to consumers through technological innovation
and development, industry self-regulation (including risk disclosures), and consumer education.

Not until January 2010 did the FTC issue “Peer-to-Peer File Sharing: A Guide for Business”162 — about the same time, it appears, that the FTC undertook its investigation of
LabMD. The SHIELD Act would clearly bar the FTC from pointing to its own past guidance as creating a legal trigger for liability. The Commission’s assessment of “reasonableness” would have to be proven through other factors; indeed, since “reasonable” is found
nowhere in Section 5 or even in the Unfairness Policy Statement, the Commission would
have to prove the underlying elements of unfairness, without shortcutting this analysis by
oblique reference to its own past reports.
A related concern is the Commission’s application of rules promulgated in one context, in
which they have binding authority, to other contexts in which they do not. The most striking example of this practice is the Commission’s use of the Safeguards Rule, which “applies
to the handling of customer information by all financial institutions over which the [FTC]

14, at 22, n. 44. Second, the safeguards at issue were adopted in 1980, not 1975, when “Mag-Moss” was
passed.
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has jurisdiction,”163 to define unfair data security practices, and the remedies applied by the
FTC in consent decrees, outside the financial sector. Although the Safeguards Rule has regulatory authority for financial institutions, its authority is no different than informal guidance (or recommended “best practices”) the Commission offers for everyone else. Nevertheless, the Commission has imposed remedies virtually identical to the Safeguards Rule in
nearly every data security consent order into which it has entered.
[T]he majority of the FTC’s [data security] cases, regardless of cause of action or
facts, impose the same remedy: the set of security standards laid out in the FTC’s
Safeguards Rule. Most notably, this is true regardless of whether the respondents
were financial institutions (to which the Safeguards Rule directly applies) or not
(to which the Rule has no direct application), and regardless of whether the claim
is generally one of deception or unfairness.164

Second, the SHIELD Act would allow companies to raise their compliance with FTC guidance as part of their defense. This would, at a minimum, help encourage companies to resist
settling legally questionable or analytically unsupported enforcement actions.
RECOMMENDATION: Clarify that Consent Decrees, Reports, and FTC Best
Practices are not Binding
We propose expanding the bill’s language slightly to ensure that it achieves its intended
goal:
No guidelines, general statements of policy, consent decrees, settlements, reports,
recommended best practices, or similar guidance issued by the Commission shall
confer any right.

As should be clear by now, these other forms of soft law are the most important aspects of
the FTC’s discretionary model, especially given the paucity of policy statements (building
upon the three major ones, such as on materiality, for example) or issue-specific “Guides.”
Specifically, the Commission regularly applies its recommended best practices (grouped under catchphrases like “privacy by design” and “security by design”) as mandatory companyspecific regulations in consent decrees that are themselves applied, in cookie-cutter fashion,
across enforcement actions brought against companies that differ greatly in their circumstances, and regardless of the nature or extent of the injury or the specific facts of their case.
Second, the LabMD case provides at least one clear example wherein the FTC has treated its
own previous reports, making vague recommendations about the need for better industry
data security practices (regarding peer-to-peer file-sharing), as a critical part of the trigger for
163
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legal liability.165 We suspect this is the tip of the iceberg — that the FTC in fact does this
kind of thing quite often, but usually does not have to admit it, because it is able to settle
cases without revealing its legal arguments. Only in the LabMD case (one of the first (of two)
data security cases to be litigated after more than a decade of FTC consent decrees in this
area) did the Commission have to make the connection between its previous “recommendations” and its application of Section 5. Even here, in its LabMD Complaint, it should be noted, the Commission did not specifically cite its 2005 P2P file-sharing report, but instead
vaguely alluded to it — suggesting that even FTC staff were wary of revealing this connection.
RECOMMENDATION: Specify When a Defendant May Raise Evidence of Its
Compliance with FTC Guidance
The bill does not currently specify when in the enforcement process evidence of compliance
may be cited. It is important that a defendant be able to raise a compliance defense as early
as possible. Without such an opportunity, the Commission can drag out an investigation
that should have been terminated early, as when the subject of the investigation acted in
good faith reliance upon the Commission’s own statements. Ideally, this would occur during motions to quash CIDs.
Further, it would help if the FTC amended its rule on such motions, 16 C.F.R. § 2.10, to
specify that this defense could be raised at part of a motion to quash. And, as we noted
above,166 it is critical that these challenges be permitted to remain confidential, as many
companies may choose to avoid the risk the public exposure that comes with challenging
CIDs.
At a minimum, the defendant should be able to raise this defense in a way that is communicated to Commissioners before the Commission’s vote on whether to issue a complaint.
RECOMMENDATION: Encourage the FTC to Issue More Policy Statements &
Guides
As the proposed SHIELD Act reflects, while there is some risk of ossification from overreliance on ex ante guidelines and policy statements, the absence of such guidance documents can leave consumers and economic actors with insufficient notice of FTC enforcement principles and practices. Absent meaningful constraints on the Commission’s discretionary authority, the costs of over-enforcement may be as great or greater than the costs of
over-regulation. For these reasons, the bill should require the FTC to issue substantive
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guidelines, allow private parties to petition the FTC to issue guidelines, or allow a single
Commissioner to force the issue.
A good place to start would be privacy regulation, where the Commission has issued no
meaningful guides.167 The Commission has done better on data security, with guides, for
example, on photocopier data security (2010),168 P2P software (2010),169 and mobile app security (2013).170 But none of these, and even the particularly thorough “Start with Security:
A Guide for Business” (2015),171 does the kind of thing the various antitrust guidelines do:
expand upon the analytical framework by which the Commission determines how much security is enough. This must be grounded in the component elements of Section 5, not the
Commission’s policy agenda or technical expertise.
More important than issue-specific guides would be guidance one step up the Doctrinal
Pyramid, explaining how concepts like materiality, weighing injury with benefits, and
measuring reasonable avoidability will be measured.172 Such a document would greatly enhance the value of issue-specific guides by allowing regulated companies to understand not
just what the Commission might demand in the future, but the doctrinal legal basis for doing so.

Remedies
Appropriate Tailoring of Remedies
No Bill Proposed
The FTC has, perhaps predictably, also pushed the envelope with regard to the sorts of remedies it seeks against a broader category of targets. Initially, the Commission was given authority to pursue permanent injunctions under Section 13(b) as part of its ongoing mission
to curb outright fraud.173 Over time, however, the FTC has expanded its use of Section 13(b)
167
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in order to target companies that engage in conduct that implicates issues from substantiation claims to product design — all far from fraudulent territory.174
For instance, Apple, Google, and Amazon have all been targets of the Commission for issues related to the design and function of their respective mobile app stores. 175 Amazon, one
of the rare parties to proceed to full litigation on a Section 5 unfairness case, recently lost a
summary judgment motion on a claim that its in-app purchasing system permitted children
to make in-app purchases without parental “informed consent,” thus engaging in an “unfair
practice.”176 As part of its case the Commission sought a permanent injunction under Section 13(b) against Amazon on the basis of the Commission’s claim that it was “likely to continue to injure consumers, reap unjust enrichment, and harm the public interest.”177
This practice, called “fencing-in,” 178 may be appropriate for the inveterate fraudsters —
against whom it is authorized under Section 19 of the Act:
If the Commission satisfies the court that the act or practice to which the cease
and desist order relates is one which a reasonable man would have known under the circumstances was dishonest or fraudulent, the court may grant… such
relief as the court finds necessary.179

The FTC — in the past — indeed viewed Section 13(b) as a tool to police clearly fraudulent
practices. “Consistent with the limitations in Section 19, the agency used Section 13(b) for a
narrow class of cases involving fraud, near fraud, or worthless products.” 180 Meanwhile,
courts, for their part, “blessed this limited expansion of FTC authority,” and still see the appropriate scope of Section 13(b) as a limited one.
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But the argument for extending fencing-in beyond the fraud context is extremely weak.
Nevertheless, the FTC has more recently, as in the Amazon case, sought to use 13(b) against
legitimate companies, dramatically expanding its scope — and its in terrorem effect.181
Such broad “fencing in” relief (imposition of behavioral requirements that are
more extensive than required [in order] to avoid future violations) goes well beyond prior FTC practice and may be aimed at “encouraging” other firms in similar industries to adopt costly new testing.182

Effectively, from the Commission’s perspective, Amazon — with its app store that satisfied
the needs of a huge number of consumers — was legally equivalent to “defendants engaged
in continuous, fraudulent practices [who] were deemed likely to reoffend based on the ‘systemic nature’ of their misrepresentations.”183 This could not have been what Congress intended.
The courts, when they are presented with the opportunity to review this approach (as they
sometimes are in Deception cases and as they virtually never are in Unfairness cases, given
the lack of litigation) have been less than receptive. Although Amazon lost its motion for
summary judgment, it prevailed on the question of whether Section 13(b) presented an appropriate remedy for its alleged infractions.
While permanent injunctions are often awarded in cases where liability under the
FTC Act is determined, Amazon correctly distinguishes those cases from the
facts of this case… [C]ases in which a permanent injunction has been entered involved deceptive, ongoing practices.184

The court properly noted that it was incumbent upon the Commission to “establish, with
evidence, a cognizable danger of a recurring violation.”185
Similarly, in FTC v. RCA Credit (a Deception case), the court rejected the FTC’s use of 13(b)
— in that case, accepting the permanent injunction but questioning the expansion of its
scope:
The undisputed facts demonstrate that this is a proper case for permanent injunctive relief. However, the Court will defer ruling on the appropriate scope of an injunction (including whether, as the FTC requests, the injunction should include a
181
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broad fencing-in provision enjoining misrepresentations of material fact in connection with the sale of any goods and services) until after hearing evidence on
the issue.186

The reluctance of some courts to abet the FTC’s expansion of its use of fencing-in remedies
to reach legitimate companies is reassuring — and affirms our belief as to what Congress
intended in Section 13(b). Unfortunately, however, most parties do not proceed to ruinously
expensive litigation with the Commission, and will accede to the demands of a consent order. This creates undue costs of both the first order (companies agreeing to remedies that are
larger or more invasive than what a court would impose) and the second order (the systemic
cost of companies settling cases they might otherwise litigate, all regulated entities losing the
benefit of litigation, and the FTC having to do less rigorous analysis).
The FTC’s ability to threaten a permanent injunction, or to dramatically extend its scope
beyond the practices at issue in a case, gives parties an inefficiently large incentive to settle
in order to avoid the risk of the more draconian remedy. But, in doing so, parties end up
opting in to consent orders that allow the FTC to evade any judicially enforced limits on the
remedies it imposes, which is what the Commission really wants. Whatever the benefits to
the agency from permanent injunctions, it arguably receives even more benefit from the ability to impose more detailed behavioral remedies than a court might permit (and to do so in
the context of a consent order, the violation of which is subject to the lower burden of proving contempt rather than an initial violation).
The Commission’s general resistance to constraints upon its remedial discretion was aptly
illustrated by its abrupt revocation, in 2012, 187 of its 2003 Policy Statement On Monetary
Equitable Remedies in Competition Cases (commonly called the Disgorgement Policy
Statement).188 As Commissioner Ohlhausen noted in her dissent from the withdrawal of the
policy:
Rescinding the bipartisan Policy Statement signals that the Commission will be
seeking disgorgement in circumstances in which the three-part test heretofore utilized under the Statement is not met, such as where the alleged antitrust violation
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is not clear or where other remedies would be sufficient to address the violation.189

Not only does this mean that parties in general are more likely to settle, but it also means
that parties that are facing novel, untested antitrust theories are more likely to settle. This
allows the Commission to expand its antitrust enforcement authority beyond judicially recognized conduct without risk of reversal by the courts.
Section 13(b) and the Commission’s disgorgement powers represent tremendous weapons to
wield over the heads of investigative targets. Their expanding use to impose expansive or
draconian remedies in cases involving non-fraudulent, legitimate companies and questionable legal theories is extremely troubling. Not only is this bad policy, it is also inconsistent
with the spirit of the FTC Act, which was designed to find and punish actively fraudulent
conduct, and to deter anticompetitive behavior that is not countervailed by pro-consumer
benefits. But most of all, this gives the FTC greater ability to coerce companies that might
otherwise litigate into settlements, pushing us further away from the Evolutionary Model
and towards the Discretionary Model.
To correct these problems, at least two things should be done:
RECOMMENDATION: Limit Injunctions to the “Proper Cases” Intended by
Congress
First, the Commission’s use of Section 13(b) remedies should be reevaluated in light of the
law’s original purpose:
[O]ne class of cases clearly improper for awarding redress under Section 13(b):
traditional substantiation cases, which typically involve established businesses
selling products with substantial value beyond the claims at issue and disputes
over scientific details with well-regarded experts on both sides of the issue. In
such cases, the defendant would not have known ex ante that its conduct was
“dishonest or fraudulent.” Limiting the availability of consumer redress under
Section 13(b) to cases consistent with the Section 19 standard strikes the balance
Congress thought necessary and ensures that the FTC’s actions benefit those that
it is their mission to protect: the general public.190
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This same logic applies to a host of other types of cases, as well, including the Commission’s
recent product design cases.191 Thus the tailoring of the Commission’s Section 13(b) powers
should not stop merely with substantiation cases, but should extend, as a general principle,
to any party that had not intentionally or recklessly engaged in conduct it should have
known was dishonest or fraudulent. As Josh Wright noted in his dissent in the Apple product design case:
The economic consequences of the allegedly unfair act or practice in this case —
a product design decision that benefits some consumers and harms others — also
differ significantly from those in the Commission’s previous unfairness cases.
The Commission commonly brings unfairness cases alleging failure to obtain express informed consent. These cases invariably involve conduct where the defendant has intentionally obscured the fact that consumers would be billed. Many
of these cases involve unauthorized billing or cramming – the outright fraudulent
use of payment information. Other cases involve conduct just shy of complete
fraud — the consumer may have agreed to one transaction but the defendant
charges the consumer for additional, improperly disclosed items. Under this scenario, the allegedly unfair act or practice injures consumers and does not provide
economic value to consumers or competition. In such cases, the requirement to
provide adequate disclosure itself does not cause significant harmful effects and
can be satisfied at low cost.
However, the particular facts of this case differ in several respects from the above
scenario.192

The same logic that undergirds former Commissioner Wright’s objection to the majority’s
aggressive application of the UPS in Apple applies equally to the aggressive 13(b) remedies
sought in similar cases.
RECOMMENDATION: Narrow Overly Broad “Fencing-in” Remedies
Similarly, the imposition of unreasonable behavioral demands — “fencing-in” of conduct
beyond that at issue in the case — upon parties subject to FTC enforcement is problematic.
191
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For instance, in Fanning v. FTC, the Commission imposed upon defendant John Fanning a
requirement that the First Circuit characterized as “not reasonably related to [the alleged]
violation.”193 In 2009, Fanning founded jerk.com, a social networking website that controversially enabled users to nominate certain persons to be “jerks.” 194 In issuing a variety of
challenges to jerk.com’s business practices — including an alleged failure of the site to facilitate paid customers’ removal of negative information — the Commission additionally applied a “compliance monitoring” provision aimed directly at Fanning.195 This provision required that Fanning “notify the Commission of… his affiliation with any new business or
employment,” and submit information including the new business’s “address and telephone
number and a description of the nature of the business” for a period of ten years.196 Under
the Commission’s cease and desist order, it did not matter whether Fanning engaged in reputation work, or started social media sites, or not — the requirement applied regardless of
what type of work Fanning did and for whom he did it.197
The First Circuit rebuked the Commission on this point:
When asked at oral argument, the Commission conceded that this provision
would ostensibly require Fanning to report if he was a waiter at a restaurant. The
only explanation offered by the Commission for this breadth is that it has traditionally required such reporting. 198

Moreover, the Commission cited a string of district court cases upholding similar provisions
which the court characterized as “almost entirely bereft of analysis that might explain the
rationale for such a requirement.”199 While it is encouraging that the First Circuit saw fit to
rein in the Commission, it is also apparent that the FTC frequently receives an extraordinary degree of deference from district courts, even when creating punitive provisions that
bear little or no connection to challenged subject matter.
In order to deter the Commission from taking advantage of this frequent judicial deference
by imposing such disconnected “fencing-in” remedies in non-fraud cases — which, of
course, is compounded by the fact that most cases are never reviewed by courts at all —
Congress should consider imposing some sort of minimal requirement that provisions in
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proposed orders and consent decrees be (i) reasonably related to challenged behavior, and
(ii) no more onerous than necessary to correct or prevent the challenged violation.
This reform is also important to minimizing the daisy-chaining of consent decrees discussed
in the next Section.200 As we note there, the ability of the Commission to bring a second enforcement action not premised on Section 5, but rather on the terms of a consent decree that
is vaguely related to the challenged conduct creates several problems. The Commission’s
ability to do this is magnified if the initial consent order already contains provisions that
reach a broad range of conduct or that include a host of difficult conduct remedies that the
company may even inadvertently violate.
RECOMMENDATION: Revive the 2003 Disgorgement Policy
Second, Congress should consider requiring the Commission to return to its previous disgorgement policy, or to propose targeted amendments to it. At a minimum, the Commission should be required to perform some process to examine the issue and take public comment on it. As Commissioner Ohlhausen noted in her dissent, objecting to the vote to rescind the Policy Statement:
I am troubled by the seeming lack of deliberation that has accompanied the withdrawal of the Policy Statement. Notably, the Commission sought public comment on a draft of the Policy Statement before it was adopted. That public
comment process was not pursued in connection with the withdrawal of the
statement. I believe there should have been more internal deliberation and likely
public input before the Commission withdrew a policy statement that appears to
have served this agency well over the past nine years.201

Consent Decree Duration & Scope
The Technological Innovation through Modernizing Enforcement
(TIME) Act
Subcommittee Chairman Rep. Michael C. Burgess, M.D.’s (R-TX) bill (H.R. 5093) 202
would, in non-fraud cases, limit FTC consent orders to eight years — instead of the 20 years
the FTC usually imposes. If the term runs five years or more, the FTC must reassess the decree after five years under the same factors required for setting the length of the consent decree from the outset:
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1. The impact of technological progress on the continuing relevance of the consent order.
2. Whether there is reason to believe that the entity would engage in activities
that violate this section without the consent order 8 years after the consent
order is entered into by the Commission.

Shortening the length of consent decrees will do much to address the abuse of consent decrees, but it will not fix the underlying problems, as we discuss below.
VALUE OF THE BILL: Reducing the Abuse of Consent Decrees as De Facto
Regulations
This reform is critical to reducing the FTC’s use of consent decrees as effectively regulatory
tools. It is entire commonplace for the FTC to impose the same twenty-year consent decree
term and the same conditions (drawn from its quasi-regulatory reports) on every company,
regardless of the facts of the case, the size of the company etc. Limiting the duration of consent decrees would not entirely stop abuse of consent decrees as a way to circumvent Section 5 rulemaking safeguards (because each consent decree is effectively a mini-rulemaking,
which implements the FTC’s pre-determined policy agenda), but it would at least limit the
damage, and clear overly broad consent decrees more quickly.
The bill would also make it less likely that the FTC could daisy-chain additional enforcement actions — that is, bring a second enforcement action not premised on Section 5 (and
therefore not even paying lip service to its requirements) but on the terms of a consent decree that is only vaguely related to the subsequent conduct. Such daisy-chaining has allowed
enormous leverage in forcing settlements, since the FTC Act gives the Commission civil
penalty authority only for violations of consent decrees (and rules), not Section 5 itself.
Thus, the FTC gains the sledgehammer of potentially substantial monetary fines the second
time around. It also allows the FTC to further extend the term of the consent decree beyond
the initial 20 years — and potentially keep a company operating under a consent decree forever.
This is essentially what the FTC did to Google. First, in 2011, the FTC and Google settled
charges that Google had committed an unfair trade practice in 2010 in by opting Gmail users into certain features of its new (and later discontinued) Buzz social network. 203 A year
later, the FTC imposed a $22.5 million penalty against Google in settling charges that
Google had violated the 2011 consent decree by misleading consumers by, essentially, failing to update an online help page that told users of Apple’s Safari browser that they did not
need to take further action to avoid being tracked, after a technical change made by Apple
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had rendered this statement untrue.204 The FTC’s Press Release boasted “Privacy Settlement
is the Largest FTC Penalty Ever for Violation of a Commission Order.”205 The case raised
major questions about the way the FTC understood its deception authority, 206 none of
which were dismissed because (a) Google, already being under the FTC’s thumb and facing
a potentially even-larger monetary penalty, was eager to settle the case, and (b) the FTC
technically did not have to prove the normal elements of deception, such as the materiality
of a help page seen by a tiny number of users, because it was enforcing the consent decree,
not Section 5.
Perhaps most disconcertingly, the Commission’s 2012 action against Google had precious
little to do with the conduct that gave rise to its 2011 consent order. To be sure, the 2011 order was written in the broadest possible terms, arguably covering nearly every conceivable
aspect of Google’s business. But this just underscores the regulation-like nature of the
Commission’s consent orders, as well as the FTC’s propensity to treat cases with dissimilar
facts and dissimilar circumstances essentially the same. While that kind of result might be
expected of a regulatory regime, it is inconsistent with the idea of case-by-case adjudication,
which also puts paid to the idea that of a “common law of data security consent decrees”:
In this sense the FTC’s data security settlements aren’t an evolving common law
— they are a static statement of “reasonable” practices, repeated about 55 times
over the years and applied to a wide enough array of circumstances that it is reasonable to assume that they apply to all circumstances. This is consistency. But it
isn’t the common law. The common law requires consistency of application — a
consistent theory of liability, which, given different circumstances, means inconsistent results. Instead, here we have consistent results which, given inconsistent
facts, means [] inconsistency of application.207

RECOMMENDATION: Allow Petitions for Appeal of Mooted Consent Decrees
Noticeably not addressed by this bill is the situation in which the FTC has found a company
in violation of Section 5 for some practice (and imposed a consent decree for the violation),
then lost in court on essentially the same doctrinal point. At a minimum, part of the reassessment of any consent decree should include assessing whether court decisions have called
into question whether the original allegation actually violated Section 5. Ideally, the bill
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should also include a procedure by which the company subject to a consent decree could
petition for review of its consent decree on these grounds.
Such an amendment should not be controversial, given that the FTC so rarely (if ever) litigates its consumer protection cases.

Other Process Issues
Open Investigations
The Start Taking Action on Lingering Liabilities (STALL) Act
Rep. Susan Brooks’ (R-IN) bill (H.R. 5097)208 would automatically terminate investigations
six months after the last communication from the FTC. Commission staff can keep an investigation alive either by sending a new communication to the target or the Commissioners
can vote to keep the investigation open (without alerting the target). Current FTC rules allow the staff to inform targets that their investigation has ended, but does not require them
to do so.209
VALUE OF THE BILL: Good Housekeeping, Reduces In Terrorem Effects of
Lingering Investigations
This should be among the least controversial of the pending bills. It is simply a good housekeeping measure, ensuring that companies will not be left hanging in limbo after initial investigation-related communications from the FTC.
Closing open investigations could have several benefits.
First, in some circumstances, publicly traded companies may conclude that they are required to disclose the FTC’s inquiry in their SEC filings. 210 That, in turn, can spark a media
frenzy that could be as damaging to the company as whatever terms the FTC might impose
in a consent decree — or at least seem to be less costly to managers who are more incentivized to care about the immediate performance of the company than the hassle of being sub-
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ject to an FTC consent decree for the next 20 years.211 Making such disclosures can be particularly problematic if management intends to shop the company around for acquisition.
Presumably, a company that feels compelled to disclose an investigation in an SEC filling
would, today, eventually feel justified in modifying the disclosure to indicate its belief that
the investigation has concluded, given a long enough period of silence from the Commission. But this could take years, during which time the “lingering liability” could continue to
damage the company. The bill (if it includes our proposed amendment, below) would give
companies a clear indication whether or not they can modify their quarterly disclosures and
inform shareholders and the general public that an investigation has concluded.
Second, giving subject companies repose after six months of silence from the FTC would
allow management to focus on running their businesses. This could be especially critical for
small companies.
Third, giving companies greater certainty in this way would reduce the leverage that staff
may have to coerce companies into settling cases that might otherwise not be brought at all,
or that companies might litigate. That means, in the first instance, moving closer to the optimal number of cases settled and, in the second instance, increasing the potential for litigation where it is warranted, which benefits everyone by allowing “the underlying criteria [of
Section 5] to evolve and develop over time” through “judicial review,” as the Unfairness
Policy Statement explicitly intends.212
Fourth, holding target companies in terrorem may have other indirect costs besides driving
companies to settle questionable cases. The longer an investigation lingers, or the longer it
could linger (before the company can safely assume it is over), the more likely the company
is to treat the FTC’s “recommended” best practices as effectively mandatory, regulatory requirements. This regulation-by-terror is impossible to quantify, but it is a very real concern.
To the extent it happens, it contributes to transforming the FTC’s “inquisitorial powers” into a tool by which the FTC may treat its workshops and reports as de facto rulemakings,
thus at least partially circumventing the Section 5 rulemaking safeguards.
Finally, the bill makes it harder for FTC staff to circumvent Bureau Director oversight —
and thus avoid any possibility of alerting Commissioners. Current FTC rules allow an Initial
Phase Investigation to be conducted for up to 100 hours of staff time, after which Staff must
211
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draft a memo and obtain approval from the Bureau Director to continue the investigation. 213
Today, the staff may be able to shoehorn a new investigation into an old investigation for
which they have already received Director approval, thus avoiding or forestalling having to
seek new approval from the Bureau Director. One can imagine that this would be particularly appealing if the Commission’s majority — and thus also its Bureau Directors, who are
appointed by the Chairman — has switched parties. This shoehorning may be very easy to
do given the breadth of the FTC’s investigations: one inquiry about questionable data security could very easily morph into another, potentially years later. The proposed bill would
reduce this possibility by reducing the menu of available investigations from which staff
could pick and choose. In other words, it would help to draw lines between old investigations and new ones. While this should not be a significant burden for the Staff, it should
help to ensure that other internal decisionmaking safeguards are respected.
RECOMMENDATION: Bar Secret Votes as a Means of Evading the Bill
As drafted, the bill would allow the Commission to take a (non-public) vote to keep an investigation alive without the subject receiving additional communications. We can think of
no reason to permit the Commission to hide the existence of a continuing investigation from
its subject, however. In fact, although doing so requires a small price (an affirmative vote of
the Commission), the price is so small that it is reasonable to expect that the exception
would subsume the rule, and permit the Commission to evade the overall benefits of the
proposed bill. Thus, we suggest amending section (2)(B) of the proposed bill, which authorizes an investigation to continue if “the Commission votes to extend the covered investigation before the expiration of such period,” 214 to also require the Commission to send a
communication to the subject informing it of the vote. This would add no appreciable cost
to the Commission’s ability to extend an investigation, but, unlike a non-public vote, it ensures that the subject is made aware of the extension.
This amendment would have the benefit of allowing the subject’s management to take true
repose, knowing that an investigation had truly ended. Only then, for instance, would many
managers feel comfortable revising a public securities disclosure about the company’s lingering potential liability. In short, this would allow companies to clear their good names and
get on with the business of serving consumers.
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Commissioner Meetings
The Freeing Responsible & Effective Exchanges (FREE) Act
Rep. Pete Olson’s (R-TX) bill (HR 5116) 215 would allow a bipartisan quorum of FTC Commissioners to meet confidentially under certain circumstances: no vote or agency action
may be taken, the meeting must be FTC staff only, with a lawyer from the Office of General
Counsel present, and the meeting must be disclosed publicly online. This would greatly empower other Commissioners by allowing them to meet with each other and with Commission staff — potentially without the Chairman, or without the Chairman having organized
the meeting.
The bill does essentially the same thing as the FCC Process Reform Act of 2015 (H.R.
2583), which was so uncontroversial that it passed the House on a voice vote in November
2015.216 Both bills would, for the affected agency, undo an unintended consequence of the
Government in the Sunshine Act of 1976. That well-intentioned effort to bring transparency
to agency decision-making in the aftermath of the Watergate scandal has the had the perverse result of undermining the very purpose of multi-member commissions.
VALUE OF THE BILL: Restoring the Collegiality of the FTC
The Sunshine Act calls multi-member commissions “collegial bod[ies],” 217 but the effect of
the law has been to greatly contribute to the rise of the Imperial Chairmanship, because the
law not only requires that “disposing of” (i.e., voting on) major items (e.g., rulemakings or
enforcement actions) be conducted in public meetings (organized by the Chairman), it also
bars Commissioners from “jointly conduct[ing]… agency business” except under the Act’s
tight rules. In effect, this makes it difficult for other Commissioners to coordinate without
the Chairman.
The bill would continue to require that any “vote or any other agency action” be taken at
meetings held under the Sunshine Act. This would ensure that the FTC generally continues
to operate in full public view and according to valid process.
But the bill would allow Commissioners to meet privately, potentially without the Chairman present.
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The benefits of such meetings are self-evident. They would encourage collegiality and facilitate bipartisan discussions, leading to a more open and inclusive process. They would also
provide opportunities for minority commissioners to be apprised earlier in the process when
the Commission is considering various actions, from investigations to issuing consent decrees.
The fact that the Energy & Commerce Committee has already vetted these reforms for the
FCC, and that the full House has already voted for them as part of a larger FCC reform
package, should make passage of this bill straightforward.
RECOMMENDATION: Ensure that Two of Three Commissioners Can Meet
As amended by the bill, 15 U.S.C. § 552b(d)(2)(A) would require that the group consist of at
least three or more Commissioners. This would have the perverse result of rendering the bill
useless at present, when the Commission has only three Commissioners — because all three
would have to be present for a meeting. We recommend simply striking this subsection, so
that, on a three-member commission, the Democrat and Republican commissioners can
meet without the Chairman.

Part III Litigation
Numerous commentators have raised serious questions about the FTC’s use of adjudication
under Part III of the FTC’s Rules. Commissioner Wright put it best in a 2015 speech:
Perhaps the most obvious evidence of abuse of process is the fact that over the
past two decades, the Commission has almost exclusively ruled in favor of FTC
staff. That is, when the ALJ agrees with FTC staff in their role as Complaint
Counsel, the Commission affirms liability essentially without fail; when the administrative law judge dares to disagree with FTC staff, the Commission almost
universally reverses and finds liability. Justice Potter Stewart’s observation that
the only consistency in Section 7 of the Clayton Act in the 1960s was that “the
Government always wins” applies with even greater force to modern FTC administrative adjudication.
Occasionally, there are attempts to defend the FTC’s perfect win rate in administrative adjudication by attributing the Commission’s superior expertise at choosing winning cases. And don’t get me wrong – I agree the agency is pretty good at
picking cases. But a 100% win rate is not pretty good; Michael Jordan was better than pretty good and made about 83.5% of his free throws during his career,
and that was with nobody defending him. One hundred percent isn’t Michael
Jordan good; it is Michael Jordan in the cartoon movie “Space Jam” dunking
from half-court good. Besides being a facially implausible defense – the data also
show appeals courts reverse Commission decisions at four times the rate of feder-
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al district court judges in antitrust cases suggests otherwise. This is difficult to
square with the case-selection theory of the FTC’s record in administrative adjudication.218

Former FTC Chairman Terry Calvani provides an apt summary of empirical research on
the FTC’s perfect win rate.219 He notes FTC practitioner David Balto’s study of eighteen
years of FTC litigation, in which “the FTC has never found for the respondent and has reversed all ALJ decisions finding for the respondent.” 220 Balto concluded “there appears to be
a lack of impartiality by the Commission that really undermines the credibility of the process, and I think that makes it more difficult for the FTC to effectively litigate tough cases
and get the court of appeals to support [its] decisions going forward.” 221
We recommend that Congress consider one of two structural reforms.
RECOMMENDATION: Separate the FTC’s Enforcement & Adjudicatory
Functions
Former Chairman Calvani proposes that
the FTC be reorganized to separate the prosecutorial and adjudicatory functions.
The former would be vested in a director of enforcement appointed by and serving at the pleasure of the president. Commissioners would hear the cases brought
before the agency. This model is not alien to American administrative law and
independent agencies. Labor complaints are evaluated and issued by National
Labor Relations Board (“NLRB”) regional directors. Administrative hearings are
held before ALJs, and appeals from the ALJs are vested in the NLRB. Similarly,
the Securities and Exchange Commission’s (“SEC’s”) prosecutorial functions are
vested in the Division of Enforcement while administrative hearings are held before ALJs and appeals are vested in the SEC.
This change in organization would eliminate the existence or perception of unfairness associated with the same commissioners participating in both the decision to initiate a case and in its ultimate resolution. It would also make the deci-
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sion to prosecute more transparent. One person would be responsible for the
agency’s enforcement agenda. 222

Calvani notes that this would not significantly alter the responsibility of the powers of
Commissioners, since “the power of a commissioner is relatively slight. The only real power
of a commissioner is a negative one: blocking an enforcement initiative.”223 But it would
“rather dramatically, [the responsibilities] of the chair.”224 In our view, this is a bug, not a
feature.
RECOMMENDATION: Abolish or Limit Part III to Settlements
More fundamentally, Congress should re-examine the continued need for Part III as an alternative to litigation in Federal court. There are important differences between adjudications that originate in Part III proceedings as opposed to those that originate in Article III
proceedings. Foremost, the selection of venue is an important determinant of the FTC’s
likelihood of success as well as the level of deference it will enjoy. Defendants will likewise
see major differences between litigation in the different fora: from the range of discovery options available to the range and sort of materials considered by the tribunal (e.g., through
amicus briefs). And, perhaps most important, the different venues each will create different
legal norms and rules binding upon parties to future proceedings.
There is also a question regarding to what extent Part III proceedings are more than a mere
formality. On the one hand, the FTC’s Administrative Law Judge takes his job seriously,
and has reversed the Commission in, most notably, two recent consumer protection decisions.225 However, on the other hand, the Commission always reverses decisions of the ALJ
that find against it.226 Which leads to an important question: if the Commission is simply
going to reverse its ALJ anyway what is the point of having an ALJ?
Even the threat of Part III litigation has a significant effect in coercing defendants to settle
with the FTC during the investigation stage — not merely because of the direct financial
costs of two additional rounds of litigation (first before the ALJ and then before the full
Commission) prior to facing an independent Article III tribunal, but also because the Part
III process drags out the other, less tangible but potentially far greater costs to the company
in reputation and lost management attention. The threat of suffering two rounds of bad
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press before going to federal court (or at least one, if the ALJ rules for a defendant but the
Commission reverses) may persuade some defendants who wouldn’t otherwise to settle.
Thus, the current operation of Part III rarely, if ever, serves to actually advance the interests
of a fair hearing on disputed issues, and is more a tool to coerce settlements.
Congress could end this dynamic by requiring the FTC to litigate in federal court while potentially still preserving Part III for the supervision of the settlement process and discovery.
This is not a novel idea, nor would it be disruptive to the FTC as the Commission has had
independent litigating authority since the 1970s.227 The Smarter Act (H.R. 2745) effectively
abolishes Part III with respect to merger cases, by requiring the FTC to bring Clayton Act
Section 7 cases (for preliminary injunctions to stop mergers) in federal court under the same
procedures as the Department of Justice.228 This bill passed by a vote of 230 to 170.229
Finally, those who might object that abolishing Part III would hamstring the agency should
take comfort in the fact that the FTC uses Part III so rarely anyway. Abolishing Part III will
not bury the FTC in an avalanche of litigation in federal court. At most it would marginally
increase the willingness of companies to resist the siren song of settlement, thus resulting in
slightly more litigation (and perhaps also slightly more cases simply abandoned by staff, if
they do not think they could win). But this is a trivial price to pay in comparison with the
benefit of getting more judicial review and consistent enforcement standards and judicial
standards of review. The difference between essentially no litigation and some litigation is
the key difference between the Discretionary and Evolutionary Models.
RECOMMENDATION: Allow Commissioners to Limit the Use Part III
The least draconian reform would be to empower one or two Commissioners to insist that
the Commission bring a particular complaint in Federal court. This would allow them to
steer cases out of Part III either because they are doctrinally significant or because the
Commissioners fear that, unless the case goes to federal court, the defendant will simply settle, thus denying the entire legal system the benefits of litigation in building the FTC’s doctrines. In particular, it would be a way for Commissioners to act on the dissenting recommendations of staff, particularly the Bureau of Economics, about cases that are problematic
from either a legal or policy perspective.
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Standard for Settling Cases
No Bill Proposed
RECOMMENDATION: Set a Standard for Settling Cases Higher than for Bringing
Complaints
Currently there is no standard for settling cases. The Commission simply applies the “reason to believe” standard set forth in Section 5(b) — and very often combines the vote as to
whether to bring the complaint with the vote on whether to settle the matter, when the staff
has already negotiated the settlement during the investigation process (because of the enormous leverage it has in this process, as we explain above). As Commissioner Wright has
noted, “[w]hile the Act does not set forth a separate standard for accepting a consent decree,
I believe that threshold should be at least as high as for bringing the initial complaint.” 230
Reform in this area is especially critical if Congress chooses not to enact the “preponderance
of the evidence” standard for issuing complaints.231
While it would certainly be an improvement to adopt even a “preponderance of the evidence” standard for the approval of consent decrees (relative to the status quo), we believe
that this should be the standard for the approval of complaints, and that approval of consent
decrees should be even higher (although, as we emphasis above, the “preponderance of the
evidence” is not a particularly high standard).232 The standard and process required by the
Tunney Act for antitrust settlements would be a good place to begin. That act requires the
FTC to file antitrust consent decrees with a federal court, and requires the court make the
following determination:
Before entering any consent judgment proposed by the United States under this
section, the court shall determine that the entry of such judgment is in the public
interest. For the purpose of such determination, the court shall consider:
(A) the competitive impact of such judgment, including termination of alleged
violations, provisions for enforcement and modification, duration of relief sought,
anticipated effects of alternative remedies actually considered, whether its terms
are ambiguous, and any other competitive considerations bearing upon the adequacy of such judgment that the court deems necessary to a determination of
whether the consent judgment is in the public interest; and
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(B) the impact of entry of such judgment upon competition in the relevant market
or markets, upon the public generally and individuals alleging specific injury
from the violations set forth in the complaint including consideration of the public benefit, if any, to be derived from a determination of the issues at trial.233

If anything, a standard for settlements should require more analysis than this, as the Tunney
Act has been relatively ineffective. In particular, any approach based on the Tunney act
should allow third parties to intervene to challenge the FTC’s assertions about the public
interest.234 This reform could go a long way toward inspiring the agency to perform more
rigorous analysis.

Competition Advocacy
The FTC occupies a unique position in its role as the federal government’s competition
scold. Despite the absence of direct legal authority over federal, state and local actors (which
limits the efficacy of competition advocacy efforts), some have argued that “the commitment of significant Commission resources to advocacy is nonetheless warranted by the past
contributions of competition authorities to the reevaluation of regulatory barriers to rivalry,
and by the magnitude and durability of anticompetitive effects caused by public restraints on
competition.”235
The FTC performs two different, but related, kinds of “competition advocacy”:
1. Competition advocacy litigation: The Bureau of Competition occasionally
brings antitrust cases against nominally public bodies that the FTC believes
are ineligible for state action immunity, either because they are effectively operating as marketplace participants (e.g., state-run hospitals) or because statecreated regulatory boards have been so completely coopted by private actors
that they operate as private cartels, lacking sufficiently clear statement of legislative intent to maintain their state action immunity.
2. Competition advocacy filings: The Office of Policy Planning files comments
with state, local, tribal and federal lawmakers and regulators as to the impact
of proposed (or existing) legislation or regulation upon consumers and competition.
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In 2004, James Cooper, Paul Pautler and Todd Zywicki (all FTC veterans) provided an empirical basis for comparing the FTC’s level of activity on competition advocacy filings. 236
Their analysis included this chart:
FTC Advocacy Filings, 1980 to 2004237

Since 2009, the FTC has averaged just nineteen competition advocacy filings per year.238 On
high-tech matters, the Commission has been particularly inactive, making just four filings
on ride-sharing, 239 four on direct sale of cars to consumers (i.e., online), 240 and none on
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James C. Cooper, Paul A. Pautler & Todd J. Zywicki, Theory and Practice of Competition Advocacy at the FTC
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house-sharing. It has also made few other broadly tech-related miscellaneous filings to other
federal agencies on privacy and data security, vehicle-to-vehicle communications, mobile
financial services, and the National Broadband Plan.
The FTC held a workshop on the sharing economy in June 2015,241 but has since missed the
opportunity to do significant competition advocacy work in the area, despite growing protectionist state and local regulation aimed at upstarts like Uber, Lyft, Airbnb and others.
Recent legislation in Austin, Texas, is sadly illustrative. An Austin City Council ordinance,242 essentially regulating ride-sharing services out of existence, was approved by (the
few) voters who showed up to vote in a referendum.243 This type of overly broad law regulating innovative technology is exactly the sort of thing the FTC should be taking initiative to
advocate against, and it is unfortunate that, in the face of it, the FTC’s competition advocacy has receded.
By contrast, in the early 2000s, OPP’s State Action Task Force and Internet Task Force
made a concerted effort to challenge anticompetitive state and local regulations that hindered online commerce through litigation, testimony and comments. The FTC started several campaigns, including one challenging rules making it harder to participate in ecommerce. Unlike the current Commission’s stunted approach, the early 2000s FTC started
with a workshop,244 released reports explaining the problem the FTC’s planned approach, 245
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and then went on to systematically challenge e-commerce-related regulations (among other
things) inconsistent with consumer welfare. Filings included:





Comment on Ohio legislation to allow direct shipment of wine to Ohio consumers;246 and on similar New York legislation;247
Congressional Testimony regarding online wine sales;248
Comment on Arkansas legislation regarding online contact sales;249 and
Comment on Connecticut regulation of contact sales.250

The current FTC has many ripe targets for public interest advocacy around the nation as
incumbents are, predictably, using regulation to try to stop Internet- and app-based competition, especially disruptive new “sharing economy” business models.
VALUE OF THE IDEA: Competition Advocacy Is the Most Cost-Effective Way to
Serve Consumers
As Cooper, Pautler & Zywicki explain:
The economic theory of regulation (“ETR”) posits that because of relatively high
organizational and transaction costs, consumers will be disadvantaged relative to
businesses in securing favorable regulation. This situation tends to result in regulations — such as unauthorized practice of law rules or per se prohibitions on
sales-below-cost — that protect certain industries from competition at the expense of consumers. Competition advocacy helps solve consumers’ collective ac246
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tion problem by acting within the political system to advocate for regulations that
do not restrict competition unless there is a compelling consumer protection rationale for imposing such costs on citizens. Furthermore, advocacy can be the
most efficient means to pursue the FTC’s mission, and when antitrust immunities
are likely to render the FTC impotent to wage ex post challenges to anticompetitive conduct, advocacy may be the only tool to carry out the FTC’s mission.251

Competition advocacy is probably the most cost-effective way the FTC can promote consumer welfare. Anticompetitive practices and agreements backed up by the power of the
state are much less likely to be corrected by the power of competition than those that exist in
the marketplace, and antitrust law cannot be used to remove such barriers to competition.
The only way for the FTC to even get at such conduct is through its competition advocacy
arm.
RECOMMENDATION: Clarify Section 6(f) & the FTC May File Unsolicited
Comments
The FTC currently relies on Sections 6(a) (information gathering) and 6(f) (issuance of reports) as the basis for its competition advocacy filings.252 But as discussed above,253 Section
6(f) could be read to allow the FTC to make recommendations for legislation only to Congress, not to states or local governments. This is the kind of small discontinuity between the
statute’s plain meaning and the agency’s practice (on an issue that enjoys broad bipartisan
support) that should be addressed by Congress in regular reauthorization.
In the same vein, we gather that, if only by standing convention, the FTC does not file
comments with state and local lawmakers or regulators unless invited to do so by someone
on the relevant body. This is undoubtedly well-intentioned, perhaps grounded in some kind
of sense of federalism, but it may have the perverse result of denying consumers the benefit
of the FTC’s competition-advocacy work where it is most needed: when state regulators are
so captured by incumbents, or otherwise blinded to the benefits of new technologies, that
they will resent the FTC’s comment as an intrusion upon their decision-making.
We urge Congress to kill two birds with one stone by amending Section 6(f) to add the following bolded text (and, for clarity’s sake, roman numeral subsection numbers):
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To (i) make public from time to time such portions of the information obtained
by it hereunder as are in the public interest; and to (ii) make annual and special
reports to the Congress and to submit therewith recommendations for additional
legislation; and to (iii) file recommendations for legislation or regulatory action with
state, local, tribal and federal bodies; and to (iv) provide for the publication of its
reports and decisions in such form and manner as may be best adapted for public
information and use

RECOMMENDATION: Create an Office of Bureau of Competition Advocacy with
Dedicated Funding
The FTC’s Competition advocacy filing function has languished, in part, because while
competition advocacy litigation resides inside the Bureau of Competition, the filings are primarily the responsibility of the Office of Policy Planning (OPP), a relatively tiny organization attached to the Chairman’s office, which has a staff of just over a dozen compared to
285 for the Bureau of Competition, 331 for the Bureau of Consumer Protection, and 114 for
the Bureau of Economics.254
Congress should seriously consider creating an independent office of Competition Advocacy, which would manage competition-advocacy filings, and share joint responsibility for
competition-advocacy litigation with the Bureau of Competition. In particular, this would
mean giving this new Bureau a line item in the FTC’s budget.
RECOMMENDATION: In the Alternative, Reconstitute the Task Force
As noted above, the Internet Task Force, which was spun off from the broader State Action
Task Force, had considerable effect through its research, reports, and associated filings. A
standing Task Force of this nature could provide dividends by picking up where the Sharing
Economy Workshop left off and studying the effects of regulation on the sharing economy
around the nation. A well-done report could then be followed by strategic litigation, amicus
briefs, and other filings in order to promote sound public policy and combat the Internet-age
protectionism that is slowing down innovation and competition and the attendant benefit to
consumers.

Expanding FTC Jurisdiction
Section 5 of the FTC Act empowers the Commission to prevent unfair and deceptive acts
and practices by nearly all American businesses (and business people). The exceptions are
254
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few: “banks, savings and loan institutions…, federal credit unions…, common carriers subject to the Acts to regulate commerce, air carriers and [certain meat packers and stockyards]....” One important limitation is that the FTC Act does not expressly give the Commission jurisdiction over nonprofit organizations. Nevertheless, courts have held that nonprofit status is not in itself sufficient to exempt an organization from FTC jurisdiction.255 In
Cal Dental Ass’n v. FTC, the Supreme Court noted that the FTC has jurisdiction over both
“‘an entity organized to carry on business for its own profit’ … [as well as] one that carries
on business for the profit ‘of its members.’”256 Thus, various types of nonprofits — notably
trade associations — can be reached by the FTC depending on their activities, but “purely charitable” organizations remain outside of the FTC’s enforcement purview.257
Subcommittee Democrats have revived two sensible proposals from 2008 to expand the
FTC’s jurisdiction. Both have long enjoyed bipartisan support, and have been endorsed by
the Commission under both Republican and Democratic chairmen.

FTC Jurisdiction over Common Carriers
The Protecting Consumers in Commerce Act of 2016
Jerry McNerney’s (D-CA) bill (H.R. 5239)258 would allow the FTC to regulate common carriers currently regulated by the Federal Communications Commission. In particular, this
would ensure that the FTC and FCC have dual jurisdiction over broadband — effectively
restoring the jurisdiction the FTC lost when the FCC “reclassified” broadband in 2015.
The FCC recently issued a controversial NPRM proposing privacy and data security rules
for broadband that are significantly different from the approach the FTC has taken. This bill
would moot the need for new FCC privacy and data security rules as a “gap filler.” The bill
would also allow the FTC to police net neutrality concerns, interconnection and other
broadband practices (to the extent it finds unfair or deceptive practices) even if the FCC’s
Open Internet Order fails in pending litigation.
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VALUE OF THE BILL: Reclassification of Broadband by the FCC Should Not
Remove FTC Jurisdiction
There has long been unusual bipartisan agreement on ending the common carrier exemption. This was proposed by Sen. Byron Dorgan’s proposed FTC Reauthorization Act of
2002,259 and supported by Republican Commissioner Thomas Leary and Democrat Commissioner Sheila Anthony.260 Sen. Dorgan last proposed the same reform in 2008. 261 More
recently, in 2015, Democrat Chairman Edith Ramirez and Republican Commissioner Josh
Wright supported this reform.262
Section 5 jurisdiction excludes “common carriers subject to the Acts to regulate commerce.”263 The bill simply edits the definition of “Acts to regulate commerce” in Section 4 to
remove the Communications Act.264 Thus, the FTC could regulate common carriers regulated by the FCC but not transportation common carriers.
Former Commissioner Joshua Wright summarized the many advantages of keeping the
FTC as a cop on the broadband beat:
The FTC has certain enforcement tools at its disposal that are not available to the
FCC. Unlike the FCC, the FTC can bring enforcement cases in federal district
court and can obtain equitable remedies such as consumer redress. The FCC has
only administrative proceedings at its disposal, and rather than obtain courtordered consumer redress, the FCC can require only a “forfeiture” payment. In
addition, the FTC is not bound by a one-year statute of limitations as is the FCC.
The FTC’s ability to proceed in federal district court to obtain equitable remedies
that fully redress consumers for the entirety of their injuries provides comprehen-
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sive consumer protection and can play an important role in deterring consumer
protection violations.265

RECOMMENDATION: Pass the Protecting Consumers in Commerce Act to End
the Exemption for Telecom Common Carriers
Ending the common carrier exemption for telecom companies is long overdue. “As the telecommunications and Internet industries continue to converge, the common carrier exemption is likely to frustrate the FTC’s efforts to combat unfair or deceptive acts and practices
and unfair methods of competition in these interconnected markets.”266 Moreover, the uncertainty surrounding the application of the exemption to new technologies, as well as the
long-standing uncertainty around application of the exemption to non-common-carrier activities carried out by common carriers introduce needless administrative costs.
RECOMMENDATION: Require the FCC to Terminate Its Privacy Rulemaking
With respect to the common carrier exception, the fortunes of the FTC are tied to those of
the FCC; adopting optimal policy for one requires adopting complimentary policy for the
other. The conclusions above are complicated by the FCC’s ongoing efforts to exercise the
exclusive authority it claimed when it reclassified Internet service providers as common carriers, particularly with respect to privacy and similar matters. 267 Because the FCC’s rationale
for its proposed privacy rules is to fill the gap it created by “reclassifying” broadband and
thus removing it from the FTC’s jurisdiction, enactment of this legislation would moot the
need for new FCC rules. Accordingly, this bill should include a provision directing the FCC
to terminate that rulemaking — so that the FTC may resume its former role in policing
broadband privacy and data security without unnecessary and costly duplicative regulations.
This situation is very much unlike that in the 1980 FTC Improvements Act, by which Congress both tightened the FTC’s Section 5 rulemaking processes (as instituted in 1975) and
also ended the FTC’s children’s advertising rulemaking. 268 In signing the bill, President
Carter lauded the former but objected to the latter:
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We need vigorous congressional oversight of regulatory agencies. But the reauthorization bills passed by the Senate and the House went beyond such oversight
and actually required termination of specific, major, ongoing proceedings before
the Commission. I am pleased that the conferees have modified these provisions.
If powerful interests can turn to the political arena as an alternative to the legal
process, our system of justice will not function in a fair and orderly fashion. 269

President Carter had a point, in general. But in this case, Congress would not be telling an
agency to stop a pending rulemaking because of a policy difference; it would be telling the
FCC to stop a rulemaking that it claims is necessary only because of a regulatory vacuum of
its own creation.
If the FCC insists on issuing its own rules, the bill will result in overlapping jurisdiction,
which could create problems of its own: forum-shopping, inconsistent results, and politicization of the enforcement process. The Memorandum of Understanding reached between the
two agencies on how to handle enforcement where their authority does overlap will do little
to minimize potential conflicts.270 It would be particularly incongruous to enact legislation
authorizing overlapping and conflicting jurisdiction while Congress is also considering the
SMARTER Act, aimed at mitigating exactly such problematic overlap in the antitrust enforcement authority of the FTC and DOJ. 271 None of these concerns are inherent reasons
not to restore the FTC’s jurisdiction; after all, the FTC is the better regulator, in large part
because applying standards of general applicability makes the FTC a more difficult agency
to capture than a sector-specific regulator like the FCC. But these concerns do make it important that passage of this bill be tied to ending the FCC’s foray into privacy and datasecurity regulation.

FTC Jurisdiction over Tax-Exempt Organizations & Nonprofits
The Tax Exempt Organizations Act
Representative Rush’s (D-IL) bill (H.R. 5255)272 would add tax-exempt, 501(c)(3) nonprofits
to the definition of “corporation” subject to the FTC Act in Section 4 (15 U.S.C. § 44). It
substantially similar proceeding on the basis of a determination by the Commission that such advertising constitutes an unfair act or practice in or affecting commerce.”
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would not, however, amend Section 4 to remove the language that limits the FTC’s jurisdiction to corporations that “carry on business for [their] own profit or that of [their] members.” Thus, the FTC would still be limited to policing for-profit activities but would have
an easier time establishing that a nonprofit was essentially conducting for-profit activities.
VALUE OF THE BILL: Would Reduce Litigation Expenses for the FTC
This bill does precisely the same thing proposed by Sen. Byron Dorgan’s FTC Reauthorization Act of 2008.273 The Republican-led FTC supported this provision at the time.274
In 2008, in supporting Sen. Dorgan’s version of this bill, the FTC explained the advantage
of this reform, even though it would not technically change the substance of the FTC’s jurisdiction:
The proposed legislation would also help increase certainty and reduce litigation
costs in this area. Although the FTC has been successful in asserting jurisdiction
against “sham” nonprofits and against non-profit trade associations, the proposed
legislation would help avoid protracted factual inquiries and litigation battles to
establish jurisdiction over such entities.275

We agree with the FTC’s 2008 assessment.
RECOMMENDATION: Extend Jurisdiction to Tax-Exempt Entities, Including
Trade Associations
In 2008, in supporting Sen. Dorgan’s version of this bill, the FTC also said:
The Commission would be pleased to work with Congressional staff on crafting
appropriate language. The Commission notes that, as drafted, Section 6 would
reach only those non-profit entities that have tax-exempt status under section
501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. The Commission would benefit from
broadening this provision to cover certain other nonprofits, such as Section
501(c)(6) trade associations. The Commission has previously engaged in protracted litigation battles to determine whether such entities are currently covered
under the FTC Act. See, e.g., California Dental Ass’n v. FTC, 526 U.S. 756, 765-69
(1999) (holding that FTC Act applies to anticompetitive conduct by non-profit
dental association whose activities provide substantial economic benefits to forprofit members); American Medical Ass’n v. FTC, 638 F.2d 443, 447-448 (1980)
(finding FTC jurisdiction over non-profit medical societies whose activities
273
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“serve both the business and non-business interests of their member physicians”).276

RECOMMENDATION: Extend Jurisdiction to All Non-Profits
We likewise recommend expanding the bill to encompass all nonprofit corporations, regardless of their tax-exempt status.277 The logic of the FTC’s jurisdiction doesn’t turn on the taxexempt status of organizations, which, for these purposes, is essentially a meaningless dividing line between entities. It makes little sense to include tax-exempt nonprofits within the
FTC’s ambit while excluding nonprofits without federal tax-exempt status.

Rulemaking
The FTC makes rules in two ways: (1) under Section 5, through the process created by Congress in 1980 to require additional economic rigor and evidence; and (2) under narrow
grants of standard APA rulemaking authority specific to a particular issue.

Economic Analysis in All FTC Rulemakings
No Bill Proposed
RECOMMENDATION: Require BE to Comment on Rulemakings
The RECS Act, discussed below, would require the FTC to include BE analysis of any recommendations it makes for rulemakings. However, this would not apply to the FTC’s own
rulemakings because that bill is focused on the FTC’s statutory authority to make recommendations to Congress, other agencies, and state and local governments.
Requiring regulatory agencies to do cost-benefit analysis has been uncontroversial for decades, dating back at least to the Carter Administration. Indeed, in 2011, shortly after President Obama issued Executive Order 13563,278 his version of President Clinton’s 1993 Executive Order 12866279 applying to Executive Branch agencies, he issued a second order, Regu-
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lation and Independent Regulatory Agencies, Executive Order 13579.280 The key difference
between the two is that the President said Executive agencies “must” do cost-benefit analysis for each new regulation, but that independent agencies “should” undertake retrospective
analysis of its rules and periodically update them.
FTC Chairman Jon Leibowitz fully endorsed the idea in the White House’s blog about the
Order:
President Obama deserves enormous credit for ensuring regulatory review
throughout the federal government, including at independent agencies. Although
regulations are critically important for protecting consumers, they need to be reviewed on a regular basis to ensure that they are up-to-date, effective, and not
overly burdensome. For all agencies – independent or not – periodic reviews of
your rules is just good government. The announcement raises the profile of this
issue, and I think that’s a constructive step.281

The chief (indeed, perhaps the only) reason for the difference is that the President has no
authority over independent agencies, which are creatures and servants of Congress. The bipartisan Independent Agency Regulatory Analysis Act of 2015 (S. 1607) would solve this
problem, giving the President the authority to set cost-benefit standards for independent
agencies as well.282 We fully support that bill and believe this requirement should apply to all
independent agencies. But there is no reason to wait for passage of the more comprehensive
bill. The FTC in particular would benefit from a commitment to cost-benefit analysis in its
rulemakings immediately.
Of course, it is true that the Commission has abandoned using its Section 5 rulemaking
power (precisely because it reflects the Carter-era commitment to cost-benefit analysis). But
the Commission does continue to make rules under a variety of issue-specific statutes such as
several of those now pending before the House Energy and Commerce Committee, Subcommittee on Commerce, Manufacturing and Trade in May 2016. 283 As the chief example
of the need for greater economic rigor in FTC rulemakings, we note the FTC’s 2012 COPPA rulemaking: the agency expanded the definition of “personal information,” thus greatly
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Exec. Order No. 13,579, 3 C.F.R. 13579 (2012) available at https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-pressoffice/2011/07/11/executive-order-13579-regulation-and-independent-regulatory-agencies.
281

Cass Sunstein, The President’s Executive Order on Improving and Streamlining Regulation by Independent Regulatory Agencies, WHITEHOUSE.GOV BLOG (Jul. 11, 2011), https://www.whitehouse.gov/blog/2011/07/
11/president-s-executive-order-improving-and-streamlining-regulation-independent-regula.
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Independent Agency Regulatory Analysis Act of 2015, S. 1607, 114th Cong. (2015), available at
https://www.congress.gov/bill/114th-congress/senate-bill/1607/text.
283

See Press Release, HEARING: #SubCMT to Review 17 Bills Modernizing the FTC for the 21st Century
NEXT WEEK, THE ENERGY AND COMMERCE COMMITTEE (May 17, 2016), https://energycommerce.house.
gov/news-center/press-releases/hearing-subcmt-review-17-bills-modernizing-ftc-21st-century-next-week.
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expanding the number of children’s-oriented media subject to the rule, with no meaningful
analysis of what this would do to children’s media.
Despite loud protests from small operators that the rule might cause them to cease offering
child-oriented products, the FTC produced a meaningless estimate that the rule would cost
$21.5 million in the aggregate.284 Of course, the real cost of the new rule is not the direct
compliance cost but the second-order effects of the number of providers who exit the children’s’ market, reduce functionality, slow innovation or raise prices — none of which did
the FTC even attempt to estimate. This was a clear failure of economic analysis.
We also note Commissioner Ohlhausen’s 2015 dissent from the Commission’s vote to update the Telemarketing Sales Rule to ban telemarketers from using four “novel” payment
methods. Ohlhausen cited no less an authority than the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta
(FRBA), which is not merely one of twelve Federal Reserve Branches, but the one responsible for “operat[ing] the Federal Reserve System’s Retail Payments Product Office, which
manages and oversees the check and Automated Clearing House (ACH) services that the
Federal Reserve banks provide to U.S. financial institutions.” 285 Ohlhausen explained:
The amendments do not satisfy the third prong of the unfairness analysis in Section 5(n) of the FTC Act, which requires us to balance consumer injury against
countervailing benefits to consumers or competition. Although the record shows
there is consumer injury from the use of novel payment methods in telemarketing
fraud, it is not clear that this injury likely outweighs the countervailing benefits to
consumers and competition of permitting novel payments methods….
In sum, the FRBA’s analysis of the prohibition of novel payments in telemarketing indicates that any reduction in consumer harm from telemarketing fraud is
outweighed by the likely benefits to consumers and competition of avoiding a
fragmented law of payments, not limiting the use of novel payments prematurely,
and allowing financial regulators working with industry to develop better consumer protections.286

Again, it appears that the Commission majority failed to undertake an economically rigorous analysis of the sort BE would likely perform, in this case failing to properly weigh injury
and countervailing benefits as Section 5(n) requires.
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78 Fed. Reg. 4002 available at
https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/federal_register_notices/2013/01/2012-31341.pdf
285

Separate Statement of Commissioner Maureen K. Ohlhausen, Dissenting in Part, In the Matter of the Telemarketing Sales Rule, Project No. R411001, at n. 3 (Nov. 18, 2015), available at
https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/public_statements/881203/151118tsrmkospeech.pdf.
286

Id. at 1-2.
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At a minimum, the Commission would have done well to solicit further public comment on
its rule, heeding the experience of past chairmen, as summarized by Former Chairman Tim
Muris:
By their nature, however, rules also must apply to legitimate actors, who actually
deliver the goods and services they promise. Remedies and approaches that are
entirely appropriate for bad actors can be extremely burdensome when applied to
legitimate businesses, and there is usually no easy or straightforward way to limit
a rule to fraud. Rather than enhancing consumer welfare, overly burdensome
rules can harm the very market processes that serve consumers’ interests. For example, the Commission’s initial proposal for the Telemarketing Sales Rule was
extremely broad and burdensome, and one of the first acts of the Pitofsky Commission was to narrow the rule. More recently, the Commission found it necessary to re-propose its Business Opportunity Rule, because the initial proposal
would have adversely affected millions of self-employed workers.287

Issue-Specific Rulemakings
Several Bills Proposed
Congress has long enacted legislation tasking the FTC with enacting regulations in a specific
area through standard rulemaking under the Administrative Procedure Act. This, in effect,
has allowed the FTC to avoid having to conduct rulemakings under the Magnuson-Moss
Act of 1975 (as amended in 1980). The result has been that there may not be anyone left at
the FTC who has ever conducted a Section 5 rulemaking. This contributes to the common
misconception that the FTC lacks rulemaking authority — something the Chairman and
other Commissioners have said casually. Of course, they mean that the FTC lacks APA
rulemaking authority, and that they believe Section 5 rulemaking is too difficult.
But this belief is unfounded. There is good reason to think that the FTC could have conducted a Section 5 rulemaking to address telemarketing complaints, for example, in about
the same amount of time it took Congress to pass the Do Not Call Act and for the FTC to
conduct an APA rulemaking, and perhaps even less. As Former Chairman Tim Muris explained, in 2010:
The Commission’s most prominent rulemaking endeavor, the creation of the National Do Not Call Registry, could have proceeded in a timely fashion under
Magnuson-Moss procedures. It took two years from the time the rule was first
publicly discussed until it was implemented. Although it would have been neces-
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Statement of Timothy J. Muris, supra note 14, at 24.
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sary to structure the proceedings differently, there would have been little, if any,
additional delay from using Magnuson-Moss procedures.288

This is not idle speculation. Muris actually ran the FTC during its creation of the Do Not
Call registry. Attempting a Section 5 rulemaking would have been a valuable experience for
the FTC, and it might have avoided some of the unintended consequences of ex ante legislation.
We make two broad recommendations applicable to all six rulemaking bills.
RECOMMENDATION: Require the FTC to Conduct Section 5 Rulemakings &
Report on the Process
The FTC would greatly benefit from conducting a Section 5 rulemaking. Congress should
direct the FTC to conduct such a rulemaking on at least one, and preferably two or three, of
the issues to be addressed by these proposed issue-specific bills. Having multiple rulemakings would produce a more representative experience with the FTC’s Section 5 rulemaking powers. However many Section 5 rulemakings the FTC does, Congress should direct the FTC to report back in, say, three years as to the state of these rulemakings and the
FTC’s general experience with its Section 5 rulemaking procedures. This is the only way
Congress will ever be able to make informed decisions about how existing Section 5 rulemaking processes might be expedited or streamlined without removing the safeguards that
Congress rightly imposed to prevent the FTC from abusing its rulemaking powers.
Any reconsideration of the FTC’s Section 5 rulemaking processes should be undertaken
with the utmost caution. Unfairness is a uniquely elastic concept, which requires unique
procedural safeguards if it is to serve as the basis for rulemaking. If anything, FTC’s approach to enforcing Section 5 in high tech matters over the last 15–20 years reconfirms the
need for safeguards: in its “common law of consent decrees,” the FTC has paid little more
than lip service to the balancing test inherent in unfairness, and has increasingly nullified the
materiality requirement at the heart of the deception policy statement.
RECOMMENDATION: Include Periodic Re-Assessment Requirements in Any New
Grants of APA Rulemaking Authority
It is impossible to predict the unintended consequences of any of the proposed issue-specific
bills granting the FTC new rulemaking authority.289 However narrowly targeted they may
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Id. at 27.
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See Press Release, #SubCMT Releases Reform Package to Modernize the FTC and Promote Innovation, THE EN(May 5, 2016), https://energycommerce.house.gov/news-center/pressreleases/subcmt-releases-reform-package-modernize-ftc-and-promote-innovation.
ERGY AND COMMERCE COMMITTEE
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seem, they may wind up constraining new technologies or business models that would otherwise serve consumers.
Consider the Video Privacy Protection Act of 1988 (“VPPA”), which barred “wrongful disclosure of video tape rental or sale records.”290 After the experience of Judge Robert Bork,
whose video rental records were made an issue at his (failed) Supreme Court confirmation
hearings, this quick-fix bill must have seemed utterly uncontroversial. Yet it proved overly
rigid in the digital age. In 2009, an anonymous plaintiff sued Netflix over its release of data
sets for the Netflix Prize, alleging that the company’s release of the information constituted
a violation of the VPPA.291 In 2011 Netflix launched a feature integrating its service with
Facebook — everywhere except in the U.S., citing the 2009 lawsuit and concerns over the
VPPA. After two years, President Obama signed legislation (H.R. 6671) amending the
VPPA to allow Netflix and other video companies to give consumers the option of sharing information about their viewing history on social networking sites like Facebook. 292 Despite
this amendment, the VPPA continues to threaten to overly restrict novel online transactions
that were never contemplated or intended by the drafters of the statute. 293
The VPPA is just one of many laws that have proven unable to keep up with technological
change (the 1996 Telecommunications Act, (largely) a classic example of the Rulemaking
Model, comes readily to mind). To protect against this inevitability, Congress should include regular review of legislation as a “safety hatch.” The 1998 Children’s Online Privacy
Protection Act (COPPA) included this review provision:
Not later than 5 years after the effective date of the regulations initially issued
under … this title, the Commission shall —
(1) review the implementation of this chapter, including the effect of the implementation of this chapter on practices relating to the collection and disclosure of
information relating to children, children’s ability to obtain access to information
of their choice online, and on the availability of websites directed to children; and
(2) prepare and submit to Congress a report on the results of the review under
paragraph (1).294
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Video Privacy Protection Act of 1988, Pub. L. 100-618, 102 Stat. 3195 (Nov. 5, 1988), available at
https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/STATUTE-102/pdf/STATUTE-102-Pg3195.pdf.
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See Kristian Stout, Pushing Ad Networks Out of Business: Yershov v. Gannett and the War Against Online Platforms,
TRUTH ON THE MARKET (May 10, 2016), https://truthonthemarket.com/2016/05/10/pushing-ad-networksout-of-business-yershov-v-gannett-and-the-war-against-online-platforms/.
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Video Privacy Protection Act Amendments Act of 2012, H.R. 6671, 112th Cong (2012), available at
https://www.congress.gov/bill/112th-congress/housebill/6671?q=%7B%22search%22%3A%5B%22%5C%22hr6671%5C%22%22%5D%7D&resultIndex=1.
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In principle, this is the right idea. However, in practice, this requirement has proven ineffective. The FTC’s review of COPPA included little meaningful analysis of the cost of COPPA.295 Indeed, the FTC used the discretion afforded it by Congress in the statute to expand
the definition of the term “personal information” in ways that appear to have reduced the
availability, affordability and diversity of children’s media — yet without any economic
analysis by the Commission.
At a minimum, Congress should include something like the following in any issue-specific
grant of new APA rulemaking authority it enacts:
Not later than 5 years after the effective date of the regulations initially issued
under… this title, and every 5 years thereafter, the Commission shall —
(1) direct the Bureau of Economics, with the assistance of the Office of Technology Research and Investigation, to review the implementation of this chapter, including
the effect of the implementation of this chapter on practices relating to [affected
industries]; and
(2) prepare and submit to Congress a report on the results of the review under
paragraph (1).

Conclusion
The letter by which the FTC submitted the Unfairness Policy Statement to the Chairman
and Ranking Member of the Senate Commerce Committee in December 1980 concludes as
follows:
We hope this letter has given you the information that you require. Please do not
hesitate to call if we can be of any further assistance. With best regards,
/s/Michael Pertschuk, Chairman296

We believe it’s high time Congress picked up the phone.
To be effective, any effort to reform the FTC would require a constructive dialogue with the
Commission — not just those currently sitting on the Commission, but past Commissioners
and the agency’s staff, including veterans of the agency. Along with the community of practitioners who navigate the agency on behalf of companies and civil society alike, all of these
will have something to add. We do not presume to fully understand the inner workings of
the Commission as only veterans of the agency can. Nor do we presume that the ideas presented here are necessarily the best or only ones to accomplish the task at hand. But reform
295

See supra note 284.
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Fed. Trade Comm’n, FTC Policy Statement on Unfairness (Dec. 17, 1980), available at
https://www.ftc.gov/public-statements/1980/12/ftc-policy-statement-unfairness
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cannot be effective if it begins from the presumption that today’s is the “best of all possible
FTCs,” or that any significant reform to the agency would cripple it.
Unfortunately, many of those who would tend to know the most about the inner workings
of the agency are also the most blinded by status quo bias, the tendency not just to take for
granted that the FTC works, and has always worked, well, but to dismiss proposals for
change as an attacks upon the agency. It would be ironic, indeed, if an agency that wields its
own discretion so freely in the name of flexibility and adaptation were itself unwilling to
adapt.
We believe that reforms to push the FTC back towards the Evolutionary Model can be part
of a bipartisan overhaul and reauthorization of the agency, just as they were in 1980 and
1994. At stake is much more than how the FTC operates; it is nothing less than the authority of Congress as the body of our democratically elected representatives to steer the FTC.
Congress should not, as Justice Scalia warned in 2014 in UARG v. EPA, willingly “stand on
the dock and wave goodbye as [the FTC] embarks on this multiyear voyage of discovery.”297
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Util. Air Regulatory Grp. v. EPA, 134 S. Ct. 2427, 2446 (2014).
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I.

Introduction

Over the last two decades, use of, and access to, the Internet has grown exponentially, connecting people and businesses and improving the human condition in ways never before imagined. In 2011, 71.7% of households reported accessing the Internet, a sharp increase from
18 percent in 1997 and 54.7% in 2003.3 This digital growth — from a network of computers
that only a few consumers could reach, to a seemingly infinite marketplace of ideas accessible by almost all Americans — has benefited society beyond measure, affording consumers
the ability to access information, purchase goods and services, and interact with each other
almost instantaneously without having to leave the home.4
However, as use and benefits of the Internet has grown, so too has the collection of personal
data and, consequently, cyber-attacks endeavoring to steal that data. Since 2013, the number
of companies facing data breaches has steadily increased.5 In 2016, 52% of companies reported experiencing a breach — an increase from 49% in 2015 — with 66% of those who
experienced a breach reporting multiple breaches.6 Perhaps not surprisingly, not much has
changed since 2000, where one report revealed that system penetration by outsiders grew
by 30% from 1998 to 1999.7 Interestingly, despite immense improvements in companies’
ability to anticipate and prevent cyber-attacks, some of the largest and most sophisticated
companies in the world, including Sony, Target, eBay, and JPMorgan, continue to experience
data breaches today,8 just as they did in 2000.9 In spite of these statistics, the United States
currently has no comprehensive legal framework in which to inform companies of the best
THOM FILE, U.S. CENSUS BUREAU, COMPUTER AND INTERNET USE IN THE UNITED STATES 1 (May 2013),
https://www.census.gov/prod/2013pubs/p20-569.pdf; see also Steve Case, The Complete History of the Internet’s Boom, Bust, Boom Cycle, Business Insider (Jan. 14, 2011), available at http://www.businessinsider.com/what-factors-led-to-the-bursting-of-the-internet-bubble-of-the-late-90s-2011-1.
3

See FED. TRADE COMM’N, PRIVACY ONLINE: FAIR INFORMATION PRACTICES IN THE ELECTRONIC MARKETPLACE: A REPORT
TO CONGRESS 1 (2000), https://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/reports/privacy-online-fair-infor4

mation-practices-electronic-marketplace-federal-trade-commission-report/privacy2000.pdf.
PONEMON INST. LLC, FOURTH ANNUAL STUDY: IS YOUR COMPANY READY FOR A BIG DATA BREACH? 1 (2016),
http://www.experian.com/assets/data-breach/white-papers/2016-experian-data-breach-preparednessstudy.pdf [hereinafter PONEMON, DATA BREACH].
5

6

Id.

Hope Hamashige, Cybercrime can kill venture, CNN (March 10, 2000),
http://cnnfn.cnn.com/2000/03/10/electronic/q_crime/index.htm (reporting the findings of the Computer
Security Institute at Carnegie Mellon University).
7

PONEMON INST. LLC, 2014: A YEAR OF MEGA BREACHES 1 (2015), http://www.ponemon.org/local/upload/file/2014%20The%20Year%20of%20the%20Mega%20Breach%20FINAL3.pdf.
8

Hamashige, Cybercrime (noting that, just as today, in 2000, “[e]ven the biggest Internet companies with the
most sophisticated technology are vulnerable to hackers, a trend highlighted last month when hackers
stopped traffic on several popular Internet sites including Yahoo!, Amazon.com and eBay.”).
9
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practices to both prevent or respond to cyber-attacks, as well as to ensure that they’re acting
responsibly in the eyes of the Government.10
Absent a comprehensive statutory framework, the Federal Trade Commission (“FTC” or
“Commission”) happily stepped in to police the vast number of data security and privacy
practices not covered by the few Internet privacy and cyber security statutes enacted at the
time. For two decades, the FTC has grappled with the consumer protection issues raised by
the Digital Revolution. Armed with vast jurisdiction and broad discretion to decide what is
unfair and deceptive, the agency has dealt with everything from privacy to data security,
from online purchases to child protection, and much more. The FTC has become the Federal
Technology Commission — a term we coined, 11 but which the FTC and others have embraced.12
This was inevitable, given the nature of the FTC’s authority. Enforcing the promises made by
tech companies to consumers forms a natural baseline for digital consumer protection. On
top of that deception power, the FTC has broad power to police other practices, without waiting for Congress to catch up. As the FTC said in its 1980 Unfairness Policy statement:
The present understanding of the unfairness standard is the result of an evolutionary process. The statute was deliberately framed in general terms since Congress recognized the impossibility of drafting a complete list of unfair trade practices that would not quickly become outdated or leave loopholes for easy evasion.13

See, e.g., ALAN CHARLES RAUL, TASHA D MANORANJAN & VIVEK MOHAN, THE PRIVACY, DATA PROTECTION AND CYBERSECURITY LAW REVIEW 268 (Alan Charles Raul, 1st ed. 2014) (“With certain notable exceptions, the US system
10

does not apply a ‘precautionary principle’ to protect privacy, but rather, allows injured parties (and government agencies) to bring legal action to recover damages for, or enjoin, ‘unfair or deceptive’ business practices.”).
Berin Szóka & Geoffrey Manne, The Second Century of the Federal Trade Commission, TECHDIRT (Sept. 26,
2013), available at https://www.techdirt.com/blog/innovation/articles/20130926/16542624670/secondcentury-federal-trade-commission.shtml; see also Consumer Protection & Competition Regulation in a
High-Tech World: Discussing the Future of the Federal Trade Commission, Report 1.0 of the FTC: Technology
& Reform Project, 3 (Dec. 2013), available at http://docs.techfreedom.org/FTC_Tech_Reform_Report.pdf.
11

Kai Ryssdal, The FTC is Dealing with More High Tech Issues, MARKETPLACE (Mar. 7, 2016) (quoting thenChairman Edith Ramirez), available at http://www.marketplace.org/2016/03/07/tech/ftc-dealing-morehigh-tech-issues.
12

See, e.g., Omer Tene, With Ramirez, FTC became the Federal Technology Commission, IAPP (Jan. 18, 2017),
https://iapp.org/news/a/with-ramirez-ftc-became-the-federal-technology-commission/.
13 Fed.

Trade Comm’n, FTC Policy Statement on Unfairness (1980), available at https://www.ftc.gov/publicstatements/1980/12/ftc-policy-statement-unfairness (hereinafter 1980 Unfairness Policy Statement).
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The question is not whether the FTC should be the Federal Technology Commission, but how
it wields its powers. For all that academics like to talk about creating a Federal Search Commission14 or a Federal Robotics Commission,15 and for all the talk in Washington of passing
“comprehensive baseline privacy legislation” or data security legislation, the most important
questions turn on the FTC’s processes, standards, and institutional structure. How the FTC
and Congress handle these seemingly banal matters could be even more important in determining how consumer protection works in 2117 than will any major legislative lurches over
the next century. Indeed, with the costs of cybercrimes expected to reach $2 trillion by
2019,16 the business community can ill afford to have to anticipate the approaches of both
hackers and federal regulators simultaneously, and it would seem more practical for the
agency to help guide businesses by providing best practices to better protect their consumers. Yet, rather than promulgate rules or provide any clear guidance, the FTC has instead
chosen to approach the issue through case-by-case enforcement actions, almost always ending in consent decrees, which do not admit liability and only focus on prospective requirements of the specific defendant in that case.17
This approach, and the resulting ambiguity, has left companies facing uncertainty in terms
of whether their data security and privacy practices are not only sufficient to safeguard
against an FTC enforcement action, but more importantly, whether they’re utilizing the best
practices available to protect their consumers’ data and privacy.

14 See,

e.g., Oren Bracha & Frank Pasquale, Federal Search Commission? Access, Fairness, and Accountability in
the Law of Search, 93 CORNELL L. REV. 1149 (2008), available at http://www.lawschool.cornell.edu/research/cornell-law-review/upload/Bracha-Pasquale-Final.pdf.
See, e.g., Ryan Calo, The case for a federal robotics commission, Brookings Institute (Sept. 15, 2014), available
at https://www.brookings.edu/research/the-case-for-a-federal-robotics-commission/; Nancy Scola, Why the
U.S. might just need a Federal Commission on Robotics, Washington Post (Sept. 15, 2014), available at
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-switch/wp/2014/09/15/why-the-u-s-might-just-need-a-federal-commission-on-robots/?utm_term=.38dfc4bec72e.
15

Steve Morgan, Cyber Crime Costs Projected to Reach $2 Trillion by 2019, Forbes (Jan. 17, 2016), available at
https://www.forbes.com/sites/stevemorgan/2016/01/17/cyber-crime-costs-projected-to-reach-2-trillionby-2019/#6e10063a3a91.
16

See F.T.C. v. Wyndham Worldwide Corp., 799 F.3d 236, 257, n.22. (3d Cir. 2015). Notably, this practice is not
entirely limited to data security and privacy enforcement — though for reasons later discussed, the effects on
companies are arguably more severe in this context — by the Commission, with one study finding that 1,524
of the 2,092 enforcement action brought by the FTC in either federal or administrative courts have ended in
consent decrees without any adjudication. This means that almost 73% of the FTC’s enforcement actions have
ended in legally enforceable orders, despite no impartial judicial guidance as to the factual and legal legitimacy of the FTC’s claims. See Daniel A. Crane, Debunking Humphrey's Executor, 83 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 1835,
1867 (2015). But in tech-related cases its almost 100%, meaning the courts have played essentially no role at
all in disciplining the FTC’s use of unfairness in “informational injury” cases. See infra note 122 (providing list
of a few cases that did not result in settlement).
17
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Understandably, this ambiguity has frustrated judges and legal commentators alike, even resulting in one company’s demise. Such frustration was made abundantly clear by the Third
Circuit when, despite affirming the FTC’s authority to regulate cyber security practices under
the “unfair practices” prong of Section 5, the court nonetheless questioned the Commission’s
assertion that its consent decrees and “guidance” somehow create standards against which
companies’ cyber practices can be tested for “unfairness.”18 In fact, the Third Circuit emphatically agreed with the defendant’s claim that “consent orders, which admit no liability and
which focus on prospective requirements on the defendant, were of little use to it in trying
to understand the specific requirements imposed by § 45(a).”19 The court continued:
We recognize it may be unfair to expect private parties back in 2008 to have examined FTC complaints or consent decrees. Indeed, these may not be the kinds of
legal documents they typically consulted. At oral argument we asked how private
parties in 2008 would have known to consult them. The FTC's only answer was
that “if you're a careful general counsel you do pay attention to what the FTC is
doing, and you do look at these things.” Oral Arg. Tr. at 51. We also asked whether
the FTC has “informed the public that it needs to look at complaints and consent
decrees for guidance,” and the Commission could offer no examples. Id. at 52.20

The court’s frustration did not end with the Commission’s use of consent decrees either,
making sure to also address issues with the FTC’s 2007 guidebook, Protecting Personal Information, A Guide for Businesses, which, according the FCC, “describes a ‘checklist[]’ of practices that form a ‘sound data security plan.’”21 Ultimately, the court recognized that “[t]he
guidebook does not state that any particular practice is required by [Section 5],” and “[f]or
this reason, we agree … that the guidebook could not, on its own, provide “ascertainable certainty” of the FTC's interpretation of what specific cybersecurity practices fail [Section 5].”22
Despite being rebuked by practitioners and courts alike, the FTC has brushed aside this frustration and continued to rely on consent decrees, conclusory guidebooks/reports, and “blog
posts” to inform businesses as to what constitutes reasonable data security and privacy practices. By contrast, the FTC has pursued a radically different course, providing significantly
more thorough guidance in an area not considered to be the FTC’s primary jurisdiction —
environmental regulations through “Green Guides.” As explained below, these Green Guides

18 F.T.C.
19 Id.

v. Wyndham Worldwide Corp., 799 F.3d 236, 252-253, 255 (3d Cir. 2015).

at 257 n.22.

20

Id. at 257 n.23.

21

Id. at 257.

22 Id.

at 257 n.21.
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reflect a sincere and thoughtful effort by the FTC to gather relevant data as the basis for analyzing not only “what” is required, but more significantly “why” is it essential and “how
much” of a certain practice is necessary.
On privacy and data security, the Commission has refused to do such empirical work or to
issue clear guidance, relying instead on consent decrees and conclusory reports and guidebooks that lack any evident empirical foundation. This has deprived businesses of the regulatory certainty and clarity they need to comply with the law — and deprived consumers of
better, more consistent data security and privacy practices. The Commission has flaunted
the warning given it by the D.C. Circuit over forty years ago, that “courts have stressed the
advantages of efficiency and expedition which inhere in reliance on rule-making instead of
adjudication alone,” including in providing businesses with greater certainty as to what business practices are not permissible.23 Ironically, the D.C. Circuit made that statement in a case
where the FTC fought vehemently — and the court agreed — for the authority to provide the
very guidance they refuse to provide to the digital economy today. Congress did provide that
rulemaking authority a year later, with the Magnuson-Moss Act of 1975,24 but also found it
necessary to institute new procedural safeguards in 1980, after the FTC’s gross abuse of its
rulemaking powers in the intervening five years,25 which culminated in the agency being denounced as the “National Nanny.”26
With this backdrop in mind, I come before this Committee today with two goals. First, to
inform this body — through a historical lens — of the FTC’s ongoing procedural issues, particularly as they pertain to data security and privacy practices. Second, to use that historical
analysis as a framework with which to propose practical process reforms that will ensure
American businesses and the FTC work together as partners, not enemies, to make certain
that consumers’—including Americans as well as foreign consumers who patronize U.S.
businesses—data and privacy are afforded the greatest respect and protection possible.

Nat'l Petroleum Refiners Ass'n v. F.T.C., 482 F.2d 672, 675–76 (D.C. Cir. 1973), cert. denied, 415 U.S. 951
(1974).
23

The Magnuson-Moss Warranty Federal Trade Commission Improvement (Magnuson-Moss) Act, Pub.L.No.
93-637, § 202(a), 88 Stat. 2193 (1975).
24

The Federal Trade Commission Improvements Act of 1980 (Improvements Act), Pub.L. No. 96-252, 94 Stat.
374 (1980).
25

Editorial, WASH. POST (Mar. 1, 1978), reprinted in MICHAEL PERTSCHUK, REVOLT AGAINST REGULATION, 69–70 (1982); see also J. Howard Beales III, Advertising to Kids and the FTC: A Regulatory Retrospective
that Advises the Present, 8 n.37 (2004), available at https://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/public_statements/advertising-kidsand-ftc-regulatory-retrospective-advises-present/040802adstokids.pdf.
(“Former FTC Chairman Pertschuk characterizes the Post editorial as a turning point in the Federal Trade
Commission’s fortunes.”).
26
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To that end, we herein provide a more in-depth historical analysis of the FTC’s enforcement
authority, including an examination of the problems that have arisen due to the FTC’s current
procedural issues. We detail how the FTC has utilized data-driven guidance in other contexts
— namely the aforementioned Green Guides — to guide businesses through empirical analysis of available data. Finally, we use that historical context to frame ways that Congress can
help urge the FTC to provide the same types of empirical guidance to the tech industry. Finally, I will discuss the underlying issues with the FTC’s very low pleading standard and examine ways that Congress can address this problem.

Background of FTC Enforcement in the Digital Economy
While the FTC began studying online privacy issues as early as 1995,27 the FTC truly started
dealing with consumer protection issues related to the Internet in 1997 — settling a series
of assorted cases before, in 2001, it brought its first data security enforcement action premised on deception, settled against Eli Lilly in 2002. 28 In 2005, the FTC brought its first data
security action premised on unfairness against BJ’s Wholesale Club.29 According to the FTC’s
most recent Privacy & Data Security Update, the Commission has brought over 60 data security cases since 2002, over 40 general privacy cases, and over 130 spam and spyware cases.30
Yet, as discussed, rather than promulgate rules or provide any clear guidance, the FTC has
instead chosen to approach the issue through case-by-case enforcement actions, almost always ending in consent decrees, which only focus on prospective requirements of the specific defendant in that case.31 the FTC truly started dealing with consumer protection issues
related to the Internet in 1997 — settling a series of assorted cases before, in 2001, it brought
See FED. TRADE COMM’N, PRIVACY ONLINE: A REPORT TO CONGRESS 2 (June 1998), available at
https://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/reports/privacy-online-report-congress/priv-23a.pdf
[hereinafter 1998 FTC Privacy Report] (“In April 1995, staff held its first public workshop on Privacy on the
Internet, and in November of that year, the Commission held hearings on online privacy as part of its extensive hearings on the implications of globalization and technological innovation for competition and consumer
protection issues.”); see also FED. TRADE COMM’N, A REPORT FROM THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION STAFF: THE FTC'S
FIRST FIVE YEARS PROTECTING CONSUMERS ONLINE (Dec. 1999), available at https://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/reports/protecting-consumers-online/fiveyearreport.pdf.
27

See Press Release, Fed. Trade Comm’n, Eli Lilly Settles FTC Charges Concerning Security Breach (Jan. 18,
2002), available at https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/press-releases/2002/01/eli-lilly-settles-ftc-chargesconcerning-security-breach.
28

See Complaint, In re BJ’s Wholesale Club, Inc. (F.T.C. Sept. 20, 2005) (No. C-4-4148), available at
https://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/cases/2005/09/092305comp0423160.pdf; see also Michael D. Scott, The FTC, the Unfairness Doctrine, and Data Security Breach Litigation: Has the Commission
Gone Too Far?, 60 Admin. L. Rev. 127, 146 (2008) (discussing BJ’s Wholesale Club enforcement action and use
of unfairness prong).
29

See Fed. Trade Comm’n, 2016 Privacy & Data Security Update (Jan. 2017), https://www.ftc.gov/reports/privacy-data-security-update-2016 (providing overview of various enforcement actions).
30

31

F.T.C. v. Wyndham Worldwide Corp., 799 F.3d 236, 257 n.22 (3d Cir. 2015).
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its first data security enforcement action premised on deception, settled against Eli Lilly in
2002.32 In 2005, the FTC brought its first data security action premised on unfairness against
BJ’s Wholesale Club.33 According to the FTC’s most recent Privacy & Data Security Update,
the Commission has brought over 60 data security cases since 2002, over 40 general privacy
cases, and over 130 spam and spyware cases.34 Yet, as discussed, rather than promulgate
rules or provide any clear guidance, the FTC has instead chosen to approach the issue
through case-by-case enforcement actions, almost always ending in consent decrees, which
only focus on prospective requirements of the specific defendant in that case.35
In a speech last week, Acting Chairman Ohlhausen broadly summarized the “various types
of consumer injury addressed in our privacy and data security cases” as “informational injury.”36 It’s a useful shorthand: one term to describe a cluster of consumer protection problems behind a wide range of cases. But for the same reason, it’s also a dangerous term — one
that could, like “net neutrality,” take on a life its own, and serve to obscure and frustrate
analysis rather than inform it.37 Of course, Chairman Ohlhausen chose her words carefully:
[L]et me also emphasize that this is not a discussion of the legal question of what
constitutes a ‘substantial injury’ under our unfairness standard. My topic today
See Press Release, Fed. Trade Comm’n, Eli Lilly Settles FTC Charges Concerning Security Breach (Jan. 18,
2002), available at https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/press-releases/2002/01/eli-lilly-settles-ftc-chargesconcerning-security-breach.
32

See Complaint, In re BJ’s Wholesale Club, Inc. (F.T.C. Sept. 20, 2005) (No. C-4-4148), available at
https://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/cases/2005/09/092305comp0423160.pdf; see also Michael D. Scott, The FTC, the Unfairness Doctrine, and Data Security Breach Litigation: Has the Commission
Gone Too Far?, 60 Admin. L. Rev. 127, 146 (2008) (discussing BJ’s Wholesale Club enforcement action and use
of unfairness prong).
33

See Fed. Trade Comm’n, 2016 Privacy & Data Security Update (Jan. 2017), https://www.ftc.gov/reports/privacy-data-security-update-2016 (providing overview of various enforcement actions).
34

35

F.T.C. v. Wyndham Worldwide Corp., 799 F.3d 236, 257 n.22 (3d Cir. 2015).

Maureen K. Ohlhausen, Acting Chairman, Fed. Trade Comm’n, Painting the Privacy Landscape: Information
Injury in FTC Privacy and Data Security Cases, Address Before the Federal Communications Bar Association
(Sept. 19, 2017), https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/public_statements/1255113/privacy_speech_mkohlhausen.pdf [hereinafter Ohlhausen, Informational Injury Speech].
36

Larry Downes, The Tangled Web of Net Neutrality and Regulation, Harvard Business Review (March 31,
2017), available at https://hbr.org/2017/03/the-tangled-web-of-net-neutrality-and-regulation (“Despite being a simple idea, net neutrality has proven difficult to translate into U.S. policy. It sits uncomfortably at the
intersection of highly technical internet architecture and equally complex principles of administrative law.
Even the term“net neutrality”was coined not by an engineer but by a legal academic, in 2003.”). Gerard
Stegmaier, a veteran attorney in the field of data security and privacy, explained it as such: “Words matter.
Net Neutrality. Deep Packet Inspection. #Privacy. Businesses beware. There's a new label in town from the
gov't and repeating it could have significant unintended consequences. From a speech yesterday the @FTC
acting chair declared "informational injuries" exist. Let that sink in.” Posting of Gerard Stegmaier on
LinkedIn.com (Sept. 20, 2017), available at https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6316291846356115456 (also on file with author).
37
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may inform the substantial injury question, but I am speaking more broadly. Indeed, many of the cases I will mention are deception cases, or allege both deception and unfairness.
…
In my review of our privacy and data security cases, I have identified at least five
different types of consumer informational injury. Certain of these types are more
common. Many of our cases involve multiple types of injury. Courts and FTC cases
often emphasize measurable injuries from privacy and data security incidents, although other injuries may be present. And to be clear, not all of these types of injury, standing alone, would be sufficient to trigger liability under the FTC Act. 38

It is fitting that she should emphasize the word “measurable” — and also caveat it with the
word “often” — because both speak to the central question facing the Federal Technology
Commission as it grapples with an endless, and accelerating, parade of novel consumer protection issues: how does the agency determine what the right answer is in any particular case
and what should be done about it? Ohlhausen defended the FTC’s approach to privacy and
data security enforcement:
Case-by-case enforcement focuses on real-world facts and specifically alleged behaviors and injuries. As such, each case integrates feedback on earlier cases from
advocates, the marketplace and, importantly, the courts. This ongoing process
preserves companies’ freedom to innovate with data use. And it can adapt to new
technologies and new causes of injury.39

Yes, the courts’ “feedback” is “important.” Indeed, in a reply brief the FTC expressly agreed
with TechFreedom on this importance of courts’ guidance when it said it “agrees that the
field would be aided by a body of law that includes ‘Article III court decisions.’” 40 Yet, such
assertions of the importance of courts’ “feedback” by the FTC seem empty given there has
been precious little of it. Since 1997, not counting a handful of cases where the FTC sought

38

Ohlhausen, Informational Injury Speech, supra note 36, at 2-3.

39

Ohlhausen, Informational Injury Speech, supra note 36, at 2.

Plaintiff’s Response In Opposition to the Motion to Dismiss, F.T.C. v. Wyndham Worldwide Corp., 10 F.
Supp. 3d 602 (D.N.J. 2014), aff'd, 799 F.3d 236 (3d Cir. 2015) (No. 2:13-CV-01887-ES-SCM) at 22, n. 8.
40
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injunctive relief against absent defendants (generally foreign scammers), the FTC has litigated, even partially, only a handful of cases: LabMD,41 Wyndham Worldwide Corp.,42 Amazon.com, Inc.,43 and D-Link Systems, Inc.44 Thus, the way the FTC works today is a far cry from
what the FTC said about how it would operate back in 1980:
The statute was deliberately framed in general terms since Congress recognized
the impossibility of drafting a complete list of unfair trade practices that would
not quickly become outdated or leave loopholes for easy evasion. The task of identifying unfair trade practices was therefore assigned to the Commission, subject
to judicial review, in the expectation that the underlying criteria would evolve and
develop over time. As the Supreme Court observed as early as 1931, the ban on
unfairness “belongs to that class of phrases which do not admit of precise definition, but the meaning and application of which must be arrived at by what this
court elsewhere has called ‘the gradual process of judicial inclusion and exclusion.’”45

What former FTC Chairman Tim Muris said of the Commission in 1981 remains true today:
“Within very broad limits, the agency determines what shall be legal. Indeed, the agency has
been ‘lawless’ in the sense that it has traditionally been beyond judicial control.” 46 As he
noted in his 2010 testimony before a Senate Subcommittee, “the Commission’s authority remains extremely broad.” 47 What Commissioner Wright said of the FTC’s competition enforcement — where the Commission differs from the DOJ in enforcing (in theory, anyway)
the same substantive laws — is even more true of consumer protection:
The combination of institutional and procedural advantages with the vague nature of the Commission’s Section 5 authority gives the agency the ability, in some
cases, to elicit a settlement even though the conduct in question very likely may
LabMD, Inc. v. F.T.C., No. 1:14-CV-00810-WSD, 2014 WL 1908716, at *1 (N.D. Ga. May 12, 2014), aff'd, 776
F.3d 1275 (11th Cir. 2015).
41

42

F.T.C. v. Wyndham Worldwide Corp., 799 F.3d 236, 257 n.22 (3d Cir. 2015).

43

F.T.C. v. Amazon.com, Inc., 71 F. Supp. 3d 1158 (W.D. Wash. 2014).

Fed. Trade Comm'n v. D-Link Sys., Inc., No. 3:17-CV-00039-JD, 2017 WL 4150873, at *1 (N.D. Cal. Sept. 19,
2017).
44

45

1980 Unfairness Policy Statement, supra note 12 (quoting FTC v. Raladam Co., 283 U.S. 643, 648 (1931)).

Timothy J. Muris, Judicial Constraints, in THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION SINCE 1970: ECONOMIC REGULATION AND BUREAUCRATIC BEHAVIOR, 35, 49 (Kenneth W. Clarkson & Timothy J. Muris, eds., 1981).
46

Hearing on Financial Services and Products: The Role of the Fed. Trade Commission in Protecting Customers,
before the Subcomm. on Consumer Protection, Product Safety, and Insurance of the S. Comm. on Commerce, Science, and Transportation, 111th Cong. 2 (2010) (statement of Timothy J. Muris, Former Chairman, Fed. Trade
Comm’n) available at http://lawprofessors.typepad.com/files/muris_senate_testimony_ftc_role_protecting_consumers_3-17- 101.pdf.
47
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not [violate any law or regulation]. This is because firms typically prefer to settle
a Section 5 claim rather than going through lengthy and costly administrative litigation in which they are both shooting at a moving target and have the chips
stacked against them. Significantly, such settlements also perpetuate the uncertainty that exists as a result of the ambiguity associated with the Commission’s
[Section 5] authority by encouraging a process by which the contours of Section 5
are drawn without any meaningful adversarial proceeding or substantive analysis
of the Commission’s authority.48

Without the courts to demand rigor from the FTC in defining “measurable” harm, what
should the Commission do? And what should Congress do?
Chairman Ohlhausen’s speech represents a major step in the right direction — precisely because it promises to give more analytical rigor to the term “informational injury” than such
generalizations generally have. She concludes:
This analysis raises several important questions. Is this list of injuries representative? When do these or other informational injuries require government intervention? Perhaps most importantly, how does this list map to our statutory deception
and unfairness authorities?
These are critical and challenging questions. That’s why I am announcing today
that the FTC will host a workshop on informational injury on December 12 of this
year. This workshop will bring stakeholders together to discuss these issues in
depth. I have three goals for this workshop: First, better identify the qualitatively
different types of injury to consumers and businesses from privacy and data security incidents. Second, explore frameworks for how we might approach quantitatively measuring such injuries and estimate the risk of their occurrence. And
third, better understand how consumers and businesses weigh these injuries and
risks when evaluating the tradeoffs to sharing, collecting, storing, and using information. Ultimately, the goal is to inform our case selection and enforcement
choices going forward.49

Amen. This is the kind of workshop the FTC should have held two decades ago — and several
more times since. The FTC has, in fact, conducted such workshops, collected empirical data,

Joshua D. Wright, Revisiting Antitrust Institutions: The Case for Guidelines to Recalibrate the Federal Trade
Commission’s Section 5 Unfair Methods of Competition Authority, 4 CONCURRENCES: COMPETITION L.J. 1 at 3
(2013), available at https://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/public_statements/siting-antitrustinstitutions-case-guidelines-recalibrate-federal-trade-commissions-section-5-unfair/concurrences-42013.pdf.
48

49

Ohlhausen, Informational Injury Speech, supra note 36 , at 9.
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and issued corresponding guidance based upon rigorous empirical analysis in another context: the Green Guides first issued for environmental marketing in 1992, and updated three
times since then.50 As discussed below, these offer an excellent model for how the Commission could begin to take a more substantive approach to defining informational injury, while
also providing clearer guidance to industry.
Congress should support and encourage this effort — by holding the FTC to the high standards set by its work on the Green Guides. If this effort represents a significant departure with
the analytically flimsy, “know-it-when-we-see-it” approach the FTC has generally taken to
“informational injury” cases thus far, both consumers and companies would benefit from
clearer, better substantiated guidance. But this will not be an easy change to make; it will
require a new degree of rigor in how the Bureau of Consumer Protection operates, and a new
closeness in BCP’s engagement with the Bureau of Economics.
At best, this could be the beginnings of a “law and economics” revolution in consumer protection law — of the sort that transformed competition law in decades past, has guided the
Bureau of Competition since, and has informed the courts in their development of antitrust
case law.
But at worst, this process could result in blessing the FTC’s current approach with a veneer
of analytical rigor that merely validates the status quo. The report that comes out of this
process could resemble the reports the FTC has produced since the 2012 Privacy Report,
which make broad recommendations as to what industry best practices should be, without
any real analysis behind those recommendations or how they relate to the Commission’s
powers under Section 5.51
Chairman Ohlhausen’s initial thoughtful framing suggests reason for optimism, but everything will depend on how she and whoever becomes permanent Chairman (if it is not her)
execute on the plan. In any event, the Commission’s own more recent experience with the

See Fed. Trade Comm’n, Environmental Friendly Products: FTC’s Green Guides (last visited Sept. 24, 2017),
available at https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/media-resources/truth-advertising/green-guides (“The Green
Guides were first issued in 1992 and were revised in 1996, 1998, and 2012. The guidance they provide includes: 1) general principles that apply to all environmental marketing claims; 2) how consumers are likely to
interpret particular claims and how marketers can substantiate these claims; and 3) how marketers can qualify their claims to avoid deceiving consumers.”).
50

See BERIN SZÓ KA & GEOFFREY A. MANNE, THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION: RESTORING CONGRESSIONAL OVERSIGHT OF
THE SECOND NATIONAL LEGISLATURE 57-60 (2016), available at http://docs.house.gov/meet51

ings/IF/IF17/20160524/104976/HHRG-114-IF17-Wstate-ManneG-20160524-SD004.pdf [hereinafter White
Paper].
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Green Guides — to say nothing of the last 15 years of experience with data security and privacy — suggests that self-restraint is unlikely to prove sustainable, on its own, in disciplining
the agency. Ultimately, the kind of analytical quality that has defined antitrust law, and has
sustained the law and economics approach there, requires external constraints — namely,
regular engagement with the courts and oversight by Congress.
To that end, a careful reassessment of the Commission’s processes is long overdue. The last
time Congress seriously reconsidered, and revised, the FTC’s processes was in 1994.52 The
agency has not been reauthorized since 1996.53 Congress should return to its habit — the
default assumption prior to Ken Starr, Monica Lewinsky, and impeachment — of reauthorizing the FTC every two years and, each time, re-examining how well the agency is working.
Modifications to the statute should not be made lightly, but they should also happen more
often than once in a generation.
Last year, the House Committee on Energy and Commerce considered no fewer than seventeen bills regarding the FTC. The attached white paper, co-authored with Geoffrey Manne,
Executive Director of the International Center for Law & Economics, surveys those bills and
provides recommendations to Congress on how to approach them.54 Together, they form a
starting point for the Senate Commerce Committee to begin its work, but they do not cover
many of the most important aspects of how the agency works. Given this Committee’s extensive knowledge and expertise, we hope that this Committee, along with the broader Senate,
should start its own work on FTC reform legislation afresh.

II.

Summary of Proposed Legislative Reforms

Rather than repeat the full analysis provided in the aforementioned white paper we presented to the House Energy & Commerce Committee last year, we have instead provided a
short overview of how to consider thinking about the main issues we believe need to be addressed through legislation.

Federal Trade Commission Act Amendments of 1994, Pub. L. 103-312, 108 Stat. 1691 (Aug. 26, 1994) available at http://uscode.house.gov/statutes/pl/103/312.pdf.
52

Federal Trade Commission Reauthorization Act of 1996, Pub. L. 104-216, 110 Stat. 3019 (Oct. 1, 1996),
available at http://uscode.house.gov/statutes/pl/104/216.pdf.
53

54

See generally White Paper, supra note 51.
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A. The Common Carrier Exception
The FTC Act excludes “common carriers subject to the Acts to regulate commerce.”55 What
this provision means will be crucial — especially for technology cases in the coming years —
and merits clarification from Congress.
The Federal Communications Commission has proposed to undo its 2015 reclassification of
broadband providers as common carriers.56 Doing so will return the controversial issue of
“net neutrality” to the Federal Trade Commission by restoring the FTC’s jurisdiction over
broadband providers — or rather, there should be a seamless transition to ensure that consumers remain protected. But a Ninth Circuit panel decision last year calls into question
whether the FTC’s jurisdiction will be fully restored,57 creating the possibility that a company providing broadband service, once that service is no longer considered a common carrier service by the FCC, might still remain outside the jurisdiction of the FTC either because
(1) that particular corporate entity also provides a common carrier service such as voice
(which will remain subject to Title II of the Communications Act even after the FCC’s proposes re-reclassification of broadband) or (2) another corporate entity under common ownership provides such a common carrier service. In short, the panel decision rejected the FTC’s
longstanding “activity-based” interpretation of the statute in favor of an “entity-based” interpretation. The Ninth Circuit granted rehearing of that decision earlier this year, effectively
vacating the panel decision.58
At oral arguments last week, AT&T stuck by its general arguments for an entity-bases interpretation, but clarified two things.59 First, it read the statute to turn on the common carrier
or non-common carrier status of each specific corporate entity, so that the FTC’s jurisdiction
over Oath, for example, the company formed by the Verizon parent company after it acquired
AOL and Yahoo! and merged them together, would not be affected by the fact that Verizon
Wireless provides a common carrier voice service. Second, AT&T argued that the FCC has
plenary jurisdiction to, as it did in the Computer Inquiries, mandate such structural separation to ensure that there is no gap in consumer protection between the FTC and FCC.60

55

15 U.S.C. § 45(a).

56 Notice

of Proposed Rulemaking, Restoring Internet Freedom, WC Docket No. 17-108, 32 FCC Rcd 4434
(2017), https://apps.fcc.gov/edocs_public/attachmatch/FCC-17-60A1_Rcd.pdf.
Fed. Trade Comm'n v. AT & T Mobility LLC, 835 F.3d 993 (9th Cir. 2016), reh'g en banc granted sub nom., Fed.
Trade Comm'n v. AT&T Mobility LLC, 864 F.3d 995 (9th Cir. 2017).
57

58

Fed. Trade Comm'n v. AT&T Mobility LLC, 864 F.3d 995 (9th Cir. 2017).

United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, Fed. Trade Comm’n v. AT&T Mobility LLC, 864 F.3d 995
(2017), Oral Arguments, available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rs8EQU-KIEw.
59

60

Id. at 13:50.
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It is impossible to predict how the Ninth Circuit might resolve this case, but it is safe to say
that if the FCC issues its Third Open Internet Order this year, or even early next year, that
decision might well come out before the Ninth Circuit’s decision.
Congress should not assume that the Ninth Circuit will fully restore the FTC’s activity-based
interpretation of its jurisdiction, even though appears to be the most likely result of the case.
Congress should, instead, consider quickly moving legislation that would codify that interpretation. Even if the Ninth Circuit en banc panel accepts AT&T’s argument and simply narrows the panel decision, that would only solve part of the problem raised by the panel decision. Requiring structural separation between “edge” companies like Oath and broadband
companies like Verizon might make business sense anyway, but it might not — especially
given the ongoing push to restrict the sharing of consumer data even among corporate affiliates under common ownership. Furthermore, AT&T’s argument would still raise serious
questions about which agency will deal with net neutrality and other consumer protection
concerns about broadband services once they are returned to Title I: it is difficult to see how
the common carrier services provided by these companies, if only telephony, could be functionally separated from the broadband service. Would consumers have to deal with, and subscribe to, two separate services, each offered by a separate corporate entity?
The Ninth Circuit may, of course, reject AT&T’s arguments completely, fully reverse the panel
decision, and restore the FTC’s activity-based interpretation completely. But it would be far
better for Congress to resolve this question before the FCC revises the regulatory classification of broadband. It could do so in a one-sentence bill.
Of course, many have argued that the common carrier exception should be abolished, and
the Protecting Consumers in Commerce Act of 2016 (H.R. 5239) would have done just that.61
Simply restoring the activity-based exemption need not be permanent; it could be stop-gap
measure that allows Congress time to consider whether to maintain the exemption.

B. More Economic Analysis
As many commentators have noted, the FTC has frequently failed to employ sufficient economic analysis in both its enforcement work and policymaking. Former Commissioner Josh
Wright summarized the problem pointedly in a speech entitled “The FTC and Privacy Regulation: The Missing Role of Economics,” explaining:
An economic approach to privacy regulation is guided by the tradeoff between the
consumer welfare benefits of these new and enhanced products and services
Protecting Consumers in Commerce Act of 2016, H.R. 5239, 114th Cong. (2016), available at
https://www.congress.gov/bill/114th-congress/house-bill/5239/text.
61
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against the potential harm to consumers, both of which arise from the same free
flow and exchange of data. Unfortunately, government regulators have instead
been slow, and at times outright reluctant, to embrace the flow of data. What I saw
during my time at the FTC is what appears to be a generalized apprehension about
the collection and use of data – whether or not the data is actually personally identifiable or sensitive – along with a corresponding, and arguably crippling, fear
about the possible misuse of such data.62

As Wright further noted, such an approach would take into account the risk of abuses that
will cause consumer harm, weighed with as much precision as possible. Failing to do so can
lead to significant problems, including creating disincentives for companies to innovate and
create benefits for consumers.
Specifically, Congress or the FTC should require the Bureau of Economics to have a role in
commenting on consent decrees63 and proposed rulemaking,64 and a greater role in the CID
process. But the most effective ways to engage economists in the FTC’s decisionmaking
would be to raise the FTC’s pleading standards and make reforms to the CID process designed to make litigation more likely: in both cases, the FTC will have to engage its economists more closely, either in order to ensure that its complaints are well-plead or to prevail
on the merits in federal court.

C. Clarification of the FTC’s Substantive Standards
The FTC has departed in significant ways from both the letter and spirit of the 1980 Unfairness Policy Statement and the 1983 Deception Policy Statement. This is mainly due to the
FTC essentially having complete, unchecked, discretion to interpret these policy statements
as it sees fit — including the discretion to change course regularly without notice. The courts
simply have not had the opportunity to effectively implement Section 5(n), nor has the FTC
ever really chosen to constrain its own discretion in meaningful ways (as it has done with
the Green Guides). Making substantive clarifications to Section 5 will not be adequate without process reforms to ensure that these clarifications are given effect over time. But that
does not mean they would be without value.

Remarks of Joshua D. Wright, The FTC and Privacy Regulation: The Missing Role of Economics, George Mason
University Law and Economics Center (Nov. 12, 2015), available at http://masonlec.org/site/rte_uploads/files/Wright_PRIVACYSPEECH_FINALv2_PRINT.pdf.
62
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See White Paper, supra note 51, at 42-43.

64

See id. at 98-100.
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In order to clarify the FTC’s substantive standards under Section 5, we would suggest the
following key changes:
1. Codifying other key aspects of the 1980 Unfairness Policy Statement into Section 5
that were not already added by the addition of Section 5(n) in 1994;
2. Codifying the Deception Policy Statement, just as Congress codified the Unfairness
Policy Statement in a new Section 5(n).65 This issue is explored in greater depth in my
2015 joint comments with Geoffrey Manne on the FTC’s settlement of its enforcement
action with Nomi Technologies, Inc.66 Specifically, in codifying the Deception Policy
Statement, Congress should:
a. Clarify — or require the FTC to propose clarifications of — when and how the
FTC must establish the materiality of statements about products: it made
sense to presume that all express statements were material in the context of
traditional advertising: because each such statement was calculated to persuade users to buy a product. But the same cannot necessarily be said of the
myriad other ways that companies communicate with users today, such as
through online help pages or privacy policies (which companies are required
to post online, if only by California law).
b. Require the FTC to meet the requirements of Section 5(n) when bringing enforcement actions based on the “reasonableness” of a company’s practices,
such as data security.67
3. Codify the FTC’s 2015 Unfair Methods of Competition Policy Statement, with one
small modification: the FTC should be barred from going beyond antitrust doctrine.68
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D. Clarifying the FTC’s Pleading Standards
Several courts have already concluded that the FTC’s deception enforcement actions must
satisfy the heightened pleading standards of Section 9(b) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, which applies to claims filed in federal court that “sound in fraud.”69 As explained below, this requirement would not be difficult for the FTC to meet, since the agency has broad
Civil Investigative powers that are not available to normal plaintiffs before filing a complaint.70 There is no reason the FTC should not have to plead its deception claims with specificity.
The same can be said for unfairness claims, even though they do not “sound in fraud.” In both
cases, getting the FTC to file more particularized complaints is critical, given that the FTC’s
complaint is, in essentially all cases, the FTC’s last word on the matter, supplemented by little
more than a press release, and an aid for public comment.
Indeed, the bar should likely be higher, not lower for unfairness cases. The attached white
paper recommends a preponderance of objective standard for unfairness cases.71 The critical thing to note is that there is no statutory standard for settling FTC enforcement actions
— so the standard by which the FTC really operates is the very low bar set by Section 5(b):
“reason to believe that [a violation may have occurred]” and that “it shall appear to the Commission that [an enforcement action] would be to the interest of the public.”72 In addition to
the substantive clarifications to the FTC’s substantive standards, Congress must clarify either
the settlement standard or the pleading standard, if not both.

E. Encouraging More Litigation to Engage the Courts in the Development of Section 5 Doctrine and Provide More Authoritative Guidance
Litigation is important for two reasons. First, having to prove its case before a neutral tribunal forces analytical rigor upon the FTC and thus forces it to make better, more informed
decisions. Second, court decisions will provide guidance to regulated companies on how to
comply with the law that is necessarily more authoritative (since the FTC cannot simply
overrule a court decision the way it can change its mind about its own enforcement actions

Rombach v. Chang, 355 F.3d 164, 170 (2d Cir. 2004) (“In deciding this issue, several circuits have distinguished between allegations of fraud and allegations of negligence, applying Rule 9(b) only to claims pleaded
under Section 11 and Section 12(a)(2) that sound in fraud.”).
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or guidance) and also likely (but not necessarily) more detailed and better grounded in the
FTC’s doctrines.
One major reason companies settle so often across the board is that the FTC staff has the
discretion to force companies to endure the process of litigating through the FTC’s own administrative process, first before an administrative law judge and then before the Commission itself, before ever having the opportunity to go before an independent, neutral tribunal.
The attached white paper explore three options:73
1. “[E]mpower one or two Commissioners to insist that the Commission bring a particular complaint in Federal court. This would allow them to steer cases out of Part III
either because they are doctrinally significant or because the Commissioners fear
that, unless the case goes to federal court, the defendant will simply settle, thus denying the entire legal system the benefits of litigation in building the FTC’s doctrines. In
particular, it would be a way for Commissioners to act on the dissenting recommendations of staff, particularly the Bureau of Economics, about cases that are problematic from either a legal or policy perspective.”74
2. Abolish Part III completely, as former Commissioner Calvani has proposed.75
3. Require the FTC to litigate in federal court while potentially still preserving Part III
for the supervision of the settlement process and discovery.76 Requiring the FTC to
litigate all cases in federal court (as the SMARTER Act would do for competition
cases77) might, in principle, prove problematic for the Bureau of Consumer Protection, which handles many smaller cases. Retaining Part III but allowing Commissioners to object to its use might strike the best balance.

F. The Civil Investigative Demand Process
There are many reasons why companies do not litigate privacy and data security cases. Some
of them are beyond the control of FTC or Congress — for example, the extreme sensitivity of
these issues for companies. Studies by the Ponemon Institute found that “[d]ata breaches are
more concerning than product recalls and lawsuits,”78 with a company’s stock price falling
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an average of 5% after a data breach is disclosed.79 Witness the 30% hit Equifax took to its
stock price upon revelation of its data breach.80 Perhaps most illustrative of the sensitivity
of these issues was the case of LabMD — a medical testing company and one of the handful
of companies who dared litigate against the FTC — which ultimately went out of business
due to litigation costs and reputational damage, even though the judge ultimately found that
no consumer was injured.81 But a very significant, if not the biggest, reason why companies
reflexively, almost invariably settle their cases is that the process of the FTC’s investigation
can be punishment enough to make settlement seem more attractive. After enduring a burdensome investigative process, companies (especially start-ups) frequently lack additional
resources to defend themselves and face an informational asymmetry given the intrusiveness inherent in the FTC’s current process. Even Chris Hoofnagle, who has long advocated
that the FTC be far more aggressive on privacy and data security, warns, in his new treatise
on privacy regulation at the agency, that
[T]he FTC’s investigatory power is very broad and is akin to an inquisitorial body.
On its own initiative, it can investigate a broad range of businesses without any
indication of a predicate offense having occurred.82

This onerous the process inevitably leads to more false-positives as FTC staff becomes invested in fishing expeditions and force such consent decrees regardless of the actual harms
on consumers.83 Other systemic costs of this process include increased discovery burdens
on (even blameless) potential defendants, inefficiently large compliance expenditures
throughout the economy, under experimentation and innovation by firms, doctrinally questionable consent orders, and a relative scarcity of judicial review of Commission enforcement
decisions. Ultimately, this phenomena distorts the FTC’s consumer protection mission because the agency can self-select cases that are likely to settle and further its policy goals,
See Help Net Security, After a data breach is disclosed, stock prices fall an average of 5% (May 16, 2017),
https://www.helpnetsecurity.com/2017/05/16/data-breach-stock-price/ (detailing a study by Ponemon).
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rather than choosing cases on the basis of stopping the most nefarious actors and truly protecting consumers. As even former FTC Commissioner Joshua Wright noted, such self-serving personal and agency goals may push agencies to pursue cases “with the best prospect for
settlement, cases that will consume few investigative resources, settle quickly, and are more
likely to result in a consent decree that provides a continuing role for the agency.”84 Thus,
more than any other aspect of the FTC Act or the FTC’s operations, it is here that reinvigorated congressional oversight is needed.
The attached white paper explores this topic in great depth. Specifically, we recommend:
1. Reporting on how the agency uses CIDs85
2. Making CIDs confidential by default and allowing companies to move to quash them
confidentially.86 Today, fighting an FTC subpoena means the FTC can make the fight
public, which may have serious consequences for a company’s brand and stock price.
3. Requiring a greater role for Commissioners and economists in supervising the discovery process.87
Ultimately, any examination of the FTC’s processes should start with arguably the most sacred principle in the American judicial system: innocent until proven guilty. As the Supreme
Court made clear in 1895, “[t]he principle that there is a presumption of innocence in favor
of the accused is the undoubted law, axiomatic and elementary, and its enforcement lies at
the foundation of the administration of our criminal law.”88 While it is inarguably true that
these cases are very clearly not criminal, it is also true that these companies and their employees face the threat of losing their “life, liberty, and property” as a result of these actions,
as evidenced by LabMD. Despite the Administrative Law Judge finding that “the evidence
fails to show any computer hack for purpose of committing identity fraud,” the employees of
LabMD were nonetheless left without employment simply due to “speculation” by the FTC
— a word that appeared seventeen times in the ALJ’s decision.89
Given the sensitive nature of both the type of information involved in these cases, including
financial and health information, as well as consumers’ sensitivity to reports that their data
D.H. Ginsburg & J.D. Wright, Antitrust Settlements: The Culture of Consent, in I. William E. Kovacic: An Antitrust Tribute – Liber Amicorum (Charbit et al. eds., February 2013), https://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/public_statements/antitrust-settlements-culture-consent/130228antitruststlmt.pdf.
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may be in jeopardy, it is of the utmost importance that Congress ensure that innocent businesses’ reputations aren’t irreparably damaged simply due to “speculation.” To be clear: this
is not to say that parties who are guilty of implementing nefarious practices should be protected from the court of public opinion. Indeed, as former Commissioner Wright alluded to,
implementing processes that would, at the very least, require the FTC to plead its claims with
specificity — and, ideally, subsequently prove it on the basis of data-driven standards —
prior to dragging a companies’ name through the mud would actually ensure the FTC was
using its limited resources to only go after the worst actors, rather than merely those most
likely to settle.
Requiring the FTC to first make a showing beyond “speculation” of harm it alleges before
invoking its immensely broad investigatory power, would at least provide businesses and its
employees with some level of protection before being labeled as having unsecure data practices and being forced to face the repercussions that inevitably come with such a label. In
doing so, Congress would ensure one of the oldest maxims of law in democratic civilizations
continues. As Roman Emperor Julian eloquently quipped in response to his fiercest adversary’s statement that “Oh, illustrious Caesar! if it is sufficient to deny, what hereafter will
become of the guilty?”: “If it suffices to accuse, what will become of the innocent?”90

G. Fencing-In Relief
The FTC has broad powers under Section 13(b) to include in consent decrees extraordinarily
broad behavioral requirements that “fence in” the company in the future. 91 The courts have
been exceedingly deferential to the FTC in applying these requirements, though at least one
circuit court has rebuked the FTC’s broad approach, as explained in the attached white paper.92 Rather than attempting to limit how the FTC uses its 13(b) powers, Congress should
focus on when Section 13(b) applies. As Howard Beales, former director of the Bureau of
Consumer Protection, has argued, regarding deception:
the Commission’s use of Section 13(b) remedies should be reevaluated in light of
the law’s original purpose: [O]ne class of cases clearly improper for awarding redress under Section 13(b): traditional substantiation cases, which typically involve established businesses selling products with substantial value beyond the
90
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claims at issue and disputes over scientific details with well-regarded experts on
both sides of the issue. In such cases, the defendant would not have known ex ante
that its conduct was “dishonest or fraudulent.” Limiting the availability of consumer redress under Section 13(b) to cases consistent with the Section 19 standard strikes the balance Congress thought necessary and ensures that the FTC’s
actions benefit those that it is their mission to protect: the general public.93

The same logic goes for the kind of unfairness cases the FTC is bringing against high-tech
companies, as Josh Wright noted in his dissent in the Apple product design case:
The economic consequences of the allegedly unfair act or practice in this case —
a product design decision that benefits some consumers and harms others — also
differ significantly from those in the Commission’s previous unfairness cases. The
Commission commonly brings unfairness cases alleging failure to obtain express
informed consent. These cases invariably involve conduct where the defendant
has intentionally obscured the fact that consumers would be billed. Many of these
cases involve unauthorized billing or cramming – the outright fraudulent use of
payment information. Other cases involve conduct just shy of complete fraud —
the consumer may have agreed to one transaction but the defendant charges the
consumer for additional, improperly disclosed items. Under this scenario, the allegedly unfair act or practice injures consumers and does not provide economic
value to consumers or competition. In such cases, the requirement to provide adequate disclosure itself does not cause significant harmful effects and can be satisfied at low cost. However, the particular facts of this case differ in several respects from the above scenario.94

The key point, as Wright argued, is that the Commission is increasingly using unfairness not
to punish obviously bad actors or to proscribe conduct that merits per se illegality because it
is inherently bad, but rather, conduct that presents difficult tradeoffs: How long should consumers remained logged in to an apps store to balance the convenience of the vast majority
of users with the possibility that some users with children may find that their children make
unauthorized purchases on the device immediately after the parent has logged in? How
much, and what kind of, data security is “reasonable?” And so on. These reflect business decisions that are inevitable in the modern economy. The Commission might well be justified
in declaring that a company has struck the wrong balance, but it should not treat them exactly as it would obvious fraudsters, who set out to defraud consumers.
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In order to deter the Commission from taking advantage of this frequent judicial deference
by imposing such disconnected “fencing-in” remedies in non-fraud cases — which, of course,
is compounded by the fact that most cases are never reviewed by courts at all — Congress
should consider imposing some sort of minimal requirement that provisions in proposed
orders and consent decrees be (i) reasonably related to challenged behavior, and (ii) no more
onerous than necessary to correct or prevent the challenged violation.

H. Closing Letters
While consent decrees might help companies understand what the FTC will deem illegal on
a case-by-case basis, in unique fact patterns, closing letters could do the inverse, telling companies what the FTC will deem not to be illegal, which is potentially far more useful in helping
companies plan their conduct. In the past, the FTC issued at least a few closing letters with a
meaningful degree of analysis of the practices at issue under the doctrinal framework of Section 5(n).95 But in recent years, the FTC has markedly changes its approach, issuing fewer
letters and writing those it did issue at a level of abstraction that offers little real guidance
and even less analysis.96
Rep. Brett Guthrie’s (R-KY) proposed CLEAR Act (H.R. 5109) would require the FTC to report
annually to Congress on the status of its investigations, including the legal analysis supporting the FTC’s decision to close some investigations without action. This requirement would
not require the Commission to identify its targets, thus preserving the anonymity of the firms
in question.97 Most importantly, the bill requires:
(1) IN GENERAL.—The Commission shall, on an annual basis, submit a report to
Congress on investigations with respect to unfair or deceptive acts or practices in
or affecting commerce (within the meaning of subsection (a)(1)), detailing—
(A) the number of such investigations the Commission has commenced;
(B) the number of such investigations the Commission has closed with no
official agency action;
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(C) the disposition of such investigations, if such investigations have concluded and resulted in official agency action; and
(D) for each such investigation that was closed with no official agency action, a description sufficient to indicate the legal and economic analysis
supporting the Commission’s decision not to continue such investigation,
and the industry sectors of the entities subject to each such investigation.

This bill, with our proposed addition noted, would go a long way to improving the value of
the FTC’s guidance. Indeed, such annual reporting could form annual addenda to guidance
that the FTC issues in the guidance it provides on informational injury modeled on the Green
Guides. Although the Green Guides themselves do not involve such reporting, it would make
sense in this context, where the FTC is regularly confronted with far more novel fact patterns
each year.

I. Re-opening Past Settlements
The FTC may, under its current rules, re-open past settlements at any time — subject only to
the Commission’s assertion about what the “public interest” requires and after giving companies an opportunity to “show cause” why their settlements should not be modified.98 By
contrast, courts require far more for re-opening their orders. The FTC has, in fact, proposed
to re-open four settlements entered into in 2013 under the Green Guides. Congress should
write a meaningful standard by which the FTC should have to justify re-opening past settlements. If the Commission continues on its current course, it will be able to use its settlements
to bypass the procedural safeguards of notice-and-comment rulemaking.

III.

Reasonable Siblings: Background on Section 5 and Negligence

The FTC’s enforcement authority is derived from Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission
Act (FTC Act), which declares unlawful “[u]nfair methods of competition in or affecting commerce” and “unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or affecting commerce.” 99 Under the
broad terms of Section 5, the FTC challenges “unfair methods of competition” through their
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antitrust division and “unfair or deceptive practices” through their consumer protection division.100 In pursuing its consumer protection mission there are different standards for “unfair” and “deceptive” practices, with its unfairness authority being “the broadest portion of
the Commission’s statutory authority.” 101 Indeed, this “unfairness” authority was initially
unrestrained by any statutory definition,102 and remained so until Congress added Section
5(n) in 1994. In addition to Section 5 authority, however, the FTC has also asserted violations
of other statutes in its data security enforcement, most notably the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act
(“GLBA”),103 Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (“COPPA”), 104 as well as regulations
promulgated under those statutes.105
Congress intentionally framed the FTC’s authority under Section 5 in the general terms “unfair” and “deceptive” to ensure that the agency could protect consumers and competition
throughout all trade and under changing circumstances.106 To be sure, this broad authority
has not been lost on the FTC, who readily acknowledges that “Congress intentionally framed
the statute in general terms,” which the agency interprets to mean “[t]he task of identifying
unfair methods of competition” as being “assigned to the Commission.”107 Despite the addi-

See generally Justin (Gus) Hurwitz, Data Security and the FTC's Uncommon Law, 101 Iowa L. Rev. 955, 964
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tion of Section 5(n) to the Act in 1994 to require cost-benefit analysis, this lack of clear statutory guidance as to what constitutes “unfair” proved to be problematic, with at least one
Commissioner recently recognizing that “nearly one hundred years after the agency’s creation, the Commission has still not articulated what constitutes … unfair… leaving many wondering whether the Commission’s Section 5 authority actually has any meaningful limits.”108
Commissioner Wright was referring to a lack of clarity around the meaning of unfairness in
competition cases, but his point holds more generally.
Given the broad nature of Section 5, few industries are beyond the FTC’s reach and the FTC
has met the broad statutory language with an equally broad exercise of its authority to enforce Section 5.109 The FTC has brought data security and privacy actions against advertising
companies, financial institutions, health care companies, and, perhaps most significantly,
companies engaged in providing data security products and services.110 Further, not only are
companies responsible for safeguarding their own data, but the FTC has also alleged that
companies are responsible for any data security failings of their third-party clients and vendors, too.111
Companies who are the victims of such cyber-attacks are victims themselves. They suffer
immense financial losses, stemming largely from reputational damage as customers are fearful of remaining loyal to companies who can’t protect their personal and financial information.112 According to one study, 76% of customers surveyed said they “would move away
from companies with a high record of data breaches,” with 90% responding that “there are
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apps and websites that pose risks to the protection and security of their personal information.”113 Unquestionably, data security is the cornerstone of the digital economy and digitization of the physical economy. As Naveen Menon, President of Cisco Systems for Southeast Asia, put it “[s]ecurity is what protects businesses, allowing them to innovate, build new
products and services.”114
The recent Equifax breach illustrates just how strongly reputational forces encourage companies to invest in data security. As of the time this testimony was being written, Equifax’s
post-hack stock had plummeted 30%.115 Given the enormous stakes for companies’ brands,
it is not difficult to understand why—with no clear guidance from Congress or the FTC—
companies have opted to settle and enter into consent decrees rather than risk further reputational damage and customer loss through embarrassing and costly litigation. 116 Out of
approximately 60 data security enforcement actions, only two defendants dared face an FTC
armed with near absolute discretion as to the interpretation of “reasonable” data security
practices. This hesitation to challenge the FTC in order to gain clarity from the courts about
what actually constitutes unreasonable practices — in addition to the more obvious reason
of escaping liability — was only reinforced by the LabMD case, where the company’s decision
to litigate against the FTC rather than enter into a consent decree led to its demise.117
Data security poses a unique challenge: unlike other unfairness cases, the company at issue
is both the victim (of data breaches) and the culprit (for allegedly having inadequate data
security). In such circumstances, the FTC should apply unfairness as more of a negligence
standard than strict liability. Consider both a company that has been hacked and a business
owner whose business has burned down. In both situations, it is very likely that employees
and customers lost items they consider to be precious — perhaps even irreplaceable. Additionally, it is equally likely that neither wanted this unfortunate event to occur. Finally, in
both situations, prosecutors would investigate the accident to determine the cause and as-
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sess the damage and costs. However, under the FTC’s current approach to Section 5 enforcement, how each business owner would be judged for liability purposes would vary greatly
despite these similarities.
Under the common law of torts, absent some criminal intent (e.g., insurance fraud) the businessman whose office burned down would only be held liable if he acted negligent in some
way. At common law, negligence involves either an act that a reasonable person would know
creates an unreasonable risk of harm to others.118 Should a prosecutor or third party bring
a lawsuit against the business owner, they would be required to put forth expert testimony
and a detailed analysis showing exactly how and why the owner’s negligence caused the fire.
Conversely, despite all of the FTC’s rhetoric about “reasonableness” — which, as one might
“reasonably” expect, should theoretically resemble a negligence-like framework — the FTC’s
approach to assessing whether a data security practice is unfair under Section 5 actually
more closely resembles a rule of strict liability.119 Indeed, rather than conduct any analysis
showing that (1) the company owed a duty to consumers and (2) how that the company’s
breach of that duty was the cause of the breach — either directly or proximately— which
injured the consumer, instead, as one judge noted, the FTC “kind of take them as they come
and decide whether somebody's practices were or were not within what's permissible from
your eyes….”120
There is no level of prudence that can avert every foreseeable harm. A crucial underpinning
of calculating liability in civil suits is that some accidents are unforeseeable, some damages
fall out of the chain of causation, and mitigation does not always equal complete prevention.
Thus our civil jurisprudence acknowledges that no amount of care can prevent all accidents
(fires, car crashes, etc.), or at least the standard of care required to achieve an accident rate
near zero would be wildly disproportionate, paternalistic, and unrealistic to real-world applications (e.g., setting the speed limit at 5 mph).
The chaos theory also applies to the unpredictability of data breaches. Thus, if the FTC wants
to regulate data security using a "common law" approach, then it must be willing to accept
that certain breaches are inevitable and liability should only arise where the company was
truly negligent. This is not simply a policy argument; it is the weighing of costs and benefits
that Section 5(n) requires — at least in theory. Companies do not want to be hacked any
118
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more than homeowners want their houses to burn down. The FTC should begin its analysis
of data security cases with that incentive in mind, and ask whether the company has acted
as a "reasonably prudent person" would.
This, then, presents the key question: what constitutes “reasonably prudent” data security
and privacy practices for purposes of avoiding liability under Section 5? To help inform Congress — and, in turn, the FTC — on how to go about answering this question, the remainder
of this testimony will focus on determining three key elements of this question: (1) the types
of injuries that should merit the FTC’s attention, (2) the analytical framework, built upon
empirical research and investigations, which should determine what constitutes “reasonable,” and (3) the pleading requirements to determine the specificity with which the FTC must
state its claim in the first instance.

IV.

Informational Injuries In Practice: Data Security & Privacy Enforcement to Date

In 2005, the FTC brought its first data security case premised solely on unfairness — against
a company (BJ’s Warehouse) not for violating the promises it had made to consumers, but
for the underlying adequacy of its data security practices.121 Whether this was a proper use
of Section 5 is not the important question — although it is essential to note that BJ’s Warehouse was the consent decree that launched the FTC’s use of unfairness for data security.a
thousand” more (or closer to “hundreds” in the context of privacy and data security). Even if
one stipulates that the FTC could have, and likely would have, prevailed on the merits, had
the case gone to trial, the important question is this: how might the Commission have
changed its approach to data security? That question becomes even more salient if one tries
to project back, asking what the Commission should have done then if it had known what we
know today: that twelve years later, we would still not have a single tech-related unfairness
case resolved on the merits (and only four that had made it to federal court).122
The Commission had, of course, asked Congress for comprehensive privacy legislation in
2000.123 Besides asking again, what else could the Commission have done? It could have be-
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gun a rulemaking under the Magnusson-Moss Act of 1975, subject to the procedural safeguards imposed by Congress in 1980 (after the FTC’s abuse of its rulemaking powers in the
intervening five years). But, as many have noted, it would be difficult to craft prescriptive
rules for data security or privacy in any rulemaking, and the process would have taken several years.
There was a third way: the FTC could have sought public comment on the issues of data security and privacy, issued a guidance document, then repeated the process every few years
to update the agency’s guidance to reflect current risks, technologies, and trade-offs. In short,
the Commission could have followed the model established by its Green Guides.

V.

The Green Guides as Model for Empirically Driven Guidance

As the FTC proceeds with Chairman Ohlhausen’s plans for a workshop on “informational injuries,” it should consider its own experience with the Green Guides as a model. The parallel
is not exact: the Guides focus entirely on deception, and primarily on consumer expectations,
while the FTC’s proposed “informational injuries” would involve both deception and unfairness. However, the Guides do still delve into substantiation of environmental marking claims,
and, thus, the underlying merits of what companies were promising their customers. FTC
guidance on the meaning of “informational injuries” in the context of data security and privacy would necessarily cover wider ground, ultimately attempting to understand harms as
well as “reasonable” industry practices under both deception and unfairness prongs. Still,
the Guides emphasis on empirical substantiation would serve the FTC well in attempting to
provide a clearer analytical basis for why a practice or action is deemed to have caused “informational injury” in certain cases, rather than merely stating what practices the FTC has
determined likely to cause such harm.
Though court guidance in this context may seem rarer than the birth of a giant panda, the
Third Circuit nonetheless provided some insight into the value of previous FTC guidance —
namely the FTC’s 2007 guidebook titled “Protecting Personal Information: A Guide for Business,” — in understanding harms and “reasonable” practices that constitute violations of
Section 5.124 Discussing this guidebook, which “describes a ‘checklist[]’ of practices that form
a ‘sound data security plan,’” the court notably found that, because “[t]he guidebook does not
state that any particular practice is required by [Section 5],” it, therefore, “could not, on its
own, provide ‘ascertainable’ certainty’ of the FTC’s interpretation of what specific cybersecurity practices fail [Section 5].” 125 Despite this recognition, the court still noted that the
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guidebook did “counsel against many of the specific practices” alleged in that specific case,
and thus, provided sufficient guidance in that very narrow holding to inform the defendant
of “what” conduct was not considered reasonable.126 Specifically, the court noted that the
guidebook recommended:
[T]hat companies “consider encrypting sensitive information that is stored on [a]
computer network ... [, c]heck ... software vendors' websites regularly for alerts
about new vulnerabilities, and implement policies for installing vendor-approved
patches.” It recommends using “a firewall to protect [a] computer from hacker attacks while it is connected to the Internet,” deciding “whether [to] install a ‘border’
firewall where [a] network connects to the Internet,” and setting access controls
that “determine who gets through the firewall and what they will be allowed to
see ... to allow only trusted employees with a legitimate business need to access
the network.” It recommends “requiring that employees use ‘strong’ passwords”
and cautions that “[h]ackers will first try words like ... the software's default password[ ] and other easy-to-guess choices.” And it recommends implementing a
“breach response plan,” id. at 16, which includes “[i]nvestigat[ing] security incidents immediately and tak[ing] steps to close off existing vulnerabilities or
threats to personal information.”127

Most notably, nowhere in the court’s discussion did it identify a single instance of the FTC
explaining why a certain practice is necessary or reasonable; instead the FTC had merely
asserted that companies should just accept the FTC’s suggestions, without any consideration
or analysis as to whether the immense costs that might be associated with implementing
many of these practices are in the consumers’ best interest. This is far from the weighing of
costs and benefits that Section 5(n) requires. By comparison, the Green Guides, while focused
on deception, reflect a deep empiricism about substantiation of environmental marketing
claims, informed by a notice and comment process and distilled into clear guidance accompanied by detailed analysis.
While multi-national corporations such as Wyndham might (arguably) possess the resources
to blindly implement any and all suggestions the FTC makes, and to follow the FTC’s pronouncements in each consent decree, the economic principle of scarcity will inevitably require smaller businesses with vastly fewer resources to make difficult decisions as to which
practices they should utilize to provide the greatest security possible with its limited resources. For example, using the list above, would a company with limited resources be acting
“reasonable” if it implemented a “breach response plan,” but failed to check every software
vendors’ website regularly for alerts? Further, would a company be engaging in “deceptive”
126
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practices if it failed to notify customers that, due to limited resources, it could only implement half of the FTC’s recommended practices? The answer to these questions matter and
will undoubtedly have significant consequences on how competitive small businesses remain in this country. As mentioned earlier, one study suggests that 76% of customers “would
move away from companies with a high record of data breaches,” with 90% responding that
“there are apps and websites that pose risks to the protection and security of their personal
information.”128 This shows that consumers are understandably concerned about how well
a company protects their data. If a company is essentially required to choose between admitting that it lacks the resources to implement advanced security practices on par with
large, established businesses, or risk an FTC action for “deception,” how can any startup or
small business expect to compete and grow in these polarizing circumstances?
Under the FTC’s current enforcement standards, this all shows how easily small businesses
may find themselves in a catch-22. On the one hand, if the business wishes to pretend it has
the resources to implement the same data security standards as multi-national corporations
in order to attract and maintain customers weary of their data being hacked, the business
will be acting “deceptively” in the eyes of the FTC, and will be open to the costly litigation,
reputational damage, and massive fines that come with it. On the other hand, if the small
business wishes to be open and readily admit that, due to resource constraints, its data security practices are anemic when compared to multi-national corporations, it will be open to
the loss of customers and businesses invariably linked to such claims. As this illustrates, how
can any startup or small business expect to compete without the FTC providing guidance as
to best practices based on empirical research — including economies of scale?
Thus, to ensure the ability of businesses to compete and make sound decisions as to the allocation of their finite resources, it is imperative that the FTC not only endeavor to provide
guidance as to what practices are sound, but also explain why such practices are necessary,
as well as “how much” is necessary, especially in relation to a business’s size and available
resources.

A. The Green Guides (1992-2012)
First published in 1992, the Guides represented the Commission’s attempt to better understand a novel issue before jumping in to case-by-case enforcement. By 1991, it was becoming
increasingly common for companies to tout the environmental benefits of their products. In
some ways, these claims were no different from traditional marketing claims: the FTC’s job
was to make sure consumers “got the benefit of the bargain.” But in other ways, it was less
See VANSONBOURNE, DATA BREACHES AND CUSTOMER LOYALTY REPORT (2015), http://www.vansonbourne.com/client-research/18091501JD.
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clear exactly what that “benefit” was — such as regarding recycling content, recyclability,
compostability, biodegradability, refillability, sourcing of products, etc. Rather than asserting how much of each of these consumers should get, the Commission sought to ground its
understanding of these concepts in empirical data about what consumers actually expected.
As the Commission summarized its approach in the Statement of Basis and Purpose for the
2012 update:
The Commission issued the Guides to help marketers avoid making deceptive
claims under Section 5 of the FTC Act. Under Section 5, a claim is deceptive if it
likely misleads reasonable consumers. Because the Guides are based on how consumers reasonably interpret claims, consumer perception data provides the best
evidence upon which to formulate guidance. As EPA observed, however, perceptions can change over time. The Guides, as administrative interpretations of Section 5, are inherently flexible and can accommodate evolving consumer perceptions. Thus, if a marketer can substantiate that consumers purchasing its product
interpret a claim differently than what the Guides provide, its claims comply with
the law.129

Of course, as the Deception Policy Statement notes, “If the representation or practice affects
or is directed primarily to a particular group, the Commission examines reasonableness from
the perspective of that group.”130 Thus, the Commission immediately added the following:
the Green Guides are based on marketing to a general audience. However, when a
marketer targets a particular segment of consumers, such as those who are particularly knowledgeable about the environment, the Commission will examine
how reasonable members of that group interpret the advertisement. The Commission adds language in Section 260.1(d) of the Guides to emphasize this point.
Marketers, nevertheless, should be aware that more sophisticated consumers
may not view claims differently than less sophisticated consumers. In fact, the
Commission’s study yielded comparable results for both groups.131

This bears emphasis because many speak of privacy-sensitive consumers as a separate market segment, and argue that we should apply deception in privacy cases based upon their
expectations. But here, unlike in privacy, the Commission actually undertook empirical research — which turned not to support an idea that probably seemed intuitively obvious: that
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more environmentally knowledgeable or “conscious” consumers had different interpretation of environmental marketing claims.
The Commission issued the first Green Guides in August 1992, thirteen months after two
days of public hearings, including a 90-day public comment period in between. The Commission followed this process in issuing revised Green Guides in 1996, 1998, and 2012. So detailed was the Commission’s analysis, across so many different fact patterns, that, while the
2012 Guides ran a mere 12 pages in the Federal Register,132 the Statement of Basis and Purpose for them ran a staggering 314 pages.133 In each update, the FTC explored how the previous version of the Guides addresses each, the FTC’s proposal, comments received on the
proposal and justification for the final rule. In short, the FTC was doing something a lot like
rulemaking. Except, of course, the Guides are not themselves legally binding.
The FTC has never done anything even resembling this type of comprehensive guide for data
security or privacy. Indeed, just this year, the FTC touted “a series of blog posts” as a grand
accomplishment in the FTC’s “ongoing efforts to help businesses ensure they are taking reasonable steps to protect and secure consumer data.”134 The FTC has regularly trumpeted its
2012 Privacy Report, but that document does something very different. Most notably, the
Report calls on industry actors to self-police in the most general of terms, making statements
like “to the extent that strong privacy codes are developed, the Commission will view adherence to such codes favorably in connection with its law enforcement work.” 135 Unlike the
focus on substance and comprehensiveness of the Green Guides, the 2012 Privacy Report
speaks in generalities, dictating “areas where the FTC will be active,” such as in monitoring
Do Not Track implementation or promoting enforceable self-regulatory codes.136 The lack of
a Statement of Basis and Purpose akin to that issued in updating the Green Guides (the 2012
Statement totaled a whopping 314 pages) introduces unpredictability into the enforcement
process, and chills industry action on data security and privacy.
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In all, the Green Guides offer a clear, workable model for how the FTC could provide empirically grounded guidance on data security and privacy — even without any action by Congress. The key steps in issuing such guidance would be:
1. Study current industry practices across a wide range of businesses;
2. Gather data on consumer expectations, rather than making assumptions about consumer preferences;
3. Engage the Bureau of Economics and the FTC’s growing team of in-house technologists in analysis of the costs and benefits of practice; and
4. Issue (at least) biennial or triennial guidance to reflect the changing nature, degree,
and applicability of data security and privacy regulations.
Short of rulemaking, this rulemaking-like approach offers the most clarity, comprehensibility, and predictability for both FTC enforcement staff and industry actors.

B. What the Commission Said in 2012 about Modifying the Guides
There is an obvious tension between conducting thorough empirical assessments to inform
updating Commission guidance and how often that guidance can be updated: the more regular the update, the more difficult it will be to for the Commission to maintain methodological rigor in justifying that update. The 2012 Statement of Basis and Purpose noted requests
that the Commission review and update the Guides every two or three years, but concluded:
Given the comprehensive scope of the review process, the Commission cannot
commit to conducting a full-scale review of the Guides more frequently than every
ten years. The Commission, however, need not wait ten years to review particular
sections of the Guides if it has reason to believe changes are appropriate. For example, the Commission can accelerate the scheduled review to address significant
changes in the marketplace, such as a substantial change in consumer perception
or emerging environmental claims. When that happens, interested parties may
contact the Commission or file petitions to modify the Guides pursuant to the
Commission’s general procedures.137

This strikes a sensible balance. Unfortunately, this is not at all how the Commission has handled modification of the 2012 Green Guides. Within a year, the FTC would modify the Green
guides substantially with no such process for empirical substantiation to justify the new
change. And this year, not five years after the issuance of the Guides, it modified the Guides
yet again.
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VI.

Eroding the Green Guides and their Empirical Approach

While the Green Guides offer a model for empirically grounded consumer protection, the
Commission has gradually moved away from that approach since issuing its last update to
the Green Guides in 2012 — following an approach that more closely resembles its approach
to data security and privacy.

A. Modification of the Green Guides by Policy Statement (2013)
In 2013, FTC issued an enforcement policy statement clarifying how it would apply the Green
Guides,138 updated just the year after taking notice-and-comment, to architectural coatings
such as paint. The Commission appended this Policy Statement onto its settlement with PPG
Architectural Finishes, Inc. (“PPG”) and The Sherwin-Williams Company (“Sherwin-Williams”) to settle alleged violations of Section 5 for marketing paints as being “Free” of Volatile
Organic Compounds (VOCs).139 Specifically, the Policy Statement focused on application of
the 2012 Green Guides’ trace-amount test, which provided:
Depending on the context, a free-of or does-not-contain claim is appropriate even
for a product, package, or service that contains or uses a trace amount of a substance if: (1) the level of the specified substance is no more than that which would
be found as an acknowledged trace contaminant or background level; (2) the substance’s presence does not cause material harm that consumers typically associate with that substance; and (3) the substance has not been added intentionally
to the product.140

The Policy Statement made two clarifications specific to architectural coatings:
First, the “material harm” prong specifically includes harm to the environment
and human health. This refinement acknowledges that consumers find both the
environmental and health effects of VOCs material in evaluating VOC-free claims
for architectural coatings.
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Second, the orders define “trace level” as the background level of VOCs in the ambient air, as opposed to the level at which the VOCs in the paint would be considered “an acknowledged trace contaminant.” The harm consumers associate with
VOCs in coatings is caused by emissions following application. Thus measuring
the impact on background levels of VOCs in the ambient air aligns with consumer
expectations about VOC-free claims for coatings.141

In both respects, the Policy Statement amended the Green Guides — while purporting merely
to mirror the Guides. Most notably, the Guides had always been grounded in claims about
environmental harms. For example, the Statement of Basis and Purpose for the 2012 Update
had said:
In this context [the “free of” section of the Guides”], the Commission reminds marketers that although the Guides provide information on making truthful environmental claims, marketers should be cognizant that consumers may seek
out free-of claims for non-environmental reasons. For example, as multiple commenters stated, chemically sensitive consumers may be particularly likely to seek
out products with free-of claims, and risk the most grievous injury from deceptive
claims.142

But now the FTC’s enforcement framework would, for the first time, focus on “human health”
as well. In principle, this is perfectly appropriate: after all, “Unjustified consumer injury is
the primary focus of the FTC Act,” as the Unfairness Policy Statement reminds us.143 But note
that the Commission was not bringing an unfairness claim — which would have required
satisfying the cost-benefit analysis of Section 5(n). Instead, the Commission was bringing a
pure deception claim, as with any Green Guides claim. But unlike deception cases brought
under the Green Guides, the Commission provided none of the kind of empirical evidence
about how consumers understood green marketing claims that had informed the Green
Guides. The Commission did not seek public comment on this proposed enforcement policy
statement, nor did it supply any such evidence of its own.
In short, the 2013 Policy Statement represented not merely a de facto amendment of the
Green Guides, undermining the precedential value of the Guides and of all other FTC guidance documents, but a break with the empirical approach by which the FTC had developed
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the Guides since 1992. This alone should call into question the FTC’s willingness, in recent
years, to ground consumer protection work in empirical analysis. But worse was yet to come.

B. Modification of the Green Guides by Re-Opening Consent Decree
(2017)
This July, Ohlhausen, now Acting Chairwoman, effectively proposed amending the FTC’s
Green Guides — first issued in 1992 and updated in 1996, 1998 and 2012 — via proposed
consent orders issued to four paint companies accused of deceptively promoting emissionfree or zero volatile organic compounds in violation of Section 5 of the FTC Act.144 In the
corresponding press release, the Commission said it plans to “propose harmonizing changes
to two earlier consent orders issued in the similar PPG Architectural Finishes, Inc. (Docket
No. C-4385) and the Sherwin Williams Company (Docket No. C-4386) matters,” and plans to
“issue orders to show cause why those matters should not be modified pursuant to Section
3.72(b) of the Commission Rules of Practice, 16 C.F.R. 3.72(b),” if the consent orders are finalized.145
This repeated, and compounded, the two sins committed by the FTC in 2013: (1) undermining the value of Commission guidance (here, both the 2012 Guides and the 2013 Enforcement
Policy Statement) by reminding all affected parties that guidance provided one day can be
changed or revoked the next and (2) failing to provide empirical substantiation for its new
approach. To these sins, the Commission added two more: (3) revoking guidance that had
been treated as authoritative, and relied upon, by regulated parties for the previous four
years through a consent decree and (4) re-opening the two consent decrees to which the
2013 Enforcement policy was attached to “harmonize” them with the FTC’s new approach.
Revoking guidance treated as authoritative raises fundamental constitutional concerns
about “fair notice.” Re-opening consent decrees raises even more serious concerns about the
FTC’s process.
These concerns are reflected in recently proposed FTC settlements. In the 2013 PPG and
Sherwin-Williams consent orders, the Commission specified the scope of its jurisdiction in
Article II of the orders, stating:
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IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that respondent, directly or through any corporation,
subsidiary, division, trade name, or other device, in connection with the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for sale, sale, or distribution of
any covered product in or affecting commerce, shall not make any representation,
in any manner, expressly or by implication, regarding:
A. The VOC level of such product; or
B. Any other environmental benefit or attribute of such product,
unless the representation is true, not misleading, and, at the time it is made, respondent possesses and relies upon competent and reliable scientific evidence
that substantiates the representation.146

In the same orders, the Commission defined “trace” levels of VOCs as including a “human
health” component, stating:
7. “Trace” level of VOCs shall mean:
A. VOCs have not been intentionally added to the product;
B. The presence of VOCs at that level does not cause material harm that consumers
typically associate with VOCs, including but not limited to, harm to the environment or human health; and
C. The presence of VOCs at that level does not result in concentrations higher than
would be found at background levels in the ambient air.147

While the inclusion of language that specified health as a VOC-related hazard created no immediate substantive changes, it laid the groundwork for a broadening of what constitutes a
legitimate claim under the definition of VOC. Specifically, this would mean that the FTC
would only have to take one additional step to claim a VOC-related violation if a company did
not meet some broad, amorphous standard of “human health” conceived by the FTC. In fact,
the 2017 Benjamin & Moore Co., Inc., ICP Construction Inc., YOLO Colorhouse LLC, and Imperial Paints, LLC consent orders took this additional step in an updated Article II, stating:
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Respondent …. must not make any representation,
expressly or by implication … regarding:
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A. The emission of the covered product;
B. The VOC level of the covered product;
C. The odor of the covered product;
D. Any other health benefit or attribute of, or risk associated with exposure to, the
covered product, including those related to VOC, emission, or chemical composition; or
E. Any other environmental benefit or attribute of the covered product, including
those related to VOC, emission, or chemical composition, unless the representation is non-misleading, including that, at the time such representation is made,
Respondent possesses and relies upon competent and reliable scientific evidence
that is sufficient in quality and quantity based on standards generally accepted in
the relevant scientific fields, when considered in light of the entire body of relevant and reliable scientific evidence, to substantiate that the representation is
true.

Given the nature and type of these products, it is possible that health-related hazards should
have been included in these particular consent orders. This would imply that it is the specific
context of these cases that serves as a justification for the inclusion of the health-related language. However, the harmonization of these new orders with the 2013 PPG and SherwinWilliams orders would create new, broader obligations on those two companies. More generally, this would imply that the basis of the FTC’s authority emanates not from the context
in which the claim is brought, but instead from the very nature of VOCs, i.e. as newly-deemed
health hazards.
As a general principle, this means that, under its deception authority, the FTC could create
ex post facto justifications for expanding its enforcement powers arbitrarily and with no forward guidance. For example, although the voluminous 2012 Green Guides Statement of Basis
and Purpose made no mention of health risks,148 the Commission found a way to add it on to
previous consent agreements in a unilateral, non-deliberative way. This places industry actors at the mercy of the FTC, which can alter previous consent orders based on present or
future interpretations of “deception.”

C. Remember Concerns over Revocation of the Disgorgement Policy?
It is ironic that it should be this particular FTC that would modify a Policy Statement, which
was treated as authoritative by regulated parties for four years and which was itself a surreptitious modification of a Guide issued through public notice and comment (and resulting
148
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in a 314-page Statement of Basis and Purpose), through such summary means — given that
Acting Chairman Ohlhausen had previously urged greater deliberation and public input in
withdrawing a policy statement.
In July 2012, the FTC summarily revoked its 2003 Policy Statement on Monetary Equitable
Remedies in Competition Cases (commonly called the “Disgorgement Policy Statement”)149
on a 2-1 vote.150 Commissioner Ohlhausen, the sole Republican on the Commission at the
time, objected: “we are moving from clear guidance on disgorgement to virtually no guidance
on this important policy issue.”151 She also objected to the cursory, non-deliberative nature
of the underlying process:
I am troubled by the seeming lack of deliberation that has accompanied the withdrawal of the Policy Statement. Notably, the Commission sought public comment
on a draft of the Policy Statement before it was adopted. That public comment
process was not pursued in connection with the withdrawal of the statement. I
believe there should have been more internal deliberation and likely public input
before the Commission withdrew a policy statement that appears to have served
this agency well over the past nine years.152

What then-Commissioner Ohlhausen said then about revocation of a policy statement remains true now about substantial modification of a policy statement (which is effectively a
partial withdrawal of previous guidance): both internal debate and public input are essential. Burying the request for public comment in a press release about new settlements hardly
counts as an adequate basis for reconsidering the 2013 Policy Statement — let alone modifying the 2012 Green Guides.

D. What Re-Opening FTC Settlements Could Mean for Tech Companies
The Commission could have, at any time over the last twenty years, undertaken the kind of
empirical analysis that led to the Green Guides, and published guidance about interpretation
of Section 5, but never did so. Instead, the Commission issued only a series of reports making
broad, general recommendations. In fact, in one of the only two data security cases not to

Fed. Trade Comm’n, Policy Statement on Monetary Equitable Remedies in Competition Cases, 68 Fed. Reg.
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end in a consent decree, a federal district judge blasted the FTC’s decision not provide any
data security standards:
No wonder you can't get this resolved, because if [a 20-year consent order is] the
opening salvo, even I would be outraged, or at least I wouldn't be very receptive
to it if that's the opening bid…. You have been completely unreasonable about this.
And even today you are not willing to accept any responsibility…. I think that you
will admit that there are no security standards from the FTC. You kind of take them
as they come and decide whether somebody's practices were or were not within
what's permissible from your eyes…. [H]ow does any company in the United
States operate when . . . [it] says, well, tell me exactly what we are supposed to do,
and you say, well, all we can say is you are not supposed to do what you did….
[Y]ou ought to give them some guidance as to what you do and do not expect, what
is or is not required. You are a regulatory agency. I suspect you can do that.153

In recent years, the Commission has proudly trumpeted its “common law of consent decrees”
as providing guidance to regulated entities.154 Now, everyone must understand that those
consent decrees may be modified at any time, particularly those consent decrees that are
ordered by the Commission (as opposed to a federal court). As the Supreme Court made
clear, “[t]he Commission has statutory power to reopen and modify its orders at all times.”155
In order to reopen and modify an order, the Commission faces an incredibly low bar, having
to merely show that it has “reasonable grounds to believe that public interest at the present
time would be served by reopening.”156 Meanwhile, the FTC’s consent decrees often stipulate
that the defendant “waives… all rights to seek judicial review or otherwise challenge or contest the validity of the order entered pursuant to this agreement.”157

Transcript of Proceedings at 91, 94-95, LabMD, Inc. v. Fed. Trade Comm'n, No. 1:14-CV-810-WSD, 2014 WL
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But in cases where the FTC needs a court to issue a consent decree (e.g., to obtain an injunction or restitution), if the FTC wishes to modify the decree, it must at least meet the requirements imposed by Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 60:158 the FTC must meet a heightened
pleading standard through a showing of, for example, “fraud,” “mistake,” or “newly discovered evidence” necessitating such a modification.159 Furthermore, the FTC does not have the
freedom to modify court ordered consent decrees “at any time,” as with settlements, but
must file a motion “within a reasonable time” — the same standard that applies to all litigants
in federal court.160
Why should there be such radically different standards? It is true that violating court-ordered consent decrees can result in criminal liability penalties, while violating Commissionordered consent decrees means only civil penalties — but those penalties may be significant.
For example, in 2015, the FTC imposed a $100 million fine against Lifelock for violating a
2010 consent decree by failing to provide “reasonable” data security161 — over eight times
the amount of the company’s 2010 settlement and two thirds of the company’s entire revenue that quarter ($156.2 million).162 In general, arbitrarily-imposed, post-hoc civil liability
carries the risk of causing significant economic loss, reputational harm, and even business
closure. For example, the Commission could re-open all its past data security and privacy
cases to modify the meaning of the term “covered information.” To the extent that companies
are found to be in non-compliance with the new standard, they would be liable for prosecution to the full extent of the FTC’s powers. Besides compromising the ability of existing industry actors to comply, invest, and grow, this would have the effect of deterring new actors
from entering a data-based industry for fear of uncertainty and retroactive prosecution.
Congress should reassess the standard by which the FTC may reopen and modify its own
orders. In doing so, it should begin with the question articulated long ago by the Supreme
Court: “whether any thing has happened that will justify … changing a decree.”163 In answering this question, the Court made clear that “[n]othing less than a clear showing of grievous
Fed. R. Civ. P. 60 (stating that “the court may relieve a party or its legal representative from a final judgment, order, or proceeding” for certain reasons, including “mistake,” “newly discovered evidence,” “fraud,”
and “any other reason that justifies relief.”).
158
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wrong evoked by new and unforeseen conditions should lead us to change what was decreed
... with the consent of all concerned.”164 The reason for the Court’s hesitation to modify consent decrees should be obvious: despite retaining the force of a court order, consent decrees
are, at their core, stipulated terms mutually agreed to by the parties to the litigation, similar
to traditional settlements of civil litigation. Thus, by choosing to settle and enter into consent
decrees, “[t]he parties waive their right to litigate the issues involved in the case and thus
save themselves the time, expense, and inevitable risk of litigation.”165
In federal court, Rule 60 forces parties to show that circumstances have indeed changed
enough to justify modification of a court order. However, having to only show that it believes
the “public interest” would be served, the FTC essentially is not required to make any showing of necessity that would counterbalance the value of preserving the terms of the settlement. Given the enormous weight the FTC itself has placed upon its “common law of consent
decrees,” as a substitute both for judicial decisions and clearer guidance from the agency,
Congress should find it alarming that the FTC is now undermining the value of that pseudocommon law.
Ultimately, allowing the FTC to modify such agreements without showing any real cause not
only negates the value of such agreements to each company (in efficiently resolving the enforcement action and allowing the company to move on), but more systemically and perhaps
more importantly, it diminishes the public’s trust in the government to be true to its word.
Procedure matters. When agencies fail to utilize fair procedures in developing laws, the public’s faith in both the laws and underlying institutions is diminished. This, in turn, undermines their effectiveness and further erodes the public’s trust in the legal institutions upon
which our democracy rests.166 Thus, even in instances where the policy behind the rule may
be sound, a failure by the implementing agency to follow basic due process will undermine
the public’s faith and deprive businesses of the certainty they need to thrive.167
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VII.

Better Empirical Research & Investigations

Why doesn’t the FTC do more empirical research — the kind that went into the Green Guides?
What should the process around, and following, its forthcoming workshop on “informational
injuries” look like?

A. What the FTC Does Now
Since 2013, the FTC has published each January an annual report titled the “Privacy & Data
Security Update.”168 The 2016 Report169 boasts the FTC’s “unparalleled experience in consumer privacy enforcement170” and the wide spectrum of offline, online, and mobile privacy
practices that the Commission has addressed with enforcement actions:
[The FTC] has brought enforcement actions against well-known companies, such
as Google, Facebook, Twitter, and Microsoft, as well as lesser-known companies.
The FTC’s consumer privacy enforcement orders do not just protect American
consumers; rather, they protect consumers worldwide from unfair or deceptive
practices by businesses within the FTC’s jurisdiction.171

Given the far-reaching scope of the FTC’s jurisdiction on Section 5 enforcement and the wide
range of companies that have settled “informational injury” cases, one might expect the these
annual “Updates” to do more than merely summarize the previous year’s activities, and instead provide empirical research into the privacy and data threats facing consumers. By failing to do so, the Commission not only leaves businesses in the dark as to what constitutes
“reasonable” practices in the Government’s eyes, but fails to inform them of the best practices available to ensure that Americans’ data and privacy is adequately protected.
For example, if the Commission is to proudly report that consumer protection was achieved
from settling charges with a mobile ad network on the grounds that “[the company] deceived
consumers by falsely leading them to believe they could reduce the extent to which the company tracked them online and on their mobile phones,”172 that Commission’s work should
not have ended there as a single bullet-point of the Commission’s many highlights. As an
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enforcement agency with vast interpretive powers on deceptive practices, and an investigative body with considerable analytical resources, the Commission has a further duty to
clearly explain the empirical rationale that substantiates the settlement: Just how do consumers understand privacy in the use of advertising cookies? How might companies use Do
Not Track signals, given those consumer expectations, to provide an effective opt-out mechanism? How should the standard differ based on the sizes of companies and the services they
provide? What “informational injuries” occur when consumers unknowingly receiving tailored advertisements through the use of unique device identifiers? It is one thing to say that
the Commission should not have to answer all these questions in its pleadings, or even in
order to prevail in a deception case. It is quite another to say that the Commission should not
be expected to perform any research even after the fact, especially on matters that recur
across a larger arc of enforcement actions.
Unforeseen vulnerabilities are the inevitable side-effect of rapid technological advancements; in the area of data privacy and security, new consumer risks will arise continually,
raising questions that should merit careful quantitative and qualitative analyses. However,
in its “Privacy & Data Security Update,” the FTC essentially asserts an answer without “showing its work.”
This is in stark comparison to the FTC’s approach on the Green Guides, where “the Commission sought comment on a number of general issues, including the continuing need for, and
economic impact of, the Guides, as well as the Guides’ effect on environmental claims”:173
[B]ecause the Guides are based on consumer understanding of environmental
claims, consumer perception research provides the best evidence upon which to
formulate guidance. The Commission therefore conducted its own study in July
and August of 2009. The study presented 3,777 participants with questions calculated to determine how they understood certain environmental claims. The first
portion of the study examined general environmental benefit claims (“green” and
“eco-friendly”), as well as “sustainable,” “made with renewable materials,” “made
with renewable energy,” and “made with recycled materials” claims. To examine
whether consumers’ understanding of these claims differed depending on the
product being advertised, the study tested the claims as they appeared on three
different products: wrapping paper, a laundry basket, and kitchen flooring. The
second portion of the study tested carbon offset and carbon neutral claims.174

Here is an excellent example of the FTC’s use of consumer perception data to study the effect
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perception over time, to substantiate deception claims. Even with the empirical research
grounded in a large sample size, the Commission continued to reanalyze “claims appearing
in marketing on a case-by-case basis because [the Commission] lacked information about
how consumers interpret these claims.”175 The “Green Guides: Statement of Basis and Purpose”176 is a 314 page document that comprehensively reviews the Commission’s economic
and consumer perception studies and weighs different empirical methodologies on the appropriate model of risk assessment. It meaningfully fleshes out the Green Guides’ core guidance on the “(1) general principles that apply to all environmental marketing claims; (2) how
consumers are likely to interpret particular claims and how marketers can substantiate
these claims; and (3) how marketers can qualify their claims to avoid deceiving consumers,”
with self-awareness of the economic impact of regulations and a robust metric on consumer
expectations to materialize the Commission’s enforcement policies.
It is deeply troubling that this level of thoroughness evades the Commission’s privacy enforcement, where the toolbox of economics remains unopened in managing the information
flows of commercial data in boundless technology sectors pervading everyday life. The FTC’s
history of consent decrees provides nothing more than anecdotal evidence that some guiding
principle is present, within the vague conceptual frameworks of “privacy by design,” “data
minimization”, or “notice and choice.”177” Data privacy and security regulations do not exist
in a silo, abstracted and harbored from real-life economic consequences for the consumers,
firms, and stakeholders—whose interests intersect at the axis of the costs and benefits of
implementing privacy systems, the need for working data in nascent industries, and the market’s right to make informed decisions. Consumer protection through privacy regulation is
undoubtedly a matter of economic significance parallel to antitrust policies or the label marketing in the Green Guides. Personally identifiable information (“PII”) is a valuable corporate
asset like any other,178 with competitive market forces affecting how it is processed, shared,
and retained. Modern consumers are cognizant of the tradeoffs they make at the convenience
of integrated technology services, and the downstream uses of their data. Accordingly, not
every technical deviation from a company’s privacy policy is an affront to consumer welfare
that causes “unavoidable harms not outweighed by the benefits to consumers or competition.”179 The FTC has too long failed to articulate the privacy risks it intends to rectify, nor to
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quantify the “material” consumer harm through behavioral economics or any empirical metric substantiated beyond its usual ipso facto assertion of deception.

B. The Paperwork Reduction Act
A noteworthy legislation that defined the FTC’s administrative authority after Congress imposed additional safeguards upon the FTC’s Magnuson-Moss rulemaking powers in 1980 is
the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 (“PRA”).180 These two 1980 enactments must be understood together as embodying Carter-era attempts to reduce the burdens of government.
Specifically, Congress intended the PRA to serve as an administrative check on the Federal
agency’s information collection policy, with the goal of reducing paperwork burdens for individuals, businesses, and nonprofits by requiring the FTC to seek clearance from the Office
of Management and Budget (“OMB”) on compulsory process orders surveying ten or more
members of the public.
The “collection of information” that falls under the constraints of the PRA is defined as:
the obtaining, causing to be obtained, soliciting, or requiring the disclosure to
third parties or the public, of facts or opinions by or for an agency, regardless of
form or format, calling for either— answers to identical questions posed to, or
identical reporting or recordkeeping requirements imposed on, ten or more persons, other than agencies, instrumentalities, or employees of the United States.181

Some have claimed that the PRA has hampered the FTC’s ability to collect data from companies and thus to perform better analysis of industry practices, informational injuries, and the
like. The FTC’s power to gather information without “a specific law enforcement purpose”
derives from Section 6(b) of the FTC Act, which the FTC has summarized in relevant part as
follows:
Section 6(b) empowers the Commission to require the filing of "annual or special
reports or answers in writing to specific questions" for the purpose of obtaining
information about "the organization, business, conduct, practices, management,
and relation to other corporations, partnerships, and individuals" of the entities
to whom the inquiry is addressed. 182
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Such reports would certainly be helpful for providing better substantiated guidance regarding data privacy and security practices. It is worth carefully considering what the PRA requires and how it might affect the FTC’s collection of data. There is indeed some circumstantial evidence to suggest that the FTC may be structuring its 6(b) inquiries to avoid the PRA,
by limiting the number of firms from which the FTC requests data to fewer than ten183 — the
threshold for triggering the PRA’s requirements.
A case study on the FTC’s survey of Patent Assertion Entities (“PAEs”)184 illustrates two potential ways the PRA might affect the FTC’s collection of empirical data and thus the quality
of its analysis and guidance in data security and privacy cases. First, by its own terms, the
PRA applies even to voluntary data-collection of the sort that could allow the FTC compile
“line of business” studies that consider wider practices beyond a single case:
[T]he obtaining, causing to be obtained, soliciting, or requiring the disclosure to
an agency, third parties or the public of information by or for an agency … whether
such collection of information is mandatory, voluntary, or required to obtain or retain a benefit.185

The burden-minimization goal of the PRA is evaluated by the OMB based on broad, unpredictable criteria, such as whether the “the proposed collection of information is necessary
for the proper performance of the functions of the agency, including whether the information
will have practical utility.”186 The PRA has been enforced by the OMB with tunnel vision on
reducing the burden of paperwork and compliance, measured quite simply on the metric of
man hours spent processing the paperwork.187 However, the more important question lies
on balancing the potential burden of information collection with the value of added research
and empirical data on FTC policymaking. The balance was correctly struck on the Green
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Guides, where the PRA analysis was satisfied upon a consideration of the benefits of consumer surveys which outweighed the minimal burdens to the respondents:
Overall burden for the pretest and questionnaire would thus be 2,511 hours. The
cost per respondent should be negligible. Participation is voluntary and will not
require start-up, capital, or labor expenditures by respondents.188

Moreover, the FTC integrated various suggestions on the study methodology and data collection methods submitted in a public comment by the General Electric Company (“GE”), to
ensure that the Commission surveyed “a proper universe of consumers” upon which to “obtain accurate projections of national sentiment.”189
With respect to GE’s concern about identifying the ‘‘proper universe of consumers,’’ FTC staff has included in the questionnaire a brief section of questions that
address participants’ level of interest in environmental issues. For example, one
question asks: ‘‘In the past six months, have you chosen to purchase one product
rather than another because the product is better for the environment?’’ Through
analyses of answers to such questions, staff can compare the study responses of
participants who have a high degree of interest in environmental issues and who
take these issues into account when making purchasing decisions with responses
of participants who are not as concerned with environmental issues.
GE also asserts that the FTC should ensure a ‘‘proper sample size.’’ The FTC staff
determined the sample size of 3,700 consumers based on several considerations,
including the funds available for the study, the cost of different sample size configurations, the number of environmental claims to be examined, and a power
analysis. In this study, 150 participants will see each of the various environmental
marketing claims to be compared. Staff believes that this will be adequate to allow
comparisons across treatment cells.190

By contrast, the FTC study on PAEs, which also received PRA clearance, compiled “nonpublic
data on licensing agreements, patent acquisition practices, and related costs and revenues”191 to illuminate how PAEs operate in patent enforcement activity outside the confines
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of litigation records. But even when the OMB cleared the PAE study, the FTC chose a limited
sample size of “25 PAEs, 9 wireless chipset manufacturers that hold patents, and 6 non-practicing wireless chipset patent holders.”192 This restrictive sample size significantly limited
the applicability of the Commission’s conclusions. More broadly, it suggests a shift towards
a general reluctance to design and implement systemic research even when the required administrative blessing is obtained under the PRA.
The PRA Guide of 2011 outlines information collection policies and procedures, albeit with
only a superficial explanation of statistical methodologies, and zero mention of survey design
and quantitative research methods. 193 It is a cause for concern that the OMB’s task of cutting
down on the amount of paperwork is framed so parochially, for the short term goal of reducing participation hours, without perhaps considering cases where the quality and usability
of the research itself depends on obtaining a larger sample. The mandate to limit the sample
size of survey respondents ironically defeats the “practical utility” of the research, which is
one of the main cornerstones of the PRA.
On the other hand, the PRA does not apply to all voluntary collection — only when the FTC
sends “identical” questions to ten or more companies (whether their answer is voluntary or
compulsory). The PRA would not apply to the FTC requesting public comment, such as it has
done through the Green Guides process. This point is critical: while targeting specific companies with the same questions might well prove useful in informing the FTC’s understanding of informational injuries, the FTC’s failure to collect more such data thus far, to analyze
it, and to publish it in useful guidance can in no way be blamed on the requirements of the
PRA. Nor can it excuse the FTC staff for relying on an expert witness in the LabMD case whose
recommendations about “reasonable” data security referred exclusively to the practices of
Fortune 500 companies, without referencing any small businesses comparable in size and
technical sophistication to LabMD.194
Indeed, the PRA Guide exempts from the definition of “information,” and thus eliminates the
need for clearance on, the collection of “facts or opinions submitted in response to general
solicitations of comments from the general public”195 and “examinations designed to test the
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aptitude, abilities, or knowledge of the person tested for a collection.”196 The PRA poses no
impediment to the FTC taking a proactive approach on conducting empirical research on
data privacy by calling for consumer survey participants, holding public workshops, or from
analyzing public data such as companies’ privacy policies as a means to test privacy risk
perception and consumer expectations. The Green Guides illustrate just how much data collection the FTC can do to substantiate its policymaking with empirical and economic research, based on real consumer studies.

VIII.

Pleading, Settlement and Merits Standards under Section 5

In general, the FTC Act currently sets a very low bar for bringing complaints: “reason to believe that [a violation may have occurred]” and that “it shall appear to the Commission that
[an enforcement action] would be to the interest of the public.”197 In practice, this has become the standard for settlements, since the Act does not provide such a standard, and the
FTC commonly issues both together. This raises three questions:
1. What should the standard be for issuing complaints?
2. Closely related, what should the standard be for courts weighing a defendant’s motions to dismiss?
3. What should the standard be for settling cases?
Raising all three bars would do much to improve the quality of the agency’s “common law”
in several respects:
1. It would provide greater rigor for FTC staff throughout the course of the investigation;
2. Companies would be less likely to settle, and more likely to litigate, if they had a better
chance of prevailing at the motion to dismiss stage; and
3. Complaints that settle before trial (after the FTC has survived a motion to dismiss)
would, or complaints that the FTC has withdrawn (after the FTC has lost a motion to
dismiss) would provide more guidance standing on their own as the final, principle
record of each case.
We take the questions raised above in reverse order, beginning with the standard by which
a court will assess a motion to dismiss and concluding with the standard by which Commissioners will decide whether to issue a complaint (and thus, in nearly every case, also a settlement):
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A. Pleading & Complaint Standards
Fortunately, the courts are already moving towards requiring the FTC to do a better job of
writing its pleadings (complaints) or face dismissal of its complaints — at least with respect
to deception. Congress should take note of the current case law on this issue and consider
codifying a heightened pleading requirement for any use of Section 5.
Heightened pleading standards can be fatal to normal plaintiffs, who need to survive a motion to dismiss in order to obtain the discovery they need to actually prevail on the merits.
But the FTC has uniquely broad investigative powers. It is difficult to see why they would
ever need court-ordered discovery — in other words, why would it be a problem for the
Commission to have to do more to ground their complaints in the requirements of Section 5,
as made clear in the FTC’s Deception and Unfairness policy statements, and Section 5(n).
Today, the FTC wants the best of both worlds: vast pre-trial discovery power and the low bar
for pleadings claimed by normal plaintiffs who lack that power.
At a minimum, the FTC should be required to plead its Section 5 claims with specificity. Ideally, this standard would closely mirror a “preponderance of the evidence,” as explained in
the attached white paper.198
1. Deception Cases
TechFreedom has long argued that the FTC’s deception complaints should have to satisfy the
heightened pleading standards of Fed. R. Civ. Pro. 9(b).199 Under that rule, “[i]n alleging fraud
or mistake, a party must state with particularity the circumstances constituting fraud or mistake.”200 In other words, such claims must be accompanied by the “who, what, when, where,
and how” of the conduct charged.201 Rule 9(b) gives defendants “notice of the claims against
them, provide[ ] an increased measure of protection for their reputations, and reduce[ ] the
number of frivolous suits brought solely to extract settlements.”202
Several district courts have concluded that 9(b) applies to FTC deception allegations.203 Most
recently, the Northern District of California dismissed two of the FTC’s five deception counts
198
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in its data security complaint against D-Link204 for failure to satisfy the heightened pleading
standard of Rule 9(b).205 The district court noted that the Ninth Circuit has yet to address the
question, but nonetheless found controlling the appeals court’s decision holding that California’s Unfair Competition Law — the state’s “Baby FTC Act,” which, “like Section 5 outlaws
deceptive practices without requiring fraud as an essential element” — is subject to Rule
9(b).206
The D-Link court’s analysis of each of the FTC’s five deception counts illustrates that, while a
heightened pleading standard would require more work from Commission staff to establish
their cases, this burden would be relatively small and would in no way hamstring the Commission from bringing legitimate cases. The court upheld the principal deception count
(Count II: “that DLS has misrepresented the data security and protections its devices provide”) and two others, dismissing only two peripheral claims. If anything, merely applying
Section 9(b) to the Commission’s complaints would likely not be enough, on its own, to provide adequate discipline to the Commission’s use of its investigation and enforcement powers — but it would certainly be a start.
The district court’s discussion of Count II illustrates what specificity in pleading deception
claims would look like. The FTC’s allegations identified “specific statements DLS made at
specific times between December 2013 and September 2015,” and that the allegations “also
specify why the statements are deceptive.”207 The court goes on to say that “Count II identifies the time period during which DLS made the statements and provides specific reasons
why the statements were false—for example, that the routers and IP cameras could be
hacked through hard-coded user credentials or command injection flaws,” and that “this is
all Rule 9(b) demands.”208

at *1 (D. Ariz. Sept. 4, 2013) (same); see also FTC v. Swish Marketing, No. C-09- 03814-RS, 2010 WL 653486,
at *2-4 (N.D. Cal. Feb. 22, 2010) (finding “a real prospect” that Rule 9(b) applies but not deciding the issue).
See Complaint for Permanent Injunction and Other Equitable Relief, Fed. Trade Comm'n v. D-Link Sys., Inc.,
No. 3:17-CV-00039-JD, 2017 (N.D. Cal. Sept. 19, 2017), https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/cases/d-link_complaint_for_permanent_injunction_and_other_equitable_relief_unredacted_version_seal_lifted_-_3-20-17.pdf.
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2. Unfairness Cases
The D-Link court noted that “[w]hether the FTC must also plead its unfairness claim under
Rule 9(b) is more debatable,” finding “little flavor of fraud in the[] elements [of unfairness
under Section 5(n)].” But, the court continued:
the FTC has expressly stated that the unfairness claim against DLS is not tied to
an alleged misrepresentation. See Section III, below. At the same time, however,
the FTC has said that for all of its claims “the core facts overlap, absolutely,” and
there is no doubt that the overall theme of the complaint is that DLS misled consumers about the data security its products provide. The FTC also acknowledges
that DLS’s misrepresentations are relevant to the unfairness claim because consumers could not have reasonably avoided injury in light of them.
Consequently, there is a distinct possibility that Rule 9(b) might apply to the unfairness claim. But the question presently is not ripe for resolution. As discussed
below, the unfairness claim is dismissed under Rule 8. Whether it will need to satisfy Rule 9(b) will depend on how the unfairness claim is stated, if the FTC chooses
to amend.209

Whatever the courts actually conclude about the applicability of Rule 9(b) to unfairness
claims, we see no reason why the Commission should not be subject to the same heightened
pleading requirements under unfairness.

B. Preponderance of the Evidence Standard
Applying Section 9(b) to all Section 5 pleadings would help greatly. But the more fundamental problem in unfairness cases is the low bar set by Section 5(b) for bringing a complaint —
and the lack of any standard for settling it. We believe the answer is to require the Commission staff to demonstrate that it would prevail by a preponderance of the evidence. It may, at
first, seem strange to apply this standard — the general standard for resolving civil litigation
— at the early stages of litigation, but it must be remembered that this is not normal litigation. As noted above, the FTC has unique pre-trial discovery powers, and so is very likely to
have accumulated all the evidence it will need at trial before the complaint is ever issued.
Second, in nearly every “informational injury” case, the Commission’s decision over whether
to issue a complaint is the final decision over the case — because the cause will simply settle
at that point. Congress should consider applying this standard either to the issuance of unfairness complaints, or to the issuance of settlements. If the standard is applied only to the
issuance of settlements, Congress should consider some other heightened standard for
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bringing unfairness complaints, above that required by Section 9(b). In any event, the purpose of any standard imposed at this stage would not be to change how litigation would work
— which would still be resolved under separate standards for motions to dismiss, motions
for summary judgment and final resolution of litigation on the merits — but rather to spur
Commissioners to demand more analytical work of the staff. Some such change is likely the
only way to create sustainable analytical discipline inside the Commission.

IX.

Conclusion

There is little reason to expect that the FTC will not continue to more and more closely resemble the Federal Technology Commission with each passing year: the Commission will
continue to grapple with new issues. This is just as Congress intended. But if the agency is to
be trusted with such broad power, Congress should expect — and indeed take steps to ensure — that the FTC does more to justify how it wields that power. As Sens. Barry Goldwater
(R-AZ) & Harrison Schmitt (D-AZ) said in 1980:
Considering that rules of the Commission may apply to any act or practice “affecting commerce”, and that the only statutory restraint is that it be unfair, the apparent power of the Commission with respect to commercial law is virtually as broad
as the Congress itself. In fact, the Federal Trade Commission may be the second
most powerful legislature in the country…. All 50 State legislatures and State Supreme Courts can agree that a particular act is fair and lawful, but the five-man
appointed FTC can overrule them all. The Congress has little control over the farflung activities of this agency short of passing entirely new legislation.210

This testimony, and the attached documents, lay out some of the ideas that Congress should
consider in assessing how to reform the FTC’s processes and standards. But these questions
are sufficiently complex, and have been simmering for long enough, that the Committee
would benefit from finding ways to maximize the input of outside experts.
One model for that would be the House Energy & Commerce Committee’s ongoing
#CommActUpdate effort. 211 The Committee has issued six white papers, each time taking
public comment and refining its proposals. Given the complex interrelationships among the
pieces of FTC reform, this would be a more constructive approach than having a flurry of
separate bills, as Energy & Commerce did with FTC reform.
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The Committee could also consider establishing a blue-ribbon Commission modeled on the
Antitrust Modernization Commission — as TechFreedom and the International Center for
Law & Economics proposed in 2014:
A Privacy Law Modernization Commission could do what Commerce on its own
cannot, and what the FTC could probably do but has refused to do: carefully study
where new legislation is needed and how best to write it. It can also do what no
Executive or independent agency can: establish a consensus among a diverse array of experts that can be presented to Congress as, not merely yet another in a
series of failed proposals, but one that has a unique degree of analytical rigor behind it and bipartisan endorsement. If any significant reform is ever going to be
enacted by Congress, it is most likely to come as the result of such a commission’s
recommendations.212

We stand ready to assist the Committee in whatever approach it takes.

Comments of TechFreedom & International Center for Law and Economics, In the Matter of Big Data and
Consumer Privacy in the Internet Economy, Docket No. 140514424–4424–01, at 4 (Aug. 5, 2014), available at
http://www.laweconcenter.org/images/articles/tf-icle_ntia_big_data_comments.pdf
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